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Editorial on the Research Topic

TSH Receptor and Autoimmunity

INTRODUCTION

Over time it has become clear that the fascination with the TSH receptor (TSHR) is not only its
complexity and its relationship to human disease but the fact that it keeps teaching us fundamental
biology at all levels; cellular, molecular, and genetic. There are good examples of each of these facets
in this cutting edge collection of papers. This contribution provides a brief and broad overview
highlighting those areas of active progress by briefly eluding to some of the contributions in this
collection.

The TSHR is a member of the class A family of G-protein coupled receptors (GPCR) with seven
transmembrane helices traversing the plasma membrane and a large extracellular ectodomain. The
ectodomain (ECD) is linked to a distal signal-specific domain—the hinge region—which is attached
to a transmembrane domain (TMD) consisting of extracellular (ECL) and intracellular (ICL) loops
(Figure 1). A partial TSHR ectodomain (residues 1–260) has been crystallized either bound to a
stimulating TSHR antibody and/or a blocking TSHR antibody (1, 5) and recently in an unbound
native state with stabilizing mutations. Like other GPCRs, the TSH receptor can also not exist in an
ensemble of conformational states which can lead to its varied signaling potential. The review by
Kleinau et al. in this collection takes a comprehensive look at the structure-function relationship of
the TSHR viamodeling andmutational approaches. It is nowwell-known that the full-length TSHR
undergoes complex post translational processing (6, 7) inclusive of common protein modifications
such as glycosylation and phosphorylation and even whole receptor modifications such as cleavage
and multimerization (7, 8) thus resulting in a surprising variety of receptor configurations, many
of which are expressed on the cell surface (9) and in some cases even shed from the cell surface
(10). Although the shed receptor forms have not been conclusively demonstrated in the serum of
patients with Graves’ disease (GD), probably secondary to degradation, the evidence that these and
other receptor structures are critical to the immunopathogenesis of GD has been well-covered in
the review by Inaba et al.

Signal transduction at the TSHR is complex because of the promiscuous nature of the
TSHR in engaging with different G proteins (11). In addition, the TSHR signals can be
both G protein dependent and G protein independent. The TSHR has been shown to engage
predominantly β-arrestin-2 for internalization (12) and arrestin-1, in human osteoblast cells, for
differentiation, and MAP kinase signaling (13). In addition, it has long been known that the
TSHR is involved with the IGF1/insulin receptor in thyroid cells and the “marriage” of these two
receptors in fibroblasts has suggested their involvement in Graves’ eye disease pathophysiology
as well-reviewed by Smith et al.. The complex life cycle of GPCRs such as the TSHR (Figure 2)

5
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FIGURE 1 | Homology model of the entire TSH holoreceptor. This model

highlights the tripartite structure of the TSHR. The ectodomain, shown in

gray/black, is made up of 10 leucine-rich repeat domains (LRD) characterized

as a “scythe-blade” shaped structure with loops and β pleated sheets

obtained from the published crystal structure (1) (PDB:3G04). The region

connecting the LRD and transmembrane domain (TMD), known as the “hinge”

region, has recently been crystallized for the FSH receptor (2) (PDB:4AY9) and

is shown as a looped structure (orange) with a helix conformation close to the

carboxyl end of the LRD. The hinge in the TSHR has an additional sequence

insert and is larger than in the FSH receptor. Therefore, amino acids 305-381

are missing in the illustrated model (3) and this insert is depicted as a closed

dotted loop. The TMD (yellow), with its seven helices, is depicted as cylindrical

structures connected to each other by the specific TSHR intra and extracellular

loops. The TMD is the region that harbors the allosteric binding pockets for the

SMLs. LRD, leucine-rich domain; TMD, transmembrane domain; ECL,

extracellular loops; and ICL, intracellular loops [Figure adapted from (4)].

has also begun to be revealed showing that these types of GPCRs,
after being sequestered via clathrin-coated pits or caveolin
scaffolding proteins, are still able to signal after internalization.
New evidence points out that these internalized receptors can
lead to a “second wave” of signals from the TSHR (14). The
result is that not only does the receptor come in multiple
configurations but there are also multiple signal pathways that
may or may not be initiated as the receptor conformation

changes on ligand binding and this may continue after the
receptors are internalized. The days of thinking simply of the
TSH induced cyclic AMP response coming only from the surface
receptors have long gone. Single-particle electronmicroscopy has
confirmed the presence of intracellular megaplexes which consist
of a GPCR bound to β-arrestin at its C terminus and a G protein
complex at its core (15). The crystallization of a GPCR bound
to G proteins has enhanced our understanding that ligands
can stabilize different receptor conformations and that these
ligand bound receptor complexes can stabilize different effector
conformations leading to diversified signaling. However, such
full-length receptor and G protein crystallized conformation(s)
have not yet been achieved for the TSHR.

TSHR STIMULATORS

The TSHR can be activated by TSH itself, or by autoantibodies
which can bind to the orthosteric site(s) on the large ectodomain.
In fact, activation of the TSHR has been in clinical use for many
years. Semi-purified bovine TSH was originally used for short-
term thyroid testing of TSHR function but proved to have too
many immune related side effects in clinical practice. The clinical
use of TSH was not widely adopted until the introduction of
recombinant human TSH in the 1990’s. This is now used for
detecting thyroglobulin release from metastatic thyroid cancer
and for enhancing RAI uptake into thyroid glands (16–18). The
discovery of stimulating TSHR antibodies by Adams and Purves
(19) demonstrated the cause of Graves’ disease and helped open
up the entire field of autoimmune disease. Since the discovery
of TSHR autoantibodies there has been the development of
clinical assays to effectively detect these antibodies in Graves’
patients with improving accuracy and sensitivity. The reviews by
Giuliani et al. tracing the development of TSH bioassays and by
Kahaly et al. on functionality and nomenclature are interesting
and important in this regard. Although the current assays for
detecting these antibodies are relatively robust the solid phase
assays cannot detect bioactivity and the cell based bioassays are
also not ideal where high concentrations of blocking antibodies
may decrease the TSHR response to stimulating antibodies. Such
problems arise due to the plethora of antibodies with variable
bioactivities seen in GD indicative of a wide spectrum of variable
activities as discussed further below.

In recent years it been shown by several investigators that
selected small molecule ligands (SML) can easily permeate the
plasma membrane and allosterically activate or inhibit TSHR
signals. High throughput functional screening methods led to
their identification and has opened up new therapeutic potentials
(20–22). Furthermore, the concept that various effectors can
stabilize the TSHR in a particular conformation has opened
the possibility of biased TSHR signaling as achieved with other
GPCR’s (23, 24).

TSHR ANTAGONISTS

A major clinical need is for potent TSHR antagonists that
can block the TSHR antibodies of hyperthyroid Graves’
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FIGURE 2 | Generic life-cycle of the TSH receptor. The TSHR residing on the plasma membrane of thyrocytes on binding with its cognate ligand, TSH, is activated and

in turn undergoes conformational changes to recruit and activate a G protein complex leading to a predominate wave of Gs generated cAMP (Signal 1). The activated

receptor, after signal 1, is phosphorylated and then moved to clathrin-coated pits where β-arrestin is bound to the activated receptor. At this stage it is believed that

the receptor can signal via arrestin leading to β-arrestin-associated signals. Furthermore, this activated receptor in the invaginated pits is pinched-off to form the early

and late endosomes. It is described that within the endosome the receptor with its associated ligand and second messengers is capable of giving out a second wave

cAMP signal (Signal 2). Following this the receptor can be either degraded or it enters recycling vesicles and is recycled to the plasma membrane whereas the ligand

is transported to the lysosome and is degraded. This is the life that the TSHR lives on the surface of thyrocytes or any other cell where it is expressed.

disease allowing us to dispense with the side effects of the
common antithyroid drugs (methimazole and PTU) which
deter many physicians from their long term use. A blocking
human monoclonal TSHR antibody has been proposed
as one method of achieving this aim (25) and results of
a Phase II clinical trial are awaited. Although therapeutic
antibodies have the theoretical advantage of specificity so
do potential small molecule TSHR antagonists. Several
groups, including our own laboratory as described by Latif
et al. included in this collection (26, 27), have shown that
allosteric inhibition of TSHR G protein signaling can silence
the TSHR receptor. However, low potency and inadequate
specificity of these SML antagonists indicate that more hurdles
have to be crossed for the advancement of this approach.
Peptide mimetics and aptamers to the TSHR that can either
disrupt signaling via preventing G protein binding or by
interfering with TSHR antigen processing are also under
development and in early stage clinical trials and further data are
awaited.

EXTRA-THYROIDAL TSHRs

At long last it is becoming widely known that the TSHR is
expressed in more places than the thyroid gland and can even
be found to be expressed in embryonic stem cells suggesting a
role in development (11). The TSHR is expressed in fibroblasts,
adipocytes, bone cells, and a variety of additional cell types
(28, 29) and have, in particular, attracted a lot of attention
in the retro-orbit (30–32) and bone (33, 34). This ubiquitous
presence of the receptor clearly suggests that it has more
functions than controlling thyroid hormone production. The role
of TSHR activation and its signaling influence on adipocytes
has been studied (35) and activation of the TSHR can modulate
adipogenesis and fat cell phenotype further reinforced in the
article by Draman et al.. The role of the TSHR in differentiation
of preadipocytes into mature adipocytes from embryonic stem
cells has also been shown (36) although the signals that influence
this differentiation pathway are still unclear. The “Graves’ Disease
Triad” consists of hyperthyroidism with a dermopathy, referred
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to as pre-tibial myxedema, and an orbitopathy often referred to
as Graves’ Eye Disease and involves fibroblasts and adipocytes
at both extra-thyroidal sites. Retro-orbital expression of the
TSHR, in combination with IGF-1 receptors (37), expressed
on the fibroblasts and adipocytes behind the eye appear to
be involved in the pathogenesis of Graves’ orbitopathy GO-
(see Smith et al.) and serum TSHR-Ab levels tend to correlate
with eye disease (38–40). IGF-1 is well-known to enhance TSH
action on thyroid cells and recent studies show that blockade
of the IGF-1R appears to be a useful mode of therapy for GO
(41, 42) presumably by reducing stimulating TSHR-Ab-induced
adipocyte proliferation and cytokine release from retro-orbital
fibroblasts. Such cytokines contribute to glycosaminoglycan
generation and disrupt the osmotic pressure behind the eyes
causing muscle fiber damage and swelling (42, 43). Similarly,
our work on TSHR expression in osteoblasts and osteoclasts has
identified TSH as a potential osteoprotective molecule (33). The
identification of a TSH-β subunit splice variant secreted by bone
marrow macrophages may be the effector of this protective effect
as discussed in detail by Baliram et al. (44).

TSHR ANTIBODIES

One of the unique characteristics of Graves’ disease, not found
in normal individuals or in the rest of the animal kingdom,
is the presence of TSHR antibodies (TSHR-Ab) which are
easily detectable in the vast majority of patients as discussed
earlier (45). In such patients, TSHR-reactive T cells and B cells
survive central and peripheral deletion and under appropriate
circumstances the B cells secrete TSHR antibodies and also
induce T cells to secrete pro-inflammatory cytokines (46). Hence
both B cells and T cells play a central role in mediating the
chronic inflammatory changes of the autoimmune diseases seen
in the thyroid gland, in the retro-orbit and in the skin (19),
and may be resistant to T regulatory cell (Treg) control or
allowed to be active secondary to inadequate Treg function (47).
Although TSHR autoantibodies represent the hallmark of GD,
finding the triggers that lead to this immunological derangement
has been a challenge. Genome-wide association studies have
established the association of the TSHR gene specifically with
GD and understanding the functional mechanism by which such
polymorphisms modify the physiological processes and trigger
disease by interfering with central tolerance is outlined in the
review by Stefan et al.. Whatever may be the major mechanisms
for these triggers we now see three varieties of TSHR-Ab that can
be found in patients with autoimmune thyroid disease and in
TSHR immunized rodents; stimulating, blocking, and so called
“neutral” antibodies; the latter often directed at the hinge region
of the TSHR ectodomain and are far from being neutral in their
biological activity. Stimulating antibodies induce cyclic AMP,
thyroid cell proliferation and thyroid hormone synthesis, and
secretion. They bind exclusively to conformational epitopes in
the TSHR ectodomain leucine rich repeat region and compete
with TSH for binding. TSHR blocking antibodies compete with
TSH for binding and once bound they inhibit TSH action to a
variable extent. However, the degree of blockingmay be profound

enough that they may induce hypothyroidism although some
blocking TSHR antibodies may actually behave as weak TSHR
agonists. In contrast, the neutral TSHR antibodies neither block
TSH binding nor block TSH action but may be involved in
aberrant signal initiation and thyroid cell apoptosis (48, 49). It
is important to also remember that TSHR antibodies have an
important role to play in pregnancy because these antibodies
cross the placenta and influence both maternal and fetal thyroid
function and their biochemical and immunological aspects are
well-dealt with by Bucci et al..

APOPTOSIS IN GRAVES’ DISEASE

It is now apparent that apoptosis plays an important role
in the development and perpetuation of autoimmune thyroid
disease. Areas of apoptosis are recognized in thyroid tissue
from patients with Hashimoto’s Thyroiditis and Graves’ disease
(50). Subsequent studies on apoptosis have provided insight into
autoimmune target destruction, indicating the involvement of
death receptors and cytokine-regulated apoptotic pathways in
the pathogenesis, and perpetuation of thyroid autoimmunity.
There is evidence that such thyrocyte apoptosis in Graves’
disease may be antibody induced (51) or T cell mediated
via defects in T regulatory cells which induce an abnormal
production of cytokines (52) or changes in the expression of
apoptotic molecules (Fas/FasL and caspase 8) on the surface of
T lymphocytes and thyroid follicular cells (53, 54). In fact, all
antibody binding to the thyroid cell induces thyroid cell stress, as
first shown by our own laboratory, but we have shown that some
neutral antibodies induce excessive ROS accumulation leading
to thyroid cell apoptosis in the absence of G-protein signaling
(49, 55, 56). This antibody induced apoptosis can facilitate
the breakdown of self- tolerance mechanisms in individuals
with the right major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class II
background in myriad ways. It could be the release of excessive
cytosolic DNA fragments that can act as adjuvants/immune
modulators and induce aberrantMHC II expression in thyrocytes
thus inducing the release of multiple inflammatory cytokines and
chemokines as seen in various animal models and well-reviewed
by Luo et al. in this collection.

THE MULTIPLICITY OF TSH RECEPTOR
FORMS AND RESPONSES MAY EXPLAIN
THE GRAVES’ DISEASE PHENOTYPE

With the initial discovery of the classical G-protein–coupled-
receptors (GPCR) the essential mechanisms appeared at first
to be straightforward. The ectodomain was responsible for
hormone specificity and the intracellular domain was responsible
for the cyclic AMP signal. Each receptor had a specific ligand
and an expected action. The receptor for TSH was very similar
to that for FSH and LH/hCG and each activated PKA and
the cyclic AMP pathway. Such simplicity, however, was short
lived. Firstly, the TSHR was found to have two unique inserts
into the ectodomain, including one which made it subject to
complex post translational processing not seen with the LHR
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and FSHR. Then the phenomenon of specificity cross-over
reared its head. Suddenly the concept of high specificity of a
hormone receptor was in doubt. For example, a number of
ligands are able to bind to and activate the TSHR including
hCG and LH. Stimulation of the TSHR by hCG is seen in
gestational thyrotoxicosis (57) and in choriocarcinoma and a
unique TSHR mutation even more highly hCG reactive has been
described. With the burgeoning of our understanding into the
structure of the TSHR by comparative modeling and partial
crystal structures the entire field of TSHR signal transduction
opened up. TSH/hCG and small molecule agonists could initiate
different signals depending on the concentration of ligand
available for receptor binding, the number of receptors activated,
the forms of receptor (dimeric vs. monomeric) and also the
orthosteric vs. the allosteric sites. Hence, we have the issue of
multiple specificities and multiple signal responses indicating
that an enormous number of variables are at play at just one
GPCR. If we then consider Graves’ disease and its multiple
clinical forms which can vary from a highly localized thyroid
disease to almost a systemic autoimmune diathesis much of
this may be explicable by the variable forms of the receptor
available for immune activation, the variable sites of TSHR
expression and the multiplicity of signals that the TSHR can
employ. In addition, the presence of differing proportions of
high affinity TSHR-Abs with varied biological activity in patients

with GD no doubt also contributes to the multiple clinical
phenotypes; varying from hyperthyroidism to hypothyroidism
and vice versa and with or without Graves’ orbitopathy and
pre-tibial myxedema.

CONCLUSION

The collection of papers that form part of this special issue shows
the different facets of the TSHR thus allowing us to rightly say
that many roads lead from and to this GPCR. For sure the TSHR,
with its structural and signaling complexity, is going to hold our
scientific imagination and enthusiasm for many more years to
come.
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The thyroid-stimulating hormone receptor (TSHR) is a member of the glycoprotein hor-
mone receptors, a sub-group of class A G-protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs). TSHR 
and its endogenous ligand thyrotropin (TSH) are of essential importance for growth and 
function of the thyroid gland and proper function of the TSH/TSHR system is pivotal for 
production and release of thyroid hormones. This receptor is also important with respect 
to pathophysiology, such as autoimmune (including ophthalmopathy) or non-autoimmune 
thyroid dysfunctions and cancer development. Pharmacological interventions directly 
targeting the TSHR should provide benefits to disease treatment compared to currently 
available therapies of dysfunctions associated with the TSHR or the thyroid gland. Upon 
TSHR activation, the molecular events conveying conformational changes from the 
extra- to the intracellular side of the cell across the membrane comprise reception, con-
version, and amplification of the signal. These steps are highly dependent on structural 
features of this receptor and its intermolecular interaction partners, e.g., TSH, antibodies, 
small molecules, G-proteins, or arrestin. For better understanding of signal transduction, 
pathogenic mechanisms such as autoantibody action and mutational modifications 
or for developing new pharmacological strategies, it is essential to combine available 
structural data with functional information to generate homology models of the entire 
receptor. Although so far these insights are fragmental, in the past few decades essential 
contributions have been made to investigate in-depth the involved determinants, such 
as by structure determination via X-ray crystallography. This review summarizes available 
knowledge (as of December 2016) concerning the TSHR protein structure, associated 
functional aspects, and based on these insights we suggest several receptor complex 
models. Moreover, distinct TSHR properties will be highlighted in comparison to other 
class A GPCRs to understand the molecular activation mechanisms of this receptor 
comprehensively. Finally, limitations of current knowledge and lack of information are 
discussed highlighting the need for intensified efforts toward TSHR structure elucidation.

Keywords: thyroid-stimulating hormone receptor structure, signal transduction, homology models, glycoprotein 
hormone receptors, arrestin interaction, G-protein interaction, structure–function relationships, oligomers

Abbreviations: GPHR, glycoprotein hormone receptor; LHCGR, lutropin/choriogonadotropin receptor; FSHR, follicle-
stimulating hormone receptor; TSHR, thyroid-stimulating hormone receptor; TSH, thyroid-stimulating hormone; GPCR, 
G-protein-coupled receptor; TMH, transmembrane helix; ECL1/2/3, extracellular loops 1/2/3; ICLs 1/2/3, intracellular loops 
1/2/3; SD, serpentine domain; CAM, constitutively activating mutation; WT, wild type; ECD, ectodomain; IP, inositol phosphate.
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FiGuRe 1 | Scheme of the putative overall thyroid-stimulating hormone 
receptor (TSHR) protein structure. This scheme shows the overall structure 
and domain assembly of the TSHR. Significant features are highlighted, e.g., 
the sulfated tyrosine in the hinge region that is involved in hormone binding. 
The leucine-rich repeat domain (LRRD) together with the hinge region 
constituting the extracellular receptor part. The seven transmembrane helices 
and their connecting loops arrange the serpentine domain, which spans the 
membrane from the extra- to the intracellular side. A tethered ligand located 
between the extracellular loops has been proven and is composed of amino 
acids from both C-terminal ends of the LRRD and the hinge region.
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The thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH) or thyrotropin (1) 
receptor (TSHR) (2–6) is a member of the class A G-protein-
coupled receptors (GPCRs) (7). Evolutionary close relatives are 
the two receptors for the gonadotrophic hormones: follitropin 
(FSH) (8) and lutropin (LH)/choriogonadotropin (CG) (9). The 
follicle-stimulating hormone receptor (FSHR) and the LHCGR 
together with the TSHR constitute the sub-family of glycopro-
tein hormone receptors (GPHRs) (10). The TSHR is essential 
for thyroid growth and function (11–13) and activates different 
G-protein subtypes (14–17) and signaling pathways (18–20), 
whereby Gs- and Gq-induced signaling are probably of highest 
importance (13, 21–24). TSH and its receptor are required for 
thyroid hormone synthesis and release in the thyroid gland (25). 
Dysfunctions of the TSHR are the underlying cause of various 
gain- or loss-of-function phenotypes associated with thyroid 
malfunction [reviewed in Ref. (26)]. It has been suggested that 
the TSHR is involved in the development and mechanisms of 
ophthalmopathy (16, 27–31).

For decades, the TSHR and associated molecular mechanisms, 
such as ligand binding (32, 33), cell-surface expression, or 
induced signaling cascades, were studied with the purpose to not 
only understand the different steps in signal transduction, their 
regulation, and specificity but also to receive insights into the 
related physiological aspects (13, 20, 34–38) or to develop tools 
for pharmacological treatment (39, 40). Consequently, a huge 
amount of specific data and information from genetic approaches 
(site-directed modifications), pathogenic conditions, protein 
structure studies, biochemical and biophysical analyses are 
available [see also the information resource of Sequence Structure 
Function Analysis for GPHR at http://www.ssfa-gphr.de (41–44) 
which contains >1,500 pathogenic and site-directed mutations; 
comparison of functional data enabled due to normalization as 
percentage of wild type (WT)].

This raises the following questions, what do we currently know 
about the complex scenario of signal transduction by the TSHR 
and what is currently far from our understanding? To answer 
these questions, here we summarize and discuss the current 
knowledge about the TSHR with a specific emphasis on structural 
aspects of receptor activation. This comprises the TSHR structure 
itself, complexes between this receptor and interacting proteins, 
and also the transition between different conformations related 
to different functional processes. For these purposes, the avail-
able—albeit fragmental—structural information for the TSHR 
and its interacting proteins will first be described followed by an 
assembling of this knowledge into homology models of the entire 
receptor highlighting the structural and functional specificities  
in relation to the signal transduction processes.

For understanding of “signal transduction” and related details  
described in the following sections, it is essential to keep in 
mind that the 3-dimensional TSHR structure is constituted by  
interplaying domains (Figure  1) located in different cellular 
environments. This fact is due to the principal molecular function 
of GPCRs as hubs to transduce signals. The “signal” is induced by 
ligand binding at the extracellular site and transmitted via struc-
tural rearrangements in the transmembrane-spanning receptor 

region [serpentine domain (SD) comprised transmembrane 
helices including their connecting loops] toward intracellular 
effectors. A receptor like the TSHR therefore not only receives a 
signal but it is also a trigger, catalyzer, and regulator for specific 
physical or biophysical information. Moreover, the communica-
tion inside the protein is regulated by several specific amino 
acids or groups of amino acids at diverse structural parts that 
are responsible, for instance, for intermolecular contacts (e.g., for  
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ligand binding) or intramolecular interactions (e.g., for main-
tenance of a specific conformation). In consequence, each part 
of the receptor has individual functional priorities that are 
interrelated with highly adapted structural features. The entire 
process of signal transduction is a sequence of concerted events 
that are disturbed under pathogenic conditions and must be 
circumvented by pharmacological interventions (45–52).

AvAiLABLe STRuCTuRAL iNFORMATiON

The extracellular Leucine-Rich Repeat 
Domain (LRRD) and the Hinge Region
The extracellular LRRD and hinge region of the TSHR constitute 
the N-terminal extracellular receptor part (Figure  1), which is 
remarkably large (around 400 amino acids) compared to other 
class A GPCRs (10, 53). TSH and antibodies (activating, neutral, 
and blocking antibodies) interact with the receptor in this region 
[e.g., Ref. (54–58)]. The LRRD and the hinge region contain 
six asparagine-linked glycosylation sites (N-Xaa-S/T) that were 
already investigated intensively (59–62), and it was suggested that 
glycosylation of at least four sites appears necessary for expres-
sion of the functional TSHR (59).

The LRRD comprises repeats of specific amino acid sequences 
between 20 and 30 residues in length [for a detailed description  
of GPHR LRRD repeats, see Ref. (63)] known from available 
TSHR and FSHR crystal structures (56, 57, 64, 65) (Figure 2). 
The LRRD has a scythe blade-like shape with a slight twist 
from the N- toward the C-terminus. Hydrophobic amino acid 
side chains stabilize the inner core of the LRRD and aromatic 
interactions specifically are of high importance to maintain the 
backbone of the assembled repeats (Figure 3). Although the so 
far solved TSHR LRRD crystal structures showed a maximum of 
nine repeats (56, 57), based on homology modeling combined 
with mutagenesis studies (53), it was suggested that this domain is 
actually composed of 11 repeats (r1–r11 in Figure 3)—which was 
confirmed afterward by the recently solved FSHR LRRD struc-
ture (65). Interestingly, in contrast to other LRRDs with a similar 
fold (66–68), only the last C-terminal repeat of the GPHR LRRD 
is characterized by a short helix motif. Located in this helix are 
two cysteines at positions 283 and 284 that are known to interact 
with two cysteines at the C-terminal hinge region (65, 69). These 
disulfide bridges are important for adjusting both extracellular 
parts to each other and simultaneously anchoring the entire 
extracellular region close to the SD (Figure 3B). Moreover, gain- 
of-function mutations at position serine 281 leading to constitu-
tive receptor activation were identified in patients (70, 71).  
This amino acid is also located in the helical part of the LRRD 
C-terminus and is crucial for activation (69, 70, 72, 73).

In the GPHR subfamily, the hinge region structurally links the 
LRRD with the SD (77). Unfortunately, little is known about the 
entire structure of the TSHR hinge region for several reasons. 
First of all, the TSHR hinge region is most likely not a self-folding 
domain (53). It might be that only parts of this region are spe-
cifically folded, or that interacting receptor fragments and/or 
the bound ligand are necessary to stabilize the hinge region in a 
specific conformation.

Related to this is the fact that the TSHR can be enzymatically 
cleaved at two sites in the hinge region (78, 79), which is also 
a prerequisite for shedding (78, 80–84) of the disulfide bridges 
located between the LRRD and the hinge region or inside the 
hinge region (Figures  1 and 3B). Shedding and cleavage in 
combination finally releases the so-called “receptor-subunit A” 
(constituted by the LRRD and parts of the hinge region) from 
the “receptor-subunit B” (C-terminal part of the N-terminus 
together with the SD) and cleavage plus shedding are unique 
to the TSHR in the group of GPHRs. This separation is likely 
related to the pathogenic occurrence of autoimmune antibodies 
against the TSHR (20, 34, 79, 85, 86). The cleaved peptide is 
termed “C-peptide” (approximately 50 amino acids in length), 
and it is still under debate how this process is related to physio-
logical functions, signaling regulation, or pathogenic conditions 
(79, 84, 87–89). In any case, it is completely unknown how the 
C-peptide is folded or contributes to inter- and intramolecular 
interactions. This question remains important for understand-
ing differences among the GPHRs.

From the crystal structure complex of FSHR ectodomain 
(ECD)/FSH only fragments of the hinge region are known, with 
a portion in the middle of the hinge region being unresolved 
(65). This missing part corresponds to TSHR residues 305–380. 
The entire TSHR hinge region is predicted to span positions 
289–409 (53). However, the solved FSHR ECD crystal structure 
and derived models for the ECD TSHR (90, 91) highlight that 
the N- and C-terminus of the hinge region are essential for 
receptor functions like TSH binding and signal transduction. In 
detail, a third extracellular disulfide bridge between Cys301 and 
Cys390 [which is not conserved in GPHRs in general, reviewed in  
Ref. (9)] constrains the close interplay between the N- and 
C-terminus of the hinge region (Figure  3B). Cysteine 398 is 
located in a small beta-strand that is arranged parallel to the 
last beta-strand of the LRRD. This feature stabilizes the LRRD/
hinge region complex, which may explain together with the two 
essential disulfide bridges Cys283/Cys398 and Cys284/Cys408 
why this part was also solved in the FSHR crystal structure (65).

Moreover, the FSHR ECD crystal structure bound with FSH 
provided for the first time details of the second hormone-binding 
site of GPHRs around a conserved sulfated tyrosine (sTyr) 
(functionally corresponds to sTyr385 in TSHR). This tyrosine 
binds into a pocket between the hormone subunits and strongly 
contributes to hormone-binding properties (76), although small 
differences among the GPHRs were observed (92, 93). Generally, 
the hinge region of GPHRs is the least conserved receptor part 
(10, 63) and is therefore responsible for several differences con-
cerning associated functions like hormone binding or induction 
of signaling pathways (94, 95).

The Membrane-Spanning SD
Currently, no structural information for the SD, comprising the 
seven membrane-spanning helices and respective connecting 
loops, has been experimentally determined yet for the TSHR or 
other GPHRs (Figure 2). This precludes detailed insights being 
made about amino acid interactions (at the atom level) and also 
the arrangement of the domains (SD, LRRD, and hinge region) 
or complexes to each other. However, it can be assumed that 
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FiGuRe 2 | Available structural information for glycoprotein hormone receptors (GPHRs) and GPHs. This scheme summarizes structural information that 
is available for the GPHRs and GPHs. Since 1994 starting with the first crystal structure of human choriogonadotropin, few further endogenous ligand structures 
(such as from follitropin or thyroid-stimulating hormone receptor autoantibodies—in complexes or unbound) were solved. Based on the high amino acid sequence 
similarity, each of these structures can also serve as structural templates for models of receptors and hormones where no structural information is available so far. 
Moreover, these structural data can be assembled into larger complexes (see Figures 6–8).
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the TSHR has the same general assembly of the transmembrane 
helices as observed for all class A GPCRs because they share a 
common structural organization (96–99). Thus, experimentally 
determined structures of other GPCRs can be used as a proxy to 
generate TSHR models by using homology modeling techniques 
(100–103). This has been done several times in the past for dif-
ferent purposes [e.g., Ref. (45, 90, 104–107)]. These models were 

helpful for elucidating mechanisms of pathogenic mutations  
(26, 108, 109), allosteric small-molecule binding (45, 48, 49, 110),  
or G-protein and arrestin coupling (111) and guided more 
rational experimental approaches by suggesting potential 
interactions or mechanisms, in advance of already available 
knowledge. These experiments, in turn, were useful for refining 
or proving model-based predictions.
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How can a TSHR model based on already solved crystal 
structures of other GPCRs be generated? Initial attempts at build-
ing TSHR models used those GPCR crystal structure templates 

available at the time: (1) inactive conformations—rhodopsin 
[PDB entry 1F88 (112)], beta-2-adrenergic receptor [ADRB2, 
PDB entry 2RH1 (113), PDB entry 2R4S (114)]; (2) active 
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FiGuRe 3 | Continued  
A full-length model of the thyroid-stimulating hormone receptor (TSHR) leucine-rich repeat domain and a fragmental model of the hinge region.  
(A) The LRRD of the TSHR is the main binding site for hormones and autoantibodies. They interact with amino acids in the concave site of this domain, which is 
arranged as a beta-sheet. Hydrophobic amino acid side chains are located mainly in the inner core of the domain, thus aromatic interactions are of high importance. 
Although the so far solved TSHR LRRD structures are constituted by a maximum of 9 repeats (56, 57), it was suggested (53) that this domain is actually constituted 
by 11 repeats (r1–r11)—as also presented here in this model (designed by a chimeric model-approach, LRRD model comprises amino acids 24–288). In contrast to 
other known LRRD structures with similarity to the glycoprotein hormone receptor (GPHR) LRRDs (66–68), the backbone on the convex side of this domain shows 
only one short helical structure namely in repeat 11. The cysteines at positions 283 and 284 are known to interact with two cysteines at the C-terminal hinge region 
(B). Furthermore, mutations of serine 281 were identified as pathogenic (70, 71) and causing a gain of function by constitutive receptor activation. Of note, lysine 
183 in repeat 7 (blue stick) was identified to be highly responsible for ligand specificity. The Lys183Arg substitution leads to a hypersensitivity for choriogonadotropin 
(74, 75). (B) This fragmental TSHR hinge region model (lilac-purple, amino acids 289–304 and 382–409) is adapted according to the solved follicle-stimulating 
hormone receptor (FSHR) ectodomain (ECD)/FSH complex structure (65) and contains several amino acids of high structural and functional importance. The 
cysteine 398 is located in a small beta-strand that is arranged parallel to the last beta-strand 11 of the LRRD. The two essential disulfide bridges Cys283/Cys398 
and Cys284/Cys408 are shown. A third extracellular disulfide bridge between Cys301 and Cys390 stabilizes the interplay between the N- and C-terminus. 
Moreover, the recent FSHR ECD crystal structure bound with follitropin provided details for the first time on the second hormone-binding site of GPHRs around a 
conserved sulfated tyrosine (in TSHR sTyr385). This tyrosine binds into a pocket between the hormone subunits and contributes to ligand-binding properties (76).
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conformations—opsin [PDB entry 3CAP (115)], opsin in 
complex with a C-terminal-binding peptide derived from the 
Gt-protein [PDB entry 3DQB (116)] or active metarhodopsin II 
(PDB entries 3PXO or 3PQR) (117), the beta-2 adrenergic recep-
tor in complex with agonist and Gs-protein [PDB entry 3SN6 
(118)], or the Adenosine-2A receptor in complex with an agonist 
and a mini-Gs protein [PDB entry 5G53 (119)]. The particular 
template selection was made based on the specific purpose of the 
models—like simulation of an inactive versus active conformation  
[e.g., Ref. (120)] and based on general or local sequence similari-
ties. In the past decade, a large number of new crystal structures 
from diverse GPCRs were solved, including further aminergic 
receptors, chemokine, peptidic, or fatty acid receptors [reviewed 
in Ref. (102) and collected under http://gpcrdb.org/structure  
(121, 122)]. Consequently, this provokes the question as to what 
is currently the best structural template to model the SD or the 
entire structure of TSHR. Based on the overall sequence similar-
ity, the closest single template for modeling the SD of TSHR is the 
beta-2 adrenergic receptor. However, primary sequence similar-
ity to one single structural template may not be the best option. 
It is now common to build homology models using not only one 
template but using several template fragments in order to achieve 
maximum overlap of individual structural features, e.g., helical 
kinks or helical length dimensions (103, 123). Actually the TSHR 
has some of these specific structural properties related to amino 
acid fingerprints, which are not common in class A GPCRs. They 
are of high importance for an accurate model, and therefore they 
are also helpful to estimate the best modeling template. We will 
therefore extract and describe here a few significant examples 
important for defining structural properties of the TSHR, and 
we will also provide an inactive state model that is based on a 
“multi-fragment” approach (123).

One striking difference between the transmembrane helix 
(TMH) domain of most other class A GPCRs and the TSHR is 
that class A GPCRs typically contain a highly conserved proline 
in position 5×50 [modified Ballesteros and Weinstein nomencla-
ture (124) considering structural alignments of bulges (125)] of 
TMH5, which is responsible for a bulged TMH5 conformation 
that causes a kink and twist toward the extracellular end of this 
helix. However, in the TSHR, there is an alanine (Ala593) in the 
corresponding position instead of a proline. Based on modeling 

approaches and mutant studies, in 2011 we suggested that an 
alanine at position 5×50 in TSHR causes a regular and stable 
alpha-helical conformation instead of a proline-supported bulge 
and kink in TMH5 (126). This structural prediction was later 
confirmed in crystal structures of receptors that do not have a 
proline at position 5×50 and which do indeed have a regular 
alpha-helical TMH5 such as the Sphingosine 1-phosphate recep-
tor 1 [alanine in position 5×50; PDB entry 3V2W (127)], the 
P2Y12 receptor [asparagine in position 5×50; PDB entry 4NTJ 
(128)], and the lysophosphatidic acid receptor 1 [threonine in 
position 5×50, LPAR1, PDB entry 4Z34 (129)]. These structural 
implications for Ala593 in TMH5 of TSHR (126) were recently 
confirmed by others (104).

Moreover, a methionine (Met637) in TMH6 of TSHR is also 
a specific feature of this receptor because at the corresponding 
position (6×48) the majority of class A GPCRs have a highly 
conserved tryptophan. Replacement of Met637 by a tryptophan 
led to constitutive activation, indicating a different or altered side 
chain adjustment at this position in the TSHR (106). Homology 
models must be built by incorporation of these special func-
tional–structural characteristics, ideally by using structures with 
the exact match in the respective property. The TMH5–TMH6 
arrangement but also that between TMH3 and TMH5 are key 
features and should be significant for functionalities like the high 
basal signaling activity of the TSHR (130) or the huge amount of 
known constitutively activating TSHR mutations (26), whereby 
these structural features should predestine the TSHR for consti-
tutive activation just by slight amino acid alterations.

To build the most accurate models with implementation of 
these specific features, a fragment-based modeling approach was 
developed, whereby templates are selected separately for each 
TMH and helix 8 using sequence fingerprint motifs and sequence 
similarity scores (103). The general aim was to select “best-
choice” templates based on a logical decision tree or algorithm. 
This initial idea was transferred into a web server and database 
[GPCR-Sequence-Structure-Feature-Extractor (SSFE)1] to pro-
vide the tool to the larger community (123). This initial database 
contained pre-calculated models for more than 5,000 class A 

1 http://www.ssfa-7tmr.de/ssfe.
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TABLe 1 | Template fragments from different G-protein-coupled receptor crystal structures used for building an inactive homology model of the 
serpentine domain of thyroid-stimulating hormone receptor.

Helix Sequence 
similarity (%)

Suggested transmembrane helix 
(TMH) fragment template  
(uniProt entry name—PDB code)

Reasons for template selection (fingerprints)

TMH1 60 ACM2_HUMAN—3UON Highest sequence similarity
TMH2 57 ACM4_HUMAN—5DSG DXXXG at position 2×50 to 2×54, highest sequence similarity
TMH3 53 AA2AR_HUMAN—4EIY GC at position 3×24 to 3×25
TMH4 50 OPSD_TODPA—2Z73 P at position 4×60, highest sequence similarity
TMH5 52 LPAR1_HUMAN—4Z34 No P at position 5×50, no F at position 5×47, N at position 5×47, highest sequence similarity
TMH6 47 OX1R_HUMAN—4ZJ8; OX2R_ 

HUMAN—4S0V; P2Y12_HUMAN—4NTJ
No FXXCWXP motif at position 6×44 to 6×50, PXS at position 6×50 to 6×52, highest sequence 
similarity; no FXXCWXP motif at position 6×44 to 6×50, PXS at position 6×50 to 6×52, highest 
sequence similarity; no FXXCWXP motif at position 6×44 to 6×50, highest sequence similarity

TMH7 50 OPSD_TODPA—2Z73 Highest sequence similarity
H8 55 AA2AR_HUMAN—4EIY Highest sequence similarity

Reasons and fingerprint sequence motifs for selecting a particular TMH template are given.
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GPCRs (also including different species), but most importantly, 
this tool generates homology models and structural predictions 
for sequences of interest uploaded by the user. This method has 
recently been updated to include all 27 currently available inac-
tive class A GPCR crystal structures for template selection and 
homology modeling.2

The inactive TMH model of TSHR generated during this 
recent update selected 6 of the 27 different template struc-
tures for model building (Table  1). Selecting transmembrane 
helices from different structural templates has the advantage 
that sequence differences causing slight backbone changes such 
as bulges or kinks are considered in more detail. Thus compared 
to using a single template, the multiple fragment approach can 
achieve an improved accuracy in the predicted models, which 
is essential for docking of small molecules or virtual screening. 
The reasons and fingerprint motifs for selecting particular TMH 
templates for the multiple fragment TSHR model are given in 
Table 1. For example, the conformation of TMH2 is based on 
TMH2 from ACM4 receptor (PDB entry 5DSG) since it contains 
(like TSHR) the fingerprint motif DXXXG at positions 2×50 to 
2×54 and has the highest sequence similarity of similarly scoring 
templates. TMH3 of TSHR is based on TMH3 of AA2AR (PDB 
entry 4EIY) because of the matching fingerprint Gly–Cys at 
positions 3×24 and 3×25. TMH5 is based on TMH5 of LPAR1 
(PDB entry 4Z34), since like TSHR, there is not only no proline 
in position 5×50 but also no Phe in position 5×47 and an Asn 
at that position instead. Three different templates OX1R (PDB 
entry 4ZJ8), OX2R (PDB entry 4S0V), and P2Y12 (PDB entry 
4NTJ) score most highly for TMH6 and are suggested for 
modeling this helix. We selected the model using human orexin 
receptor type 1 (OX1R_HUMAN) for further analysis due to it 
having the highest number of motifs matched and having the 
best resolution for the X-ray structure. Thus, the resulting TSHR 
model contains distinct kinks in TMHs 2 and 6 and a straight 
TMH5 due to the matched fingerprint motifs in these helices 
(Figure 4A).

2 http://www.ssfa-7tmr.de/ssfe2.

Figure  4B shows a comparison between this multiple frag-
ment model with the best matching single template TSHR 
model based on the ADRB2 [PDB entry 2RH1 (114)]. The single 
template model differs not only by additional bulges in TMH2 
and 5 and in the orientation of the highly conserved cysteine in 
TMH3 but also in orientations of the side chains Val421 (position 
1×39) and Leu587 (position 5×44) (Figure  4B). Conservative 
mutations at these positions to isoleucine and valine, respectively, 
cause constitutive activation (104) and is thus incompatible with 
them being orientated toward the membrane as observed in the 
single template TSHR model (Figure 4B). However, the activat-
ing roles of these mutations are rationalized by the structural 
data when these side chains point toward neighboring helices 
(and thus potential interaction partners), as is observed in the 
multiple fragment TSHR model (colored in gray in Figure 4B). 
This clearly demonstrates the advantage of the multiple fragment 
approach in achieving an improved accuracy in the predicted SD 
models. Along these lines, recently 16 inactive crystal structures 
were used to generate multiple-template SD models of the TSHR 
utilizing another strategy (131). In their approach, Modeller 
(132) was used to build an averaged model of the TSHR SD by 
automatically combining all templates.

This also includes the intra- and extracellular loops. For adjust-
ing the extracellular loops of TSHR models, different approaches 
have been used. SSFE integrated Superlooper2 (133), while others 
used Monte Carlo refinements (134) and Rosetta protocols (135) 
for TSHR loop modeling.

The SD model in an active state TSHR conformation can 
be built on the helix arrangement as observed in the crystal 
structures of opsin (116), metarhodopsin II (117), adenosine 2A 
receptor (119), or the beta-2 adrenergic receptor (118), where a 
huge outward tilt movement of ~8–14 Å of TMH6 were observed 
compared to the inactive state conformation [e.g., reviewed in 
Ref. (136, 137)]. The beta-2 adrenergic receptor crystal structure 
complexed with agonist and Gs-protein (PDB entry 3P0G) served 
as a template to build the TSHR active state SD model. However, 
additional TSHR-relevant fingerprints of TMH conformations 
(described above) were considered while modeling for TMH2 
(kink but no bulge) and TMH5 (straight helix).
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FiGuRe 4 | Fragment-based thyroid-stimulating hormone receptor 
(TSHR) serpentine domain (SD) model with specific structural 
features. (A) This TSHR SD model was built from multiple transmembrane 
helix templates (see Table 1). The best matching fingerprint motifs between 
TSHR sequence and the selected template transmembrane helix (TMH) 
fragment are highlighted and indicate a central kink motif for TMH2 (brown: 
DXXXG at position 2×50 to 2×54), an extracellular kink for TMH3 (cyan: 
Gly–Cys at position 3×24 to 3×25), an extracellular proline for TMH4 (green: 
P at position 4×60), a regular central alpha helix for TMH5 (rose A5×50, 
N5×47), and a strong kink for TMH6 (yellow modified FXXCWP motif at 
position 6×44 to 6×50, PXS at position 6×50 to 6×52). The remaining TMH 
templates were selected based on having the highest sequence similarity. 
(B) Comparison of the multiple-template fragment-based model (gray) with 
the best matching single template TSHR SD model based on the beta-2 
adrenergic receptor (PDB entry 2RH1) (blue), which differs in additional 
bulges in TMH2 and 5 but also in orientations of the side chains V421 
(position 1×39) and L587 (position 5×44). Constitutively activating 
mutations of both residues (104) are rationalized by the fragment-based 
model when these side chains point toward neighboring helices (gray), but 
are incompatible with them being orientated toward the membrane as 
observed in the single template TSHR model (blue).
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TSHR-interacting Proteins—Hormones, 
Antibodies, G-Proteins, and Arrestin
The TSHR is a hub for signal transduction between different cel-
lular regions and transduces information from signal inducers 
(extracellular) toward intracellular signaling molecules. Taking the 
high number of different GPCRs and ligands into consideration 
[more than 800 in humans (7, 138)], these ligand/GPCR(s)/effector 
systems are generally of high evolutionary success and importance 
(139). The physiological differentiation between particular GPCRs, 
their ligands, and resulting signaling in one cell or tissue are deter-
mined by time occurrence, cell-specific expression levels, ligand/
receptor selectivity, and spatial separation, which also holds true 
for the TSHR under physiological conditions. In addition, for 
TSHR-interacting proteins like the Gs-protein (140–142) or TSH 
(143, 144) pathogenic mutants are known. These facts, as well as in 
context to its interacting proteins makes it very interesting to study 
and describe the TSHR or to search for further potential interaction 
partners that are unknown so far. But what is currently known about 
TSHR-interacting proteins in bound or unbound conformations?

In Figure 5, we provide an overview of known TSHR interac-
tion partners and respective available structural information. In 
brief, TSHR can interact extracellularly with:

 i. TSH and thyrostimulin, but no direct structural information 
is yet available, only structural homology models can be 
designed based on similarity to existing crystal structures 
of FSH [PDB entries 1FL7 (145)—unbound state, 1XWD 
(64) and 4AY9 (65)—bound state] or CG [all structures are 
in unbound state, PDB entries 1HCN (146), 1HRP (147), 
1QFW (148)] (see Figure 2).

 ii. Blocking [PDB entry 2XWT (57)] or activating antibodies 
[PDB entry 3G04 (56)], direct structural information is 
available in bound conformations, and also the unbound 
structure of an (inverse agonistic) antibody is available [PDB 
entry 4QT5 (149)].

In the transmembrane region TSHR can constitute:

 iii. Homodimers (150, 151), which can be modeled by using 
several different GPCR dimer structures (see also Structural–
Functional Aspects of TSHR Oligomerization), like from 
the μ-opioid-receptor [MOR (152)], κ-opioid receptor 
[KOR (153)], opsin (115), chemokine receptor CXCR4 
(154), or the β-adrenergic receptor 1 [β-1AR (155)]. So far, 
it is unknown whether TSHR also constitutes functionally 
relevant heterodimers with other GPCRs, but it would be of 
enormous importance to clarify this question because heter-
odimerization could have dramatic consequences on TSHR 
functionalities as known from other GPCRs (156–160) and 
many different GPCRs are expressed in the same tissues as 
TSHR [e.g., searchable in Ref. (161)].

Intracellular interaction partners are:

 iv. Arrestin, where bound complexes with opsin or rhodopsin 
are available [rhodopsin/arrestin PDB entries 4ZWJ (162), 
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FiGuRe 5 | Available structural information for thyroid-stimulating hormone receptor (TSHR) interaction partners. As shown in Figure 2, structural 
information on the TSHR is still limited. However, several interaction partners like autoantibodies (TSH is not solved so far), or Gi, Gs, and arrestin in bound and 
unbound conformations already have determined structures available. This knowledge can be used to construct larger model complexes as presented in  
Figures 6, 8 and 10.
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5DGY (163)], and opsin/arrestin fragment [PDB entry 4PXF 
(164)], but also unbound arrestin structures were already 
determined [e.g., inactive state—PDB entry 3P2D (165)], or 
pre-active states [PDB entries 4J2Q and 4JQI (166, 167)].

 v. Numerous crystal structures of unbound (inactive) G-protein 
subtypes have been solved, like for Gi [PDB entries 1GIA 
(168), 1GG2 (169)], Gs [PDB entry 1AZT (170)], and Gq 
[PDB entries 3AH8 (171), 3OHM (172), 2BCJ (173)]. Based 
on the beta-2 adrenergic receptor/Gs complex, a bound Gs 
conformation is also available [PDB entry 3SN6 (118)].

Thus, based on the above as well as the information from 
Figure 2, it is clear that a specific set of structural information is 
already available for TSHR and interacting proteins, intracellular 
and extracellular. Consequently, the available data enables two 
objectives:

 1. The assembling between TSHR and interacting proteins as 
models of complexes.

 2. The estimation of structural transitions between the unbound 
and bound states for TSHR as well as for the interacting 
partners.

However, it must also be concluded that much structural 
information is still missing, such as from the TSHR-binding 
hormones [TSH, thyrostimulin (174–176)], or TSHR structures 

themselves, or with bound allosteric ligands or intracellularly 
complexed partners. Moreover, combined with the missing 
information of the entire TSHR SD region or the full-length 
receptor with spatially adjusted domains, the molecular interpre-
tation of functional data from mutagenesis studies or pathogenic 
findings is an approximation rather than a definitive answer so 
far. However, in the following section, we describe examples of 
feasible complex models, which are based on above described 
structures or homology models.

Feasible TSHR and TSHR Complex Models
At the moment, the gap in structural information can only be 
resolved by building homology models based on the afore-
mentioned crystal structures (Figures  2, 3A,B, 5 and 9). By 
building individual and complexed homology models, insight 
into the TSHR SD, the differences between active and inactive 
structures or between bound and unbound properties of the 
interacting proteins can be gained. The principal idea of homol-
ogy modeling is to adapt the already determined homologous 
structures and respective amino acid sequences (e.g., described 
in Section “TSHR-Interacting Proteins—Hormones, Antibodies, 
G-Proteins, and Arrestin”) toward the targets of interest—
e.g., TSHR and TSH. This method is appropriate because the 
structural conservation and similarity of GPCRs is higher than 
their amino acid sequence similarity (100, 101, 103). We used 
the structural information documented above (i.–v.) to design 
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FiGuRe 7 | Details of thyroid-stimulating hormone receptor (TSHR) 
structure and activation. This complex model visualizes important 
determinants and aspects of the TSHR activation mechanism. The hinge 
region links the LRRD with the serpentine domain and both parts harbor 
determinants for hormone binding. Ligand-binding triggers conformational 
changes at a convergent center between the LRRD and hinge region, thereby 
an inhibitory impact of the extracellular part on the receptor gets abrogated 
and an ‘‘intramolecular agonistic unit’’ or “tethered internal agonist” close  
to the transmembrane domain 1 becomes activated (violet surface). This 
extracellular signal induction is conveyed via structural rearrangements of the 
transmembrane-spanning helices toward the intracellular side. Several amino 
acids of high structural–functional relevance are involved in receptor activation 
(orange sticks) by maintaining specific activity-related conformations. They 
are localized at distinct spatial regions inside the TSHR, and they are 
interrelated with each other. The resulting active receptor conformation opens 
a spatial crevice for binding of intracellular interaction partners (Figures 6  
and 8). Notably, the TSHR is characterized by specificities in the structural 
details such as a regular conformation of TMH5 compared to most other 
G-protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs), having an alanine instead of a proline 
at the 5×50 position, respectively. Moreover, the TSHR like all other 
glycoprotein hormone receptors (GPHRs) has a methionine at position 6×47 
in TMH6, where usually a tryptophan is located in most class A GPCRs. In 
addition, it has been shown several times (48, 110, 177) that the known 
allosteric-binding sites for small drug-like molecules acting on GPHRs are 
located between the transmembrane helices close to the extracellular loops, 
which is shown here exemplarily by a partial surface-pocket representation 
and a bound synthetic antagonist.

FiGuRe 6 | A thyroid-stimulating hormone receptor (TSHR)/Gs 
complex model. The nearly completed complex model between TSHR–TSH 
and Gs in an active conformation can be assembled based on information 
summarized in Figures 2 and 3. TSH (or thyrostimulin) binds at two sites in 
the TSHR, called binding site I (LRRD) and binding site II (hinge region), of 
which several specific amino acids mediate the contact and specificity for the 
hormone. This model provides structural information according to the general 
TSHR scheme in Figure 1, including the detailed disulfide bridges at the 
extracellular part, localization of the hinge region, or justification of the Gs 
molecule at the active TSHR structure conformation [based on the beta-2 
adrenergic receptor/Gs complex PDB entry 3SN6 (118)].
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the following TSHR-related models in different activity-state 
conformations:

 (1) The hormones TSH and thyrostimulin in bound and 
unbound conformations based on FSH (free and bound) or 
CG (unbound) (Figures 2, 6–8).

 (2) The full-length TSHR LRRD based on the LRRDs of the 
TSHR and of FSHR ECD/FSH complexes—as ligand bound 
conformations (Figure 3).

 (3) The LRRD in combination with the hinge region based on 
the FSHR ECD/FSH complex—active state conformation 
(Figures 3B and 6).
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FiGuRe 8 | A thyroid-stimulating hormone receptor (TSHR)/arrestin 
complex model. Binding and action of β-arrestin-1 and β-arrestin-2 on 
TSHR has already been reported (178–181). The putative structural 
conformation of TSHR adapted to this interacting protein is different to the 
TSHR/G-protein complex as shown in the presented superimposition of a 
TSHR/arrestin model (orange surface, complex is based on the crystallized 
rhodopsin/arrestin complexes PDB entries 4ZWJ, 5DGY) with the TMH6 
conformation from the active TSHR/Gs complex (white backbone).
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 (6) TSHR SD in an inactive state (e.g., Figure 4) based on other 
GPCRs with determined structures.

 (7) TSHR SD in active state conformations (e.g., Figures 6, 8 
and 9) like from ADRB2 or opsin.

 (8) Inactive or active state conformations with bound allosteric 
ligands (Figure 7).

 (9) TSHR SD or full-length TSHR as homomers (in inactive 
or active states) based on solved dimer structures of other 
GPCRs like opsin or MOR (Figure 10).

 (10) TSHR in complex with arrestin (active state, Figure 8).
 (11) TSHR in complex with G-protein (active state, Figure 6).
 (12) TSHR homomers in complex with intracellular effectors 

[assembled active state complex models (Figures 7 and 8) 
in superimposition with dimeric GPCR crystal structures 
(Figure 10)].

These models provide insights into the:

•	 the putative structure and domain composition (Figures 6–10);
•	 hormone binding-related determinants (Figures 3 and 6);
•	 determinants of signal transduction at the extracellular region 

(Figures 3 and 7);
•	 constitution of the SD in different conformations (Figures 6–9);
•	 visualizing particular important amino acids for intramolecu-

lar signal transduction (Figures 7 and 9);
•	 TSHR-binding modes with G-protein or arrestin (Figures  6 

and 8).

The models outlined above are advanced compared to the few 
experimentally determined TSHR structures yet they are only 
approximate models and not necessarily correct or precisely pre-
dictive. Functionally supportive data for assembling the SD and 
the extracellular region are rather rare (135, 189). More detailed 
methods for building these models are described in our own 
previous publications on the TSHR or other GPCRs [e.g., Ref. (53, 
90, 91, 126, 189, 190)]. However, what can these models tell us or 
how can they help to visualize mechanisms of the TSHR? In the 
following sections, we will highlight several important insights 
related to regulation and action of the TSHR, which are strongly 
dependent on structural properties.

SiGNAL TRANSDuCTiON BY 
STRuCTuRAL ReORGANiZATiON:  
THe TSHR AT wORK

induction of Signaling in the  
extracellular Region
Induction of the endogenous signal transduction by the TSHR 
is triggered extracellularly by TSH (191) or thyrostimulin bind-
ing (174–176). The LRRD and the hinge region both harbor 
determinants for hormone binding [reviewed in Ref. (36, 63)]. 
Additionally, one specific residue of high importance for TSH 
binding is a sTyr sTyr385 (76, 92) located in the C-terminal end 
of the hinge region (Figures 3 and 6). Further amino acids in the 
hinge region are involved in ligand binding, mainly character-
ized by negatively charged side chains (53, 192–194). Generally, 
the hinge region has a drastic influence on hormone binding, 

 (4) The partial extracellular TSHR part bound with TSH or thy-
rostimulin based on the FSHR ECD/FSH complex (Figure 6).

 (5) The TSHR extracellular part (LRRD and hinge region) 
bound with antibodies based on template chimeras between 
the solved LRRD/antibody complexes and the FSHR/ECD.
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FiGuRe 9 | TMH3–5–6 contact motif in the active state conformations of the beta-2 adrenergic receptor and an active state thyroid-stimulating 
hormone receptor (TSHR) model. A specific contact motif between residues in transmembrane helices 3, 5, and 6 is observed in the crystal structure of an active 
state conformation of the beta-2 adrenergic receptor (118) comprised Ile121 (3×40)—Pro211 (5×50)—Phe282 (6×48) [(A), left panel]. Such hydrophobic contact 
can also be found in the TSHR model comprised Val509 (3×40)—A593 (5×50)—Met 637 (6×48) [(B), right panel], although the amino acids differ. This contact motif 
is essential for triggering the active state in the TSHR.
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structural constitution, and signal transduction, also in concert 
with the SD [e.g., Ref. (55, 195–201)].

From homology models of the TSHR (91) based on the crystal 
structure of the extracellular domain of FSHR (65), it was sug-
gested that upon hormone or activating antibody binding a spa-
tial displacement triggers conformational changes at a convergent 
center between the helical C-terminal end of the LRRD (pivotal 
helix) and the N- and C-terminus of the hinge region (Figures 3 
and 7). The hinge region flexibility agrees with later suggestions 
that interactions between negatively charged residues in the hinge 
region and positively charged residues in the LRRD of TSHR 
are released upon hormone activation (202), or with suggested 
charged–charged interactions between the LRRD (Glu251) and 
hinge region (55). From the same models in 2012 (91), it also 
became clear that serine 281 is located within the short helix at the 
junction between the LRRD and hinge region (Figure 6). From 
naturally occurring mutations and mutagenesis studies, this resi-
due is known to be functionally significant (constitutive receptor 
activation) (69, 70, 72, 73). This serine has also been suggested 
to interact with the extracellular loop 1 (73), which was recently 
supported by cross-linking studies (135).

Notably, the hinge region has an inhibitory function on 
receptor activity as revealed by previous mutational studies  
(201, 203–205). In addition, it was shown in 2002 that the 
extracellular N-terminal TSHR part switches from a tethered 
inverse agonist to an internal agonist (173), although the precise 
determinants of both (eventually separated) functional units are 
still not clarified in their entirety because of a lack of experimental 
structural data. However, in 2004, it was found that the internal 
agonist comprises specific amino acids (Asp403–Asn406) in the 
C-terminal hinge region (189) and further experiments refined 
these insights on the intramolecular agonist unit (196, 200). A 
recent study with a peptide including Asp403–Asn406 showed 
that it can act agonistically (90), providing evidence that the 
internal agonist (assumed for all three GPHR subtypes) is located 
extracellularly close to TMH1 (90, 189, 201). In conclusion, the 

TSHR is characterized by a tethered ligand, which is not common  
in class A GPCRs, but has been described as a mechanism in 
several particular cases (206). Moreover, the internal agonist is 
very likely embedded in-between the extracellular loops of the  
SD (90, 189, 201) and conveys the signal from the extracellular 
region toward the transmembrane domain (Figure  7). In this 
regard, it has been shown previously that the extracellular loops 
trigger the signal cooperatively (207).

Signal Transport across the 
Transmembrane Domain
Signal transduction by GPCRs is regulated by a specific rearrange-
ment of particular helices to each other. But how does this process 
occur at the protein level and how is it regulated in the TSHR? 
Due to the lack of determined entire structures of the TSHR (and 
other GPHRs), the question arises how exactly does the extracel-
lularly provided signal gives rise to helical movements. Generally, 
highly conserved amino acids in the class A GPCRs that are also 
found in the TSHR contribute to the maintenance of individual 
activity states and associated conformations by forming specific 
interactions. These interactions must be modified to facilitate 
helix movements and for new ones to occur after initial events 
to stabilize the active state conformation—in interplay with the 
ligand and the intracellular effector (208–211). It is known that 
the largest spatial movement related to GPCR activation affects 
TMH6 around a pivotal helix-kink at the highly conserved 
proline 6×50 (116, 118). This key event must also be assumed 
to occur in the TSHR, which is supported by the fact that a huge 
number of constitutively activating mutants, particularly on 
TMH6, are known for the TSHR (26, 43).

Moreover, both above described TSHR specificities—the regu-
lar alpha-helical conformation of TMH5 and the tightly packed 
methionine 637 in TMH6—have impact on the hydrophobic 
helix–helix interfaces between TMH3–TMH5–TMH6, which 
are important for the transition between the active and inactive 
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FiGuRe 10 | Continued  
Putative thyroid-stimulating hormone receptor (TSHR) dimer formations. A definitive TSHR homodimer interface still awaits experimental evidence but 
based on the available data it can be summarized that the serpentine domain has the main impact on dimer formation with the extracellular part also contributing 
(182–184). Already crystallized G-protein-coupled receptor (GPCR) homodimer arrangements are available [reviewed in, e.g., Ref. (185, 186)] and they point to three 
different potential arrangements between the receptor protomers, at: (I) TMH1–helix 8/TMH1–helix 8, (II) TMH5–TMH6/TMH5–TMH6, and (III) TMH4–ICL2/
TMH4–ICL2. These insights can be extrapolated to other GPCR oligomers assuming homology in sequence, structure, and mechanisms and using superimposition 
here we present two of these putative arrangements for a putative TSHR dimer constellation (150, 151, 187, 188) (entire homology model). In panel (A), a putative 
TMH5/ICL2–TMH5/ICL2 interface is shown based on the solved dimeric chemokine receptor CXCR4 [PDB entry 3ODU (154)], and in panel (B), a putative 
arrangement of the protomers with a TMH1/helix 8–TMH1/helix 8 interface is presented based on the opsin-dimer [PDB entry 3CAP (115)]. Both arrangements are 
feasible and also might occur simultaneously (e.g., in oligomers). In panel (A), the extracellular parts of both protomers get sterically close (see insert with partial 
surface representation) and hormone binding would need a rearrangement of this extracellular constellation. In panel (B), a symmetric TMH1–helix 8 interface 
hormone binding would not be influenced by the protomer arrangement.
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state conformation. This is supported by previous studies where a 
hydrophobic interaction between TMH5 and TMH3 of the TSHR 
was analyzed by a complementary double mutant Val509Ala/
Ala593Val (Val509, TMH3, 3×40; Ala593, TMH5, 5×50) (212). 
This double mutant led to a functional rescue of the respective 
single-mutant dysfunctions and provided evidence for a direct 
hydrophobic interaction of these TMH3 and TMH5 residues. 
This finding is strongly supported by crystal structures of other 
GPCRs in the inactive and active state conformation, where an 
inward movement of proline (in the corresponding position 
5×50) toward TMH3 and 6 is observed for the active state such as 
for the beta-2 adrenergic receptor [ADRB2 (118)] or mu-opioid 
receptor [MOR (213)], thereby three hydrophobic residues of 
the ADRB2 located (i) on TMH5 (Pro211, 5×50), (ii) on TMH3 
(Ile121, 3×40), and (iii) on TMH6 (Phe282, 6×44) interact tightly 
as a hydrophobic patch and contribute to the network of interac-
tions that stabilize the active state conformation (Figure  9A). 
This spatial arrangement of the three hydrophobic residues was 
termed “PIF motif ” or “contact motif ” (210). Agonist binding 
induces these tightly packed hydrophobic interactions resulting 
in a rotation of TMH6, with a consequent outward tilt movement 
of the cytoplasmic helical end (Figure  8). Although the corre-
sponding positions differ in sequence in the TSHR, a hydrophobic 
contact motif is also formed here by the aforementioned Ala593 
(TMH5, 5×50) together with Val509 (TMH3, 3×40) and Met637 
(TMH6, 6×48), which are subsequently also involved in the 
conformational active/inactive state transition (Figure 9B). This 
corresponds with constitutively activating mutations (CAMs) 
that were already identified at these TSHR positions [Ala593Asn 
(214), Val509Ala (212), and Met637Trp (106)].

But how are these modifications in the transmembrane region 
initiated or enabled? What we know is that the extracellular loops 
connect the helices (Figure 1) and it can be assumed that interac-
tions occur between the TSHR hinge region and the extracellular 
loops (73, 201). They likely trigger the signal cooperatively toward 
the transmembrane region (207). In addition, specific loops or 
parts may also interact with the extracellular ends of certain 
helices as shown for the ECL2 and TMH6 in the TSHR (105). In 
conclusion, modifications of the loops can be transferred directly 
to interacting or connected helices, which are in line with reports 
in other GPCRs, where a salt bridge facilitates a link between the 
loops and receptor activation (215).

Second, signal transduction in the TSHR is not a single line 
of information flow but rather a multitude of synchronized 
sequences of events occurring. This assumption is made based on 

the fact that several previously reported inactivating or activating 
mutants at distinct amino acid positions are located at different 
receptor regions (Figure  7). Well investigated and significant 
examples are Lys660 in the TMH6/ECL3 transition (216), Lys565 
in the ECL2 (105), Asp474 in TMH2 (217), or Glu409 in the 
transition between the hinge region and TMH1 (90) (Figure 7). 
Furthermore, Asp633 (TMH6) and Asn670 (TMH7) (107, 218, 
219) are located in the central part of the domain core; and Tyr601 
(220) or Asp619 (221, 222) is in the transmembrane region close 
to the intracellular site. In consequence and in contrast to the 
predominantly hydrophobic interfaces between TMH3–TMH5–
TMH6, the helix–helix interfaces between TMH3, TMH2, 
TMH6, and TMH7 are characterized by the occurrence of essen-
tial hydrophilic contacts, e.g., at the highly conserved positions 
Asp2×50 or Asn7×50 (107, 219).

These hydrophilic contacts are complimented by conserved 
water molecules localized close to the mentioned conserved resi-
dues (103). Together, they constitute a network of intramolecular 
and water-mediated interactions (223) that are important for sta-
bilizing GPCR structures by linking TMHs (224–226). Molecular 
dynamic simulations of class A GPCRs suggested an intrinsic 
water pathway, interrupted in the inactive state by hydrophobic 
layers of amino acid side chains, which change their conforma-
tion upon agonist binding leading to a continuous water channel. 
It is suggested that Tyr7×53 of the NPXXY motif is of importance 
in this context (227). Receptor activation probably leads to a rear-
rangement and an extension of the water network [for example, 
Ref. (90, 107)] from the ligand-binding site to the cytoplasmic 
surface (228, 229), at least for specific GPCRs. As well as water, 
allosteric sodium has also been observed in antagonist/inverse 
agonist bound class A GPCR structures in a highly specific 
arrangement between TMH2 and TMH7 (224). During activa-
tion, the sodium pocket collapses and the ion translocate toward 
the cytoplasm. However, it seems that not all GPCRs possess this 
pocket, such as visual opsins which instead have ordered water 
molecules between Asp2×50 and Tyr7×53 [PDB entry—4X1H 
(228)]. These observations underline the integral role of water 
molecules in GPCRs.

Apart from extracellular activation by its endogenous hor-
mone ligands and autoantibodies, the TSHR signaling can be 
modulated by small-molecule ligands (SMLs) (52). Investigation 
of a potential allosteric-binding pocket for SMLs within the trans-
membrane domain (Figure 7) by modeling-driven mutagenesis 
led to the identification of distinct CAMs, including Val421Ile, 
Tyr466Ala, Thr501Ala, Leu587Val, Met637Cys, Met637Trp, 
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Ser641Ala, Tyr643Phe, Leu645Val, and Tyr667Ala (106), and 
silencing mutations such as Val424Ile, Leu467Val, Tyr582Ala, 
Tyr582Phe, Tyr643Ala, and Leu665Val (230). These positions 
not only indicate key amino acids covering the allosteric-binding 
pocket of the TSHR but also positions where the TSHR confor-
mation can be changed to an active or inactive state. Mapping 
these residues onto a structural model of TSHR indicates loca-
tions where SML agonists or antagonists enhance or impair 
signaling activity (231). These signaling sensitive amino acids are 
also compiled in the web-based resource “SSFA-GPHR” (41–44).3

intracellular Binding and Activation  
of Signaling effectors
All amino acids of the intracellular TSHR loops were already 
investigated by site-directed mutagenesis studies (111, 221, 
232–235). Moreover, pathogenic mutations at these receptor 
parts were also identified in patients (236–239). These mutants 
and site-directed studies revealed that the entire set of the three 
ICLs and helix 8 contribute to induction of intracellular signal-
ing by the TSHR, although differences concerning the impact on 
specific signaling pathways has been observed. Diverse activa-
tion pathways in class A GPCRs converge near the G-protein-
coupling region (240). In principle, GPCR-mediated G-protein 
activation is characterized by structural shifts inside and between 
the G-protein subunits to each other, followed by exchange of 
GDP for GTP in the alpha-subunit and (partial) separation of 
the Gα- from the Gβγ-subunits (241). This opens up interfaces 
to further contact partners (242). These events at the intracellular 
effector are induced by binding to the receptor in predisposition 
(without intracellular effector but with a bound agonist).

The intracellular effector can bind to the TSHR by fulfilling 
two criteria: (i) a spatial fit and (ii) an interaction surface that 
does not preclude binding, rather being supportive. So far, it is not 
known for GPCRs how exactly selectivity for a certain G-protein 
subtype is determined directly on the receptor. GPCRs with a 
preference for a particular G-protein subtype like Gs or Gq could 
not be allocated yet to a specific set of amino acids in the intra-
cellular site. Additionally, receptor selectivity on the intracellular 
receptor site can be altered by making an amino acid substitution 
that repulses a specific effector (biased inactivation), and this is 
indeed the mechanism of several inactivating mutations in the 
intracellular TSHR loops, where, for instance, Gq activation is 
abolished but not activation of Gs [e.g., mutation Phe525Lys 
(243)]. This, in turn, would mean that selectivity is not associated 
with a complementary interaction pattern, it might be (theoreti-
cally) that selectivity in binding should be reached by a specific 
exclusion of effector subtypes due to small changes in the shape of 
the promiscuous receptor G proteins binding interface.

What is known concerning binding of intracellular effectors 
to the TSHR? As noted above, a huge amount of functional data 
from amino acid substitutions in relation to G-protein activation 
(not for arrestin binding) is already available and based on these 
data first molecular models of a putative TSHR/Gq-protein com-
plex were previously generated (111). This can now be extended 

3 http://www.ssfa-gphr.de.

by incorporation of TSHR/Gs (Figure  6) and TSHR/arrestin 
(Figure 8) complex models based on recently determined struc-
tural complexes of other GPCRs [based on the beta-2 adrenergic 
receptor/Gs complex—PDB entry 3SN6 (118), or the rhodopsin/
arrestin complex—PDB entry 4ZWJ (162)]. The intracellular 
loop 1 (ICL1) contributes to G-protein binding but the amino 
acids have a different impact (111). Of particular interest is 
Arg450 at the transition between ICL1 and TMH2, where several 
cases of naturally occurring inactivating mutations were reported 
(244–247). Amino acid Arg450 may directly interact with Gα 
as suggested by our homology model, e.g., with Gln390 in the 
C-terminal α5-helix of Gαs (111). However, the middle part of 
the ICL1 is exclusively oriented toward the beta-subunit of the 
G-proteins and mutations in this region only decrease inositol 
phosphate (IP) generation, not cAMP accumulation (Leu440Ala, 
Thr441Ala, and His443Ala). Of note, it was reported for the MOR 
that initial interactions between the G-protein and intracellular 
loop 1 and helix 8 may be involved in G-protein coupling specific-
ity and that TMH5/6 contribute later in the process of complex 
formation (248). This finding would be in general agreement with 
our suggestion that ICL1 is also involved in G-protein coupling 
by the TSHR.

In addition, the intracellular loop 2 (ICL2) is significantly 
involved in G-protein activation in the TSHR (221, 243). Amino 
acids Met527, Arg528, and Asp530 are critical for both Gs and 
Gq activation, whereas alanine mutations of Ile523, Phe525, 
and Leu529 only impaired Gq-mediated signaling but not the 
Gs-mediated cAMP accumulation. Alanine mutations of Met527, 
Asp530, and Arg531 also caused impaired basal cAMP accumula-
tion (120), which indicates involvement in Gs binding also in the 
basally active state conformation. Moreover, we suggest that the 
ICL2 conformation is helical (Figure 6) as supported by several 
crystal structures of diverse GPCRs, specifically in complexes 
(118, 162). In addition, the transitions between TMH5–ICL3–
TMH6 were identified as being important for G-protein activa-
tion, whereby single substitutions of Tyr605, Val608, Lys618, 
Lys621, and Ile622 selectively decrease Gq activation (220, 221). 
By contrast, mutations at Asp617 and Asp619 cause constitu-
tive receptor activation for the Gs-mediated pathway (218, 221,  
239, 249).

Finally, these mutation-based studies at all three ICLs have 
shown that the binding modes between TSHR and Gs versus 
Gq do partially overlap, while completely inactivating mutations 
were only found for the receptor/Gq complex. The fact that 
Gq-mediated signaling, but not Gs-mediated cAMP accumula-
tion, can be impaired by single side chain substitutions suggests 
that Gq binding is more fine-tuned than Gs binding. In strong 
relation to this might be the observed high basal activity for 
cAMP accumulation by TSHR, which is related to a permanent 
binding capacity and activation of Gs (130). The differences 
between Gs and Gq activation must be deciphered in more detail 
by determination of complex structures.

Moreover, so far, no experimental data from mutagenesis 
studies or structure determination are available concerning bind-
ing of arrestin to the activated TSHR, although arrestin binding 
is known to be of functional importance, e.g., for physically 
blocking further G-protein coupling and initiating the receptor 
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shut-off (178–181). Activated GPCRs are phosphorylated by spe-
cific kinases on multiple sites at the C-terminus. In the inactive 
or basal state, arrestins are unable to bind activated TSHR, and 
interaction with several receptor-attached phosphates is critical 
for such an interaction. GPCR binding by arrestin is often dis-
cussed in terms of two events. Arrestin forms a low-affinity pre-
complex with the receptor, in which the phosphorylated receptor 
C-terminus replaces the C-tail of arrestin and thereby gains access 
to the high number of basic residues in the N-domain area (166, 
167). C-tail displacement induces numerous conformational 
changes in key motifs and an overall domain rearrangement in 
arrestin that allow the second and tight-binding event of the 
activated receptor and the formation of a high-affinity complex. 
A key interaction of this high-affinity complex is the binding of 
the so-called finger loop region in arrestin to the intracellular-
binding crevice of the activated receptor (162, 164), thereby the 
finger loop adopts a near helical structure and interacts with 
the highly conserved E(D)RY motif of the activated receptor. 
Remarkably, arrestin (namely, the near helical finger loop region) 
and G-protein (namely, the C-terminal alpha5 helix in the Galpha 
subunit) share a common binding crevice on the activated recep-
tor (164). On the basis of the low-resolution crystal structure 
of peptide linker-fused rhodopsin–arrestin complex (162), a 
putative TSHR/arrestin complex model was created (Figure 8). 
The putative structural conformation particularly in TMH6 and 
ICL1-3 of TSHR adapted to this interacting arrestin model is 
slightly different to the TSHR/Gs-protein complex. However, 
until now, there are still many unanswered and unresolved ques-
tions due to the limited structural and biochemical knowledge of 
arrestin binding to GPHRs.

Structural–Functional Aspects  
of TSHR Oligomerization
Constitution of homo- and heteromers has been demonstrated 
for several members of different GPCR groups (250–253). 
Oligomerization is a biological tool for fine-tuning signaling 
and hence also physiological function (254–256), which is also 
relevant to endocrinology (257) and in pathological condi-
tions (258–262). It is well documented that dimerization or 
oligomerization can have an impact on signaling properties as 
well as ligand binding (263, 264), signal transduction (265, 266), 
or cell-surface expression (267). Thus, oligomerization has been 
demonstrated to be a common and important feature of GPCRs 
including TSHR. What is known regarding TSHR oligomeriza-
tion so far?

 i. TSHR oligomerization (150, 151, 187, 188) occurs early in 
the endoplasmatic reticulum and is suggested to be crucial 
for proper receptor expression (268).

 ii. TSHR probably forms higher order homomers rather than 
dimers (182) and the extracellular region participates in oli-
gomerization, while the main protomer contact is most likely 
located at the transmembrane-spanning part (Figure  10) 
(183).

 iii. A recent study revealed that two TSH molecules bound to a 
TSHR homodimer are required to activate not only Gs but 
also Gq (269).

 iv. It has been debated as to whether TSH influences dimer 
formation (183, 270). On the one hand, it was proposed that 
oligomeric TSHR rapidly dissociates into active monomers 
upon TSH binding (271). On the other hand, dimerization 
was found not to be affected by ligand binding (182).

 v. Functionally dominant-negative effects have been shown for 
partially inactivating TSHR mutations (272). TSHR di- or 
oligomerization presents a molecular explanation as to why 
these TSHR mutations exhibit a phenotypic effect even in the 
heterozygous state of an inactivating mutation (273).

 vi. By contrast, CAMs do not influence dimeric TSHR arrange-
ments (182, 274).

One of the basic questions concerns TSHR oligomer organiza-
tion from the structural perspective. Interfaces (contact-regions) 
between GPCR protomers were found under experimental 
conditions for different GPCRs, for instance, at the region of 
ICL2–TMH4 (275–277), TMH4–TMH5 (278), or TMH5–TMH5 
(279–281). Most importantly, several crystal structures of 
dimeric GPCR complexes were determined, e.g., the μ-opioid-
receptor [MOR (152)], κ-opioid receptor [KOR (153)], opsin 
(115), chemokine receptor CXCR4 (154), and the β-adrenergic 
receptor 1 [β-1AR (155)]. Dimer interfaces are observed between 
TMH5–6, e.g., in the crystal structure of the CXCR4, or in the 
case of opsin, KOR, and β-1AR, the protomer interface is located 
between TMH1 and helix 8. Due to these repeated findings in 
the dimeric crystal structures, it can be postulated that class A 
GPCRs tend to have a preference to form protomer contacts at 
TMH1, helix 8, TMH5, and the ICL2–TMH4 transition.

Detailed characterization of TSHR oligomerization pointed 
to the SD as a main determinant for intermolecular receptor–
receptor interplay and indicated that the extracellular receptor 
region might participate in this constellation (183, 184, 282). 
Recent studies suggested that the TMH1 is a main contact in the 
SD of the TSHR (283), which is in accordance with several of 
the crystallized GPCR interfaces reported above [e.g., the KOR 
dimer interface at TMH1–helix 8; PDB entry 4DJH (153)]. In 
line with this finding and with the published crystalized dimers, 
we provide molecular homology models of two putative TSHR 
dimer arrangements (Figure  10). In a putative symmetric 
TMH5–TMH5 interface, the TSHR would have additional side 
chain contacts at the extracellular side between TMH5 and 
TMH6 (Figure 10A). In a putative contact arrangement between 
TMH1–helix 8 (Figure  10B), TMH2 would contribute to the 
protomer contacts. A striking difference between both general 
orientations of the protomers is the relative orientation of the 
extracellular parts. Because it is so far unknown how the extra-
cellular N-terminal LRRD and hinge region is arranged relative 
to the SD, the correct TSHR–TSHR constellation is unknown. 
According to our current homology models and arrangement of 
the ECD relative to the SD (Figure 6), a TMH5–TMH5 interface 
would result in sterical clashes between the extracellular parts and 
hormone binding would require initial structural modifications. 
In a TMH1–helix 8/TMH1–helix 8 protomer arrangement, the 
ECDs of both receptor molecules (models) would be freely acces-
sible for the hormone molecules. In any case, it is reasonable to 
assume that both transmembrane interfaces occur simultaneously 
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in higher order complexes of the TSHR [as observed for the  
β-1AR (155)], which is probably functionally relevant for proper-
ties such as negative cooperativity in ligand binding caused by 
lateral intermolecular allosteric effects and/or negative intramo-
lecular cooperative effects (183, 284).

Interestingly, the structure of the FSHR extracellular region 
with bound FSH was solved as a trimeric complex comprised 
three individual receptor/ligand units (49), while the previously 
solved FSHR/FSH complex with a shorter LRRD and without 
the hinge region (64) is a dimeric LRRD/hormone complex. 
Furthermore, in these two partial FSHR structures, interactions 
between the respective protomers are not similar, which might 
indicate flexibility in the arrangement or artificial constellations 
based on the crystallographic method. However, the trimeric-
structure organization for GPHRs should be kept as one of vari-
ous options for a multimeric receptor organization, since it also 
fits to several functional data (86, 285).

OPeN QueSTiONS AND FuTuRe 
DiReCTiONS

In summary, well-defined structural rearrangements and interac-
tion events between different proteins accompanies and charac-
terizes the TSHR activation process. Any modification such as 
substitution of interacting amino acids may affect the resulting 
signaling, which is supported by a huge number of naturally 
occurring mutations in addition to designed inactivating or acti-
vating receptor mutants (41–44). Many insights concerning the 
TSHR structure in relation to detailed and general functions were 
already identified. This information is useful for deciphering the 
mechanisms of signaling or pathogenic conditions at the molecu-
lar level. However, we also draw attention to the lack of structural 
information, meaning that the main open questions concern the 
entire receptor structure—with and without the “C-peptide,” 
with interaction partners (arrestin or G-proteins) or the exact 
oligomer constitution. For instance, the bound TSH structure in 

complex with TSHR would be hugely beneficial for many TSHR-
related studies, including the improved directed development or 
refinement of medical therapeutics targeting the TSHR. Finally, 
the dynamic signaling process considering all known (and so 
far unknown) interaction partners resolved in time and cellular 
localization [also intracellularly (180, 181, 286–290)] would push 
the field enormously toward a comprehensive understanding of 
the TSHR, including suggested extra-thyroidal actions (29, 34, 
291–296).
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Production of thyroid-stimulating hormone receptor (TSHR) antibodies represents the 
hallmark of Graves’ disease (GD) pathogenesis. Thus, for more than two decades the 
TSHR gene has been at the center of studies intended to elucidate its contribution 
to disease pathology. The advent of genome-wide association technology allowed to 
establish a strong association of the TSHR gene with GD. Subsequent fine-mapping 
studies narrowed the disease-susceptibility region to a 40  kb sequence in intron 1, 
where at least five GD-associated SNPs in tight linkage disequilibrium were identified. 
The current challenge is to understand the functional mechanisms by which these poly-
morphisms modify physiological processes and trigger disease. The aim of this review is 
to summarize the current knowledge on the role of the TSHR gene in GD pathogenesis, 
which has been gained through linkage and association studies, as well as to discuss 
the emerging mechanisms underlying biological implications of TSHR variants in the 
development of GD.

Keywords: Graves’ disease, thyroid-stimulating hormone receptor, single nucleotide polymorphisms, GwAS, 
histone modifications

inTRODUCTiOn

Autoimmune thyroid diseases (AITD), including Graves’ disease (GD) and Hashimoto’s thyroiditis 
(HT), affect 2–5% of the general population, representing the most frequent autoimmune conditions 
(1, 2). Similar to other complex autoimmune diseases, it is believed that AITD occur when interactions 
of genetic susceptibility factors with environmental triggers lead to loss of immune self-tolerance at 
peripheral and central levels (3). During the last three decades, several approaches from linkage 
and association studies to candidate genes analysis and whole-genome screening enabled significant 
progress in the identification of genes that confer susceptibility to AITD. These genes are broadly 
grouped as either immune-modulating genes (including the HLA family, CD40, CD25, FOXP3, 
PTPN22) or thyroid-specific genes [thyroid-stimulating hormone receptor (TSHR) and TG].

The TSHR is unique among these susceptibility genes because it encodes for a protein that is 
both responsible for the clinical manifestations of the disease and is the direct target of autoimmune 
response in GD. The TSHR gene, located on chromosome 14q31, consists of 10 exons and encodes 
for a G protein-coupled receptor that plays a central role in the regulation of thyroid development, 
growth, and function. Indeed, TSHR-stimulating antibodies (TSAbs) are present in nearly all cases 
of GD, and severity of the disease correlates with TSAbs levels (4). Moreover, compelling evidence 
has correlated TSHR gene variants exclusively with GD susceptibility and not with HT development 
(5, 6). The aim of this review is to summarize the current knowledge of the role of TSHR gene in GD 
pathology, gained through linkage analysis, association, and functional studies.
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LinKAGe STUDieS

Whole-genome linkage is a powerful technique for screening 
the human genome for major susceptibility genes, without any 
previous assumption on the mechanisms of genetic susceptibility 
to the disease. It is based on the principle that the probability of 
recombination between two loci is directly related to the genetic 
distance between them. Thus, if two loci comprising a polymor-
phism and a disease-related gene are close to each other on a 
chromosome, the alleles of the polymorphic loci will cosegregate 
with the disease within affected families because the likelihood 
of recombination between the polymorphism and the disease-
related gene is very low. Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) 
and microsatellites are the main genetic polymorphisms screened 
in the linkage studies (7, 8).

Several linkage studies intended to detect GD-specific loci 
had limited success in demonstrating significant linkage (as well 
as association) of the TSHR gene with GD (9–13). However, 
Tomer et al. identified a large region of linkage on chromosome 
14q31 containing the TSHR locus in whole-genome linkage 
studies in multiplex, multigenerational AITD families (14–17). 
They identified a locus, designated Graves’ disease 1 (GD-1) 
that included TSHR gene, as well as other potential candidate 
genes—such as estrogen receptor 2, deiodinase type 2, and 
immunoglobulin heavy locus (14, 17). Later, fine-mapping 
analysis by Tomer et al. confirmed that the susceptibility gene 
in the GD-1 locus was indeed the TSHR gene, even though a 
second gene in this locus, NRXN3, was also identified as a major 
GD gene (18).

ASSOCiATiOn STUDieS

Reflecting the importance of TSHR for GD pathogenesis, TSHR 
was the first non-MHC gene to be tested for association with 
the disease. Three germline missense mutations were initially 
described in patients with GD and proposed to be associated 
with the disease (19, 20): a substitution of aspartic acid (D) for 
histidine (H) in position 36 (D36H); a substitution of a proline 
(P) for threonine (T) in position 52 (P52T), and a substitution of 
aspartic acid (D) for glutamic acid (E) in position 727 (D727E). 
Two of these three mutations, D36H and P52T, are located in the 
putative ligand binding region of the extracellular domain of the 
TSHR, while the third one, D727E lies within the intracellular 
domain of the receptor.

However, studies regarding association of these SNPs with GD 
were contradictory. In 1995, Bahn and colleagues were first to 
report the association of the P52T polymorphism with AITD in 
female population (21), but in a subsequent study Watson et al. 
found no differences in the distribution of this polymorphism 
in GD patients as compared with autoimmune hypothyroidism 
patients and control individuals (22). Several subsequent studies 
reached inconsistent results, thus a clear association of P52T or 
D36H with GD was not confirmed (23–25). In 1999, Gabriel et al. 
reported that the C to G transition in the TSHR 727 codon lead-
ing to D727E variant has an increased frequency in patients with 
non-autoimmune thyroiditis (26), and this association was also 
recently reported in a small Turkish population (27). However, 

the D727E association with non-autoimmune thyroiditis was 
not supported by studies in large series of European Caucasian 
patients (28). The association of D727E polymorphism with auto-
immune thyroiditis was supported by data from a case–control 
study in Russian populations (29) but was not confirmed in US 
Caucasian patients (13, 26). Finally, Tomer group performed a 
case–control study and meta-analysis combining the data from 
three independent studies and showed a very week association of 
D727E polymorphism and GD (13).

To date, no compelling evidence exists to support a role of 
these three TSHR polymorphisms in GD pathogenesis. Given the 
frequency of these variants in general population, it is believed 
that they are common polymorphisms, not implicated in devel-
opment of GD (20). The lack of consistency among completed 
studies could be the consequence of ethnic differences, selection 
bias, and population stratification.

In the last decade, the association of common genetic 
variants with complex diseases was significantly facilitated by 
the increased ability to measure genetic variability of hundreds 
of markers in large cohorts of individuals. The advent of genome-
wide association technology applied to large case–control studies 
allowed identification of disease-associated variants and their 
contribution to disease susceptibility. Applying this technology 
to AITD resulted in identification of new disease-associated loci, 
including TSHR, and provided unique insights into their genetic 
contribution to disease pathology. Table 1 summarizes the main 
studies conducted over the years that established association of 
the TSHR gene with GD risk.

In 2005, Dechairo et  al. analyzed 40 SNPs mapping to a 
600-kb sequence encompassing the TSHR gene in a Caucasian 
cohort of 1,056 AITD patients and 971 controls. They identi-
fied a haplotype associated with GD (OR  =  1.7), but not with 
autoimmune hypothyroidism, and concluded that TSHR is a 
GD-specific susceptibility locus (5). Importantly, rs2268458, 
the SNP showing the strongest association (OR = 1.3) with GD 
mapped to TSHR intron 1; the association was confirmed in a 
large UK Caucasian cohort (5). The same year, an independent 
case–control study conducted in 400 patients with AITD and 
238 controls of Japanese descent found several adjacent SNPs 
in TSHR intron 7 significantly associated with GD, but not with 
autoimmune hypothyroidism, suggesting that polymorphisms in 
the TSHR intron 7 could contribute to GD susceptibility (32). 
However, subsequent association studies conducted over several 
years in Caucasian populations could not replicate the association 
of TSHR intron 7 SNPs with GD (6, 35, 41).

In 2009, Brand et al. interrogated a panel of 98 SNPs spanning 
an 800 kb region of the TSHR gene in a cohort of 768 GD subjects 
and 768 controls (6). The SNPs showing the strongest association 
with GD, rs179247 (OR  =  1.53), and rs12101255 (OR  =  1.55) 
were located in TSHR intron 1 (6). The association of the TSHR 
intron 1 SNPs with GD was validated by further studies of several 
Caucasian (34, 35) and Brazilian (41) populations. In 2011, a large 
GWAS conducted by the China Consortium of the Genetics of 
Autoimmune Thyroid Disease in 1,536 individuals with GD and 
1,516 controls confirmed TSHR as a primary susceptibility locus 
for GD by finding a robust association (OR = 1.35) of an intron 
1 SNP (rs12101261) with the disease (36). Two years later, the 
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TABLe 1 | Association studies of thyroid-stimulating hormone receptor 
(TSHR) gene with Graves’ disease risk.

Studies Cases 
(n)

Population Main 
polymorphisms 
found

Associated 
TSHR 
region

Cuddihy et al. (30) 91 Caucasian 
(USA)

rs2234919 
(P52T)

Exon 1

Akamizu et al. (31) 186 Japanese TSHR-AT Intron 2

Chistiakov et al. 
(29)

78 Russian rs1991517 
(D727E)

Exon 10

Ho et al. (24) 164 Chinese, 
Malays, 
Indians

rs2239610 Intron 1

Hiratani et al. (32) 250 Japanese rs2268475, 
rs3783938

Intron 7, 
intron 8

Dechairo et al. (5) 1,422 Caucasian 
(UK)

rs2268458 Intron 1

Burton et al. (33) 1,000 Caucasian 
(UK)

rs3783941 Intron 8

Yin et al. (34) 200 Caucasian 
(women only)

rs2268458 Intron 1

Brand et al. (6) 768 Caucasian 
(UK)

rs179247, 
rs12101255

Intron 1

Ploski et al. (35) 3,258 Caucasian 
(Poland, UK)

rs179247, 
rs12101255

Intron 1

Chu et al. (36) 5,530 Chinese rs12101261 Intron 1

Colobran et al. (37) 137 Caucasian 
(Spanish)

rs179247 Intron 1

Liu et al. (38) 404 Chinese rs12101255, 
rs179247

Intron 1

Inoue et al. (39) 112 Japanese rs179247 Intron 1

Tomer et al. (18) 225 Caucasian 
(USA)

rs2284720 Intron 1

Liu et al. (40) 5,368 Chinese rs12101261, 
rs179243

Intron 1

Bufalo et al. (41) 279 Brazilian rs179247, 
rs12885526

Intron 1

Fujii et al. (42) 180 Japanese rs4411444 Intron 1

Lombardi et al. (43) 333 Caucasian 
(Italy)

rs179247, 
rs3783948, 
rs12101255

Intron 1
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same group conducted a fine-mapping study that established 
the association of two independent TSHR intron 1 susceptibility 
variants, rs1201261 and rs179243 in a large Chinese Han popula-
tion (40). Noticeable, rs1201261 and rs179243 are in tight linkage 
disequilibrium (LD) with rs12101255 (r2 = 1.0) and rs2268458 
(r2 = 0.91), respectively, which were found associated with GD in 
Caucasian populations of European descent (6).

Recently, three meta-analysis studies intended to refine the 
effects of rs179247 and rs12101255 SNPs on GD susceptibility 
concluded that there is a significant association between these 
SNPs in TSHR intron 1 and GD (44–46).

Collectively, the association studies conducted during the last 
decade provided compelling evidence and established TSHR as 
a GD-specific susceptibility locus. Furthermore, fine-mapping 
studies pointed to a unique susceptibility region located in TSHR 
intron 1, where at least five GD-associated SNPs were mapped: 
rs179247, rs2284720, rs12101255, rs12101261, and rs2268458 
(Figure 1A).

FUnCTiOnAL ReLevAnCe OF TSHR 
POLYMORPHiSMS

The discovery of the TSHR GD-associated SNPs within a non-
protein coding gene region raised questions about their potential 
effect on gene function, as well as their impact on disease pathol-
ogy. Since DNA variants located in intronic or intergenic sites 
can impact different layers of gene regulation, identification of 
their functional role is often difficult. For example, by modifying 
the DNA sequence, non-coding SNPs can affect transcriptional 
factors’ (TFs) binding and thus modulate gene transcription; they 
can also impact RNA splicing and stability as well as posttransla-
tion events (48). In addition, DNA variants can modulate, directly 
or indirectly, epigenetic marks such as DNA methylation, histone 
modifications, and microRNAs activity (48, 49). Recently, it has 
been shown that differential binding of TFs at sites harboring 
DNA variants triggers specific histone modifications, which can 
modify gene expression and determine the phenotype (50–52). 
In the case of disease-associated SNPs, such genetic–epigenetic 
interactions can increase the risk or even trigger disease in certain 
individuals.

To date, studies aimed to unveil the mechanistic role of TSHR 
intron 1 variants in gene function and thyroid autoimmunity 
pointed to two distinct mechanisms. The first proposed mecha-
nism supports a role of the disease-associated SNPs in defective 
peripheral tolerance; the second mechanism supports the concept 
that the disease-associated intron 1 SNPs cause reduced intra-
thymic TSHR expression, leading to decreased central tolerance 
and increased risk of autoimmunity to TSHR.

Supportive of the first mechanism, Brand et al. proposed that 
the TSHR intron 1 GD-associated SNPs regulate mRNA spicing, 
resulting in increased levels of variants encoding a more auto-
antigenic TSHR A-subunit (6). The authors measured the levels 
of full length TSHR (flTSHR) mRNA and of two TSHR truncated 
transcripts named ST4 and ST5 in thyroid tissues of 12 individu-
als and showed that the disease-risk alleles of 2 intron 1 SNPs 
(rs179247 and rs12101255) associate with increased ST4 and 
ST5 and with decreased flTSHR levels. They suggested that the 
truncated ST4 and ST5 variants could be translated into TSHR 
extracellular A-subunit, the main target of TSHR autoantibodies 
(6). However, the mechanisms by which the two SNPs interact 
with TSHR mRNA splicing were not addressed, and the authors 
did not exclude the possibility that other intron 1 SNPs in strong 
LD could also modulate TSHR transcription (53).

The second mechanism by which TSHR intron 1 variants 
could trigger thyroid autoimmunity through defective central 
tolerance was initially proposed by Pujol-Borrell group (37). 
By measuring TSHR mRNA levels in thymus and correlating 
them with the genotype of intron 1 SNPs, Colobran et al. found 
that individuals carrying the disease-protective genotype at the 
rs179247 site have higher levels of thymic TSHR mRNA than 
those with the disease-associated genotype (37). These findings, 
coupled with the fact that negative selection of autoreactive 
thymocytes is dose dependent (54), support the concept that, 
by modulating TSHR transcription, intron 1 disease-associated 
SNPs could modulate negative selection of TSHR-autoreactive 
T cells in the thymus. Thus, decreased TSHR thymic expression 
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FiGURe 1 | Thyroid-stimulating hormone receptor (TSHR) intron 1 Graves’ disease (GD)-associated DnA variants. (A) Schematic representation of the 
TSHR gene and the intron 1 GD-associated single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). Black squares represent exons; white bars represent introns; white triangles in 
intron 1 represent the SNPs associated with GD susceptibility; gray bar overlapping the rs12101255 and rs12101261 represent the region characterized by 
H3K4me1 enrichment (47). (B) Proposed model for rs12101261 allele-dependent regulation of TSHR transcription. Upper panel: the presence of the disease-
protective genotype (C/C) at the rs12101261 site prevents strong interactions with promyelocytic leukemia zinc finger protein (PLZF), allowing TSHR transcription; 
lower panel: the presence of the disease-associated genotype (T/T) facilitates binding of PLZF, triggering chromatin folding and interaction with TSHR promoter and 
transcriptional machinery.
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would facilitate the escape of TSHR-reactive T cells from central 
tolerance in genetically susceptible individuals, increasing the 
risk for AITD development. The same group showed that TSHR 
mRNA and protein are expressed in thymocytes from early 
stages of differentiation but are not detected in extra-thymic 
T cells. Moreover, thymic TSHR is functional, and TSAbs from 
GD patients can stimulate thymocytes through this receptor 
(55). Based on these findings, Pujol-Borrell group suggested that 
constant stimulation of thymic TSHR by TSAbs can be a potential 
mechanism explaining thymic hyperplasia, commonly observed 
in GD (55). Furthermore, the authors proposed that continuous 
TSAbs stimulation of thymocytes could lead to improved affinity 
and stimulating capability of TSHR cross-reactive low-affinity 
antibodies due to the interactions between egressing thymocytes 
and B-cells in the lymph nodes or the thyroid gland (55, 56). This 
would result in production of high-affinity TSAbs, the hallmark 
of GD pathogenesis.

Mechanistic insights into the contribution of TSHR intron 1 
SNPs to AITD susceptibility through defective central tolerance 
were recently revealed by studies from Tomer group (47). Their 
work originated from the premise that the disease-associated vari-
ants can specifically interact, through epigenetic modifications, 
with environmental factors to trigger disease susceptibility. To 
reveal the functionality of the GD-associated SNPs, Stefan et al. 
(47) analyzed genome-wide modifications of histone 3 lysine 4 
(K4)-monomethylated (H3K4me1), a chromatin mark often asso-
ciated with distal enhancer elements (57), induced by interferon 
alpha (IFNα), a key cytokine secreted during viral infections, 
previously shown to trigger thyroid autoimmunity (58).

This approach led to identification of an open chromatin region 
marked by IFNα-induced H3K4me1 enrichment overlapping two 
adjacent TSHR intron 1 GD-associated SNPs: rs12101255 and 
rs12101261 (47) (Figure  1A). Functional studies revealed that 
the region overlapping the rs12101261 site harbors a regulatory 
element that functions through binding of the transcriptional 
repressor, promyelocytic leukemia zinc finger protein (PLZF). 
PLZF binding was shown to be restricted at the disease-associated 
variant of the rs12101261 site and was correlated with lower 
thymic TSHR mRNA levels in individuals carrying the disease-
predisposing genotype, as compared with individuals carrying 
the disease-protective genotype. The authors proposed that loss 
of proper genetic–epigenetic interactions due to microenviron-
mental influences, such as sustained IFNα production during 
viral infections, would affect the regulation of TSHR susceptible 
variants resulting in impaired gene expression. In thymus, the 
lower TSHR expression triggered by the susceptible genotype 
would likely facilitate escape from central tolerance and increases 
the risk of autoimmunity to TSHR.

However, the underlying mechanisms by which the cis-
regulatory element at the rs12101261 site modulates TSHR tran-
scription have still to be experimentally addressed. A possible 
regulatory model involves long-range chromatin interactions 
determined by the rs12101261 genotype. In such model, the 
presence of the disease-protective genotype (C/C) would cause 
a weak interaction of PLZF with chromatin at the rs12101261 
site, resulting in active TSHR transcription (Figure  1B, upper 
panel). The presence of the disease-associated genotype (T/T) 
would enable strong PLZF binding at the cis-element, triggering 
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formation of chromatin loops and direct interactions between 
PLZF and TSHR promoter, resulting in inhibition of transcrip-
tion (Figure 1B, lower panel). Thus, allele-dependent differences 
in chromatin folding would trigger allele-dependent differences 
in gene expression. These chromatin interactions, still to be 
experimentally addressed, are likely cell specific, and different 
factors (e.g., TFs) and SNPs may control TSHR expression in 
different tissues.

COnCLUDinG ReMARKS

Studies in the last 15  years established a robust association 
of TSHR gene with GD, and the disease-associated locus was 
recently fine-mapped within 40 kb region in intron 1. Moreover, 
it has become clear that whether TSHR SNPs interfere with gene 
expression in thymus leading to the escape of TSHR-reactive 
T  cells from central tolerance or defects in peripheral toler-
ance are involved, these variants are unlikely to act alone, and 
interactions with epigenetic and environmental factors as well as 
combinatorial effects should be considered.

Although important advances have been made in our under-
standing of the role of TSHR polymorphisms in AITD, questions 

still persist. What are the mechanisms by which TSHR polymor-
phisms predispose to disease? Which are the environmental factors 
that unequivocally contribute to disease development and how they 
interact with susceptible variants? Can genetic variants be translated 
into markers predicting disease development? Does susceptibility 
of epigenetic markers to environmental triggers have a role in the 
functionality of the disease-associated variants? To answer these 
questions, more work and close collaborations of molecular biolo-
gists and clinical scientists as well as more integrated approaches 
are needed. It is hoped that such knowledge would open the road 
toward the development of new, targeted, and preventive therapies 
based on the individual’s particular susceptibility.
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Tsh receptor signaling abrogation 
by a novel small Molecule
Rauf Latif1*, Ronald B. Realubit2, Charles Karan2, Mihaly Mezei3 and Terry F. Davies1

1 Thyroid Research Unit, James J. Peters VA Medical Center, Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai, New York, NY, USA, 
2 Sulzberger Columbia Genome Center, Columbia University, New York, NY, USA, 3 Department of Pharmacological Sciences, 
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Pathological activation of the thyroid-stimulating hormone receptor (TSHR) is caused by 
thyroid-stimulating antibodies in patients with Graves’ disease (GD) or by somatic and 
rare genomic mutations that enhance constitutive activation of the receptor influencing 
both G protein and non-G protein signaling. Potential selective small molecule antago-
nists represent novel therapeutic compounds for abrogation of such abnormal TSHR 
signaling. In this study, we describe the identification and in vitro characterization of a 
novel small molecule antagonist by high-throughput screening (HTS). The identification 
of the TSHR antagonist was performed using a transcription-based TSH-inhibition 
bioassay. TSHR-expressing CHO cells, which also expressed a luciferase-tagged CRE 
response element, were optimized using bovine TSH as the activator, in a 384 well plate 
format, which had a Z score of 0.3–0.6. Using this HTS assay, we screened a diverse 
library of ~80,000 compounds at a final concentration of 16.7 μM. The selection criteria 
for a positive hit were based on a mean signal threshold of ≥50% inhibition of control 
TSH stimulation. The screening resulted in 450 positive hits giving a hit ratio of 0.56%. A 
secondary confirmation screen against TSH and forskolin – a post receptor activator of 
adenylyl cyclase – confirmed one TSHR-specific candidate antagonist molecule (named 
VA-K-14). This lead molecule had an IC50 of 12.3 μM and a unique chemical structure. 
A parallel analysis for cell viability indicated that the lead inhibitor was non-cytotoxic at 
its effective concentrations. In silico docking studies performed using a TSHR trans-
membrane model showed the hydrophobic contact locations and the possible mode 
of inhibition of TSHR signaling. Furthermore, this molecule was capable of inhibiting 
TSHR stimulation by GD patient sera and monoclonal-stimulating TSHR antibodies. In 
conclusion, we report the identification of a novel small molecule TSHR inhibitor, which 
has the potential to be developed as a therapeutic antagonist for abrogation of TSHR 
signaling by TSHR autoantibodies in GD.

Keywords: Tsh receptor, small molecule, antagonist

Abbreviations: BD, Brownian dynamics; FSH, follicle-stimulating hormone; FSK, forskolin; HTS, high-throughput screening; 
LH, luteinizing hormone; MD, molecular dynamics; SML, small molecule ligands; TMH, transmembrane helix; TSHR, TSH 
receptor.
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inTrODUcTiOn

The TSH receptor (TSHR) is primarily expressed in the basolateral 
surface of thyroid follicular cells and induces thyroid cell growth, 
hormone synthesis, and hormone secretion and also happens to 
be a primary autoantigen in autoimmune thyroid disease; espe-
cially Graves’ disease (GD) (1–4). GD is one of the most common 
organ-specific autoimmune diseases with a prevalence of ~2% in 
the general population (5). It is an antibody and T cell-mediated 
disease where hyperstimulation of the thyroid gland leads to 
excess thyroid hormone production. The pathogenic effects of GD 
are driven, in part, by the interaction of stimulating antibodies to 
the TSHR, which bind to its large extracellular domain (ECD) (6). 
Such autoantibodies come in different varieties that can stimulate, 
block, or lead to apoptosis via induction of cellular stress (2, 7). 
In addition to its primary site on the thyroid cell, the TSHR is 
also expressed in a variety of extra thyroidal tissues where it is 
known to modulate target cell function, including fibroblasts and 
adipocytes and osteoclasts and osteoblasts (8–13). For example, 
there is evidence for a role of the TSHR in Graves’ orbitopathy 
and retro-orbital adipogenesis (13, 14) and as a negative regulator 
in bone remodeling (11). The presence of the TSHR in these and 
other extra thyroidal depots (10) makes it an important candidate 
receptor for several undefined roles secondary to the cascade of 
effects that may result from its chronic stimulation in GD.

In the last few years, small molecules have gained momentum 
as therapeutic options secondary to the development of large 
chemical libraries and robust high-throughput screening (HTS) 
assays (15). In addition to their low cost and ease to manufacture, 
they also have inherent chemical and biological advantages. These 
advantages include their ease in crossing plasma membrane bar-
riers and their in vivo stability due to their resistance to proteolytic 
enzymes. Small molecule agonists against the TSHR have been 
reported by others (16, 17), as well as ourselves (18). However, 
to date, only a single TSHR antagonist has been reported, which 
was found following chemical modification of an agonist, but its 
potency is only in the micro molar range (19). There is now a need 
to improve the potency of such molecules to achieve a therapeutic 
IC50 in the nano molar range (10−9M).

All small molecules interacting with the TSHR appear to 
permeate the cell and dock with distinct polar and non-polar 
residues within the hydrophobic pockets created by the helices 
of the transmembrane (TM) domain and exert a stimulatory 
or inhibitory effect by altering the interaction and movement 
of these helices (20, 21), thus acting as novel pharmacophores. 
This report describes the identification and in vitro characteriza-
tion of a small molecule antagonist to the TSHR selected by a 
chemical library screen using an in-house luciferase-based high-
throughput inhibition assay.

MaTerials anD MeThODs

Materials
Bovine TSH (1  IU/ml), human FSH (70  IU/ml), hCG (10  IU/
vial), and forskolin (FSK) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich 
(St Louis, MO, USA). The Bright-Glo™ luciferase substrate (Cat 
# E2610) was purchased from Promega Corporation, Madison, 

WI, USA. The cell culture medium, DMEM, and Ham’s F12 
were purchased from Mediatech Inc., Manassas, VA, USA. Fetal 
bovine serum and fetal calf serum were purchased from Atlanta 
Biologicals, Flowery Branch, GA, USA. Additional amounts of 
lead compounds that were identified by screening were purchased 
from Enamine Inc., Cincinnati, OH, USA.

screening libraries
Three libraries were used in the screening: (1) Lead-Optimized 
Compound library (LOC) made up of 9,690 molecules, (2) 
Enamine library made of 60,638 molecules, and (3) Analyticon 
library made up of 10,000 molecules. All three libraries were 
specifically designed by the Columbia University HTS facility (22, 
23). A total of 80,328 molecules were screened as a single point, at 
a concentration of 16.7 μM. All potential hits were than analyzed 
by dose–response studies in triplicate.

cell lines Used

(a) CHO-HA-TSHR luciferase cells: For HTS, we used cells 
generated by transfecting the pGL4.29 [luc2P/CRE/Hygro] 
construct into a highly selected stable line of CHO cells 
expressing the human TSH receptor with an hemagglutinin 
(HA) tag at the N-terminus (CHO-HA-TSHR cells) that has 
been previously described and was selected as a stable line 
with hygromycin (18). The cells were cultured in Ham’s F-12 
medium with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and 100  IU/
ml of penicillin, 100 μg/ml streptomycin, and 50 μg/ml of 
hygromycin.

(b) Murine Sertoli cell line TM4: These FSH receptor expressing 
cells were obtained from ATCC (CRL-1715) and cultured in 
DMEM: F12 medium (cat # 30-2006) with 2.5% FBS and 5% 
horse serum (ATCC; cat #30-2040).

(c) LH receptor-expressing cells: The specificity against the LH/
hCG receptor was tested using a stable line of rat LH/hCG 
receptor expressing HEK 293 cells that were kindly provided 
by Dr. K. M. J. Menon, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, 
MI, USA. These cells were cultured in DMEM medium 
with 10% FBS and 100  IU/ml of penicillin and 100 μg/ml 
streptomycin.

hTs inhibition assay
This assay was based on the same principle as described previ-
ously (18) for screening of agonist molecules. Briefly, 15,000 
CHO-HATSHR Luci #1 cells [named TSHR-Glo cells (15)] were 
plated into white standard 384 wells at a volume of 30 μl in Ham 
F12 complete medium and incubated overnight at 37°C at >85% 
humidity. Library compounds were added at 16.7 μM to each well 
using a 384 nano-head (Perkin Elmer Inc.) and preincubated for 
1  h at 37°C prior to stimulant addition. The compound added 
wells were then stimulated with 5 μl corresponding to 20 μU of 
bovine TSH for 4 h. To determine the luciferase activity in these 
cells at the end of incubation, the wells received 13 μl of the sub-
strate Bright-Glo™. The luminescence was then measured using 
an EnVision multilabel reader (Perkin Elmer Inc.). In principle, 
activation of the TSHR by TSH results in Gsα-adenylate cyclase 
coupling and an increase in intracellular cAMP, which results in 
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FigUre 1 | inhibition assay for detection of Tshr antagonists and overview of positive hits. (a) The HTS luciferase assay that was developed for detection 
of antagonists against the TSHR was first tested for its TSH inhibitory activity using bovine TSH (10 and 100 μU) against a control antagonist. We screened a diverse 
chemical library of ~80,000 compounds for novel antagonists using this assay. (B) All positive hits were tested in parallel against TSH (y-axis) and forskolin (x-axis) as 
shown in this x–y plot. Molecules that showed >50% inhibition of TSH signal but 0 or <5% inhibition of forskolin signal were considered as potential inhibitors of the 
TSHR. Fourteen such randomly selected representative molecules are shown as green dots on this plot.
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the activation of CREB and its binding to the CRE element and 
subsequently induces the transcription of the luciferase gene and 
accumulation of the luciferase enzyme within the activated cells. 
Since the cells are preincubated with compounds that may inhibit 
the activation of Gsα-adenylate cyclase system, TSH activation 
of the receptor would be inhibited if the compound is a specific 
TSHR antagonist. However, the screen may result in false posi-
tives that inhibit activation of adenylate cyclase directly and thus 
inhibiting cAMP generation. Therefore, hits that are picked up 
in an initial screen must, then, be tested against FSK to rule out 
such false positives.

Throughout the screen, the signal to background ratio was 
linear and the mean CV was 5.4% and the Z′ factor was in the 
range of 0.3–0.6 based on the positive control Antag3 (19) (also 
kindly provided by Dr. M. Gershengorn, NIH, Bethesda, MD, 
USA) used in the plate. This exceeded the commonly accepted 
threshold for validation of high-throughput assays (24). When we 
challenged the cells with two different concentrations of bovine 
TSH (10 and 100  μU) (Figure  1A), we found that stimulation 
with 10 μU of TSH gave an inhibition of ~30–40% compared with 
less than 10% inhibition observed by stimulation with 100 μU of 
TSH. However, on optimization of the HTS, we found 20 μU TSH 
as the best stimulation because it gave similar inhibition in the 
HTS. We used an arbitrary fixed criteria for selecting molecules 
as positive hits if they showed ≥50% inhibition of TSH activity. 
Medium with <1% of DMSO was the negative control, whereas 
the control molecule with TSH and just TSH alone acted as posi-
tives in the assay for normalization of the signal and identification 
of positives hits.

confirmatory assays
Dose–responses of the lead molecules were performed against 
TSH and FSK using a Tecan HP digital dispenser by following a 
similar protocol as described. All data points of the dose–response 
curves were fitted using Prism 5.0. A fluorescent viability assay 
(Cell Titer-Fluorviability assay, Promega Inc.) was also performed 
in the same experiment to assess toxicity of the molecules.

Docking of lead Molecule on the Tshr 
Transmembrane Domain
Docking of the lead molecules was performed on a homology 
model of the TSHR-TMD based on rhodopsin (PDB:1F88). 
This template was chosen because of the low root-mean-square 
deviation (RMSD) values between the backbone of the TM heli-
ces of the TSHR model and that of the rhodopsin X-ray crystal 
structure (25) and fits the experimental parameters that we have 
previously described (26). The initial homology model of rho-
dopsin was obtained from the Uniprot server.1 The conformations 
of the extracellular loops were constructed with the Monte Carlo 
method (27). The 3D geometries of the molecules in Tripos’mol2 
format were generated with MarvinSketch.2 Docking was carried 
out using the docking, Autodock 4. The docking results were 
analyzed using DOCKRES and other supporting script tools (28).

serum samples
Serum samples used in this study were unidentifiable stored 
samples originally collected with the full consent of patients.

statistical analyses
All curve fitting and EC50 calculations were performed using 
GraphPad Prism version 5.02, and statistical differences for P 
values were calculated using one-tailed t test using Graph Pad 
In Stat software.

resUlTs

evaluation of the hTs luciferase-Based 
inhibition assay for screening and 
identification of Tshr-specific inhibitors
Using this HTS inhibition assay, we screened a total of 80,328 
molecules consisting of all three libraries as described earlier at a 

1 http://www.uniprot.org 
2 http://www.chemaxon.com 
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FigUre 2 | evaluation of the hTs assay. (a) The Z factor was calculated 
using the positive control and basal control responses in each plate as per 
the formula described by Zhang et al (24) (B) The signal to background ratio 
was obtained using the total signal from the positive control well against 
those wells receiving medium plus DMSO. (c) The coefficient of variation  
(% CV) was calculated as the SD from the wells with the basal medium 
divided by the wells of the positive control. The data indicated that the HTS 
assay performed within the limits of a reliable screening.
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single concentration of 16.7 μM. We obtained 450 positives hits 
from this initial screen with a hit ratio of 0.56%. The performance 
of the assay throughout the screen is indicated by the Z score, 
signal to background ratio, and % CV plots (Figure 2). Further, to 
eliminate false positives and to obtain a secondary confirmation 
of the positives, we performed a secondary testing at 16.7  μM 
against 20 μU of TSH and 10 μM of FSK. Figure 1B is an x–y 
plot showing the results of such a screen where percent of TSH 
luciferase signal is indicated in the y-axis with percent of FSK 
signal in the x-axis. Molecules that showed 50% or greater inhibi-
tion of TSH and none or very little inhibition against FSK were 
generally regarded as potential inhibitory molecules specific to 
the TSHR and marked out for dose–response analysis. Fourteen 
such potential hits (marked by green circles) in Figure  1B are 
represented in the plot.

selection of a specific Tshr antagonist
Using our selection criteria, we identified 14 molecules as poten-
tial inhibitory molecules. These 14 molecules were further tested 
in triplicate at 16.7 μM against stimulation with 20 μU of TSH 
and 10 μM of FSK to confirm their specific inhibitory potency 
as indicated (Figure 3). Three molecules (marked by the arrows) 
appeared to have potential and were subjected to dose–response 
studies against TSH and FSK.

Dose–responses of each of the selected molecules (K14, 
L13 and F9) are represented in the different panels in Figure 4 
along with one non-specific molecule (D22). The dose–response 
curves of the molecules strongly indicated that K14 had a 
30–40% inhibition of TSH with negligible inhibition of FSK and 
low cytotoxicity compared with molecules L13, F9, or D22. Since 
K14 showed specific inhibition in the range examined, this was 
regarded as our most specific lead antagonist against the TSHR 
(now referred to as VA-K-14). VA-K-14 had an IC50 = 12.32 μM, 
and, although it was specific to the TSHR, it appeared to have a 
narrow inhibitory range.

specificity analysis of Va-K-14
We, next, analyzed the specificity of VA-K-14 against other 
closely homologous glycoprotein receptors – the FSH receptor 
and LH/hCG receptor – using a cAMP femto HTRF bioassay 
(Cat # 62AM5PEB, Cisbio Inc.). For the LH receptor cells, we 
used HEK 293 cells transfected with the rat LH/hCG receptor, 
and, for the FSH receptor, we used a murine Sertoli cell line 
(TM4), which expresses the FSHR and responds to human FSH 
in a dose-dependent manner. Inhibition of intracellular cAMP 
generation was measured after stimulation of these cells with 
maximal responsive doses of their respective ligands (TSH, FSH, 
and hCG), after preincubation with VA-K-14 (0.01–100 μM). The 
TSHR-CHO cells were stimulated with 20  μU of bovine TSH, 
LH/hCC receptor cells with 1000  μU/ml of hCG, and Sertoli 
cells were stimulated with 700  μU/ml of human FSH, which 
had previously been titrated for optimum stimulation of cAMP 
under our experimental conditions (18). VA-K-14 showed more 
than 40% inhibition on the TSHR-expressing cells (Figure 5A). 
VA-K-14 showed a minor degree of inhibition (~10–15%) against 
the hCG/LH and FSH receptor-expressing cells, suggesting small 
molecules that are strong antagonists against the TSHR might 
have inhibitory effects against their homologous glycoprotein 
hormone receptors as seen previously (19).

Define the Binding sites by Molecular 
Docking
Inhibitory small molecule ligands are usually allosteric modula-
tors of GPCRs (29). Figure  5B shows the molecular structure 
of VA-K-14 – which is N-methyl-4-(2-phenyl-1H-indol-3-yl)-
thiazole-2-amine with a molecular weight of 305.406  Da. This 
molecule meets the Lipinski rule-of-five criteria (30) with an xlog 
P of 4.34 and tPSA of 40. It is dissimilar in structure to the one 
published TSHR antagonist (19).

We examined the binding sites of VA-K-14 to the TM region of 
the TSHR by in silico docking, using a structure of the TSHR-TM 
region developed in our laboratory by homology modeling based 
on the rhodopsin crystal structure (26) and Monte Carlo simula-
tions. By examining the top scoring docking poses generated by 
Autodock 4 and Autodock-Vina (all clustered at the same region 
of the extracellular hydrophobic pocket), we were able to deduce 
the putative contact residues within the TSHR-TM domain 
(Figure 5C). Docking analysis indicated that VA-K-14 is likely to 
make contact with residues Asn 483 (N483) and Trp 488 (W488) 
in ECL1 and Leu 468 (L468) on TMH1, Thr500 (T500) in TMH3, 
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FigUre 3 | hit validation. This bar graph illustrates the testing of the fourteen chosen compounds for inhibition of TSH and forskolin (FSK) signaling 
(mean ± SEM). The percent inhibition of the maximum TSH or forskolin signal is represented on the y-axis. Indicated by the arrows were three potentially specific 
candidates that showed minimal inhibition of forskolin (black bars) but significant inhibition of TSH (red bars). These three candidate molecules were then subjected 
to dose–response analyses.
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FigUre 4 | Testing of selected lead molecules. These four panels indicate the dose–responses of three likely (from Figures 3 and 1) and one control unlikely 
lead molecule against TSH (red) and FSK (gray). VA-K14 was the only molecule that effectively inhibited the TSH signal and had no inhibition for FSK compared with 
L13, F9, and D22. The toxicity of these molecules was tested by measuring viability (black) using the Cell titer Fluor assay within the same assay.
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and Val 664 (V664) in TMH7 within the previously described 
hydrophobic pocket of the TMD (20, 21).

inhibition of Tshr antibodies
We first tested our luciferase assay for inhibition of signal 
response in the presence of potent blocking TSHR antibody that 
binds to the ectodomain of the receptor. Figure  6A shows the 
inhibition of luciferase signal observed on stimulation of cells 
with 50 μU of TSH in the absence of antibody (gray bar) and in 
the presence of increasing doses of a monoclonal human TSHR 
blocking antibody (K1-70) (31) (kindly provided by Dr Bernard 
Rees Smith, RSR Ltd., Cardiff, Wales). Nearly 40% inhibition of 
stimulation was observed at 10 μg of the K1-70 blocking antibody.

In order to assess if our lead antagonist VA-K-14 was capable 
of inhibiting stimulating TSHR antibodies in GD patient sera, 
we tested a panel of 14 Graves’ sera (diluted 1:10) in the absence 
and presence of 10  μM of VA-K-14. We observed variable 
degrees of inhibition of stimulation although all the sera were 
inhibited to some degree (Figure  6B). VAK-14 was also effec-
tive in inhibiting a widely used human monoclonal-stimulating 
antibody [M22, also kindly provided by Dr Bernard Rees Smith, 

RSR Ltd., Cardiff, Wales (32)] and a hamster-derived stimulating 
monoclonal antibody (MS-1) (33) (Table 1).

combining Two structurally Dissimilar 
antagonists
When we compared VA-K-14 with the control antagonist (Antag 
3), which is structurally dissimilar and makes contact with 
disparate residues in the TMD region, we found similar degrees 
of inhibition at concentrations between 1 and 100 μM, but com-
parison of the area under the curves (AUC) showed that the two 
molecules were significantly (P = 0.003) different in their degree 
of inhibition (Figure  7A). This significant difference in their 
dose–response relationships also most likely indicated their bind-
ing to different residues in the TSHR-TM domain. Since VA-K-14 
and Antag 3 have different binding sites within the hydrophobic 
pocket of the receptor, we examined the effect on inhibition of 
stimulation by combining the two. This analysis clearly indicated 
that combining two antagonists did not enhance the degree of 
inhibition (data not shown), suggesting that the complex dynamic 
molecular interactions that the small molecules make with the 
receptor allosteric site has limits to its distortion potential.

A

B

C

FigUre 5 | (a) Specificity and TSHR docking of the lead molecule (a) CHO-TSHr stable cells, HEK-LH/CGr stable cells, and FSHr- Sertoli cells (TM4) were 
stimulated with the maximum effective concentrations of their respective ligands as described in Section “Materials and Methods” for 1 h at 37°C in the presence of 
1 mM IBMX and increasing concentrations of our lead antagonist VA-K-14. As indicated by the red line, VA-K-14 inhibited TSH by 75% at 10 μM in contrast to an 
inhibition of 10–15% with the hCG/LHr cells and FSHr cells. These data were average plots of two independent experiments performed in triplicate. (B) The 
structure of VA-K-14 is N-methyl-4-(2-phenyl-1H-indol-3-yl)-thiazole-2-amine with a molecular weight of 305.406 Da. (c) In silico docking performed on the 
homology model of the TSHR transmembrane domain (26) using Autodock 4 strongly suggested that VA-K-14 docks into the hydrophobic pocket of the 
TSHR–TMD, thus making contact with two residues in extracellular loop 1 (ECL1) (residues Asparagine 483 and tryptophan 488) and further contacts with Leucine 
468 on TMH 2, Threonine 500 on TMH 3, and Valine 664 on TMH 7.
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Mechanism of Va-K-14 action
Docking analysis indicated that VA-K-14 makes contact with 
tryptophan 488 (W488) on ECL1 and a second contact with 
Valine 664 (V664) in TMH 7 by launching itself in the hydropho-
bic pocket formed by helices of the TSHR TMD (Figure 7B). It is 
known that W488 is an important residue of a naturally occurring 
inactivating mutation (34) and V664 of helix 7 is a critical partner 
with Isoleucine 568 (35) on ECL2 which helps in stabilization of 
the receptor conformation.

DiscUssiOn

Hyperthyroid GD is currently treated with antithyroid drugs, 
radioactive iodine, or surgery (36). However, these modes of 
treatment though effective are not without complications and 
antithyroid drug treatment is commonly followed by relapses 

(37, 38). Antithyroid drugs can also cause severe or even life-
threatening complications. Nevertheless, there have been few 
attempts to develop newer drugs that would be more effective. 
Small molecule antagonists that can inhibit signaling of the TSHR 
do, however, have serious potential as novel therapeutic options. 
We have previously reported the development of two lead small 
molecule agonists against the TSH receptor (18). In this study, we 
describe the in vitro characterization of a novel TSHR antagonist 
identified by high-throughput screening using a transcriptional-
based luciferase inhibition assay.

Though the TSHR is promiscuous in engaging several G 
proteins (39) and β-arrestin 1 and 2 (40–42), it is known that the 
predominant signal that comes from the receptor is via engage-
ment of the Gs subclass of G protein, which leads to the genera-
tion of second messenger cAMP. We have previously exploited 
this major signaling pathway to develop a sensitive HTS assay 
for TSHR agonist detection, known as the TSHR-Glo assay (15). 
We extended the stimulation assay by first pre-incubating the 
cells with the library compounds and, then, stimulating them 
with an optimized dose of bovine TSH for 4 h before reading the 
luciferase signal. Though the inhibition HTS assay was not robust 
in its performance as just judged by Z factor score, it was effective 
enough to detect 30–40% inhibition of low dose TSH stimulation 
and maintained a fairly consistent Z score (Figures 1A and 2). 
However, on screening a diverse library of compounds of 80,328 
molecules using this HTS assay, we identified only one lead mol-
ecule (VA-K-14) that was specific to the TSHR and failed to show 

A B

FigUre 6 | inhibition of gD sera by Va-K-14. (a) The bar graph shows the inhibition of TSH signal (50 μU/ml) by a human blocking monoclonal antibody 
(K1-70). Increasing doses of antibody caused inhibition of TSH signal. Significant inhibition (P = 0.0116) was observed at 10 μg/ml of K1-70 monoclonal antibody. 
This suggested that the inhibition assay was capable of measuring TSHR-Ab inhibition of cAMP generation. (B) We tested a series of GD serum samples at 1:10 
dilution for inhibition by VA-K-14. The cells were first preincubated with 10 μM of VA-K-14 or just medium and then challenged with diluted serum in triplicate wells. 
As indicated here, there was a varied degree of inhibition observed in the presence of 10 μM of VA-K-14 (black filled bars) compared with untreated serum (gray 
bars) with the luciferase assay. As seen here, P3 and P5 showed the most significant suppression of their stimulating responses in the presence of antagonist, but 
inhibition of P12 was poor.

TaBle 1 | Dose-dependent inhibition of M22 and Ms1 by molecule Va-K-14.

Dose of Va-K-14 (µM) M22 (% change) Ms1 (% change)

0 100 100
0.1 99.93 ± 2.36 95.64 ± 4.56
1 83.63 ± 3.38 90.73 ± 0.91
10 68.36 ± 0.49 64.47 ± 1.00

Note: the dose of M22 used for stimulation was 1.5 µg final and that of MS-1 was 
15 µg, final. The assay was carried out with 15,000 cells/well in 348 well plate using 
CHOTSHR luciferase cells.
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ECL1

ECL2

ECL3

I568

VA-K-14

Inactive 
conformation
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A B

FigUre 7 | Mechanistic action of Va-K-14. (a) Indicated in this dose–response graph is a comparison of our lead molecule VA-K-14 and the reported Antag3 in 
order to compare their inhibition of TSH signaling. Although the two molecules are structurally different, they clearly have the potential to inhibit TSH action in a 
similar manner. However, the area under the curve calculation of VA-K-14 versus Antag3 indicated VA-K-14 to be significantly different in its inhibitory characteristics 
of the TSH response in this assay. (B) This diagram indicates the possible mechanism for the inhibitory effect of VA-K-14 on binding to the hydrophobic pocket in 
the TMD of the TSHR. The molecule contacts tryptophan 488 (W488) in ECL1 (pink) and valine 664 (V664) on helix 7 (blue). W488 is a naturally occurring 
inactivating mutation where V664 is a critical partner with Isoleucine 568 in ELC2 in stabilization of the receptor conformation. Thus, it would seem that this charge 
interaction network formed by VA-K-14 in the hydrophobic pocket must play a role in stabilizing an inactive conformation of the receptor transmembrane and, thus, 
leading to dampening of the signal.

any inhibition of FSK – a post receptor activator of cAMP – even 
in dose–response analysis (Figure 4).

Since the TM domain of major GPCR’s, especially the gly-
coprotein hormone receptor family, such as the FSH and hCG/
LH receptors, is quiet homologous (43) in their sequence, it was 
important to examine receptor specificity of the lead small mol-
ecule. Using cells that express the FSH and LH receptor cells, we 
examined the specificity of our lead molecule VA-K-14. Though 
a potent inhibitor of TSHR, it also showed minor inhibition of 
cAMP generation against FSH and LH receptor bearing cells at 
the highest effective concentrations as seen with the previously 
reported antagonist (Antag 3) (19). The homologous nature of 
the TM domain of these receptors may cause such reactivity to 
be inevitable, and a potent antagonist, which was reported previ-
ously to be in the nanomolar range (44), was also found to lack 
all specificity against the TSHR and, thus, could not be developed 
further. But, it is known that functional ability of the allosteric 
modulators against the TSHR are defined by the contact residues 
within the TM domain (20), and the pharmacophore property 
of small molecules can be altered by structural alteration of their 
scaffold as evidenced by the development of Antag 3 (19).

To examine the contact sites of our lead molecule (VA-K-
14), we docked the molecule with a well verified TM domain 
structural model that we previously developed on the rhodopsin 
template (26). From the docking studies, it was clear that VA-K-
14 docked in the hydrophobic pocket of the TSHR-TM domain 
making polar and non-polar contacts with residues asparagine 
483 (N483) and tryptophan 488 (W488) on the extracellular loop 
1 (ECL1) and leucine 468 (I468) on TM 2, threonine 500 (T500) 
on TM 3, and valine 664 (V664) in TM 7. The contact residues of 
this molecule in the hydrophobic pocket are different from those 
of our lead agonists (18) and were also different from Antag 3.

It is known that GPCR activation could involve the movement 
of helices, especially TM3 and TM6 (45–47), and modeling stud-
ies with mutational analyses have clearly outlined several residues 
within the hydrophobic pocket defined by the various helices of 
the TMD (20, 21, 48). Hence, the molecular property of allosteric 
small molecules will reside in the mosaic of interactions that such 
a molecule makes within the pocket, thus stabilizing an active 
or inactive state of the TSHR. It is known that residue W488 in 
ECL1 is a naturally occurring inactivating mutation (34) and 
V664 on TMH7 is a critical partner with I568 in ECL in stabiliz-
ing a native receptor conformation (35). Thus, from the docking 
data, we can hypothesize that VA-K-14, by interacting with these 
two residues, may stabilize an inactive form of the TSHR, leading 
to inhibition of TSH signaling. Furthermore, a recent study (49) 
using computation analysis and chemical crosslinking followed 
by mass spectrometry has also shown that rearrangement of the 
ECD/ECL1 is critical for TSHR activation. Thus, any allosteric 
molecule that could thwart such a rearrangement (50) would be 
a potential negative allosteric modulator (NAM).

In conclusion, we identified and characterized, in vitro, a new 
antagonist of the TSHR, which is a potential candidate for further 
development to provide a therapeutic option for controlling the 
action of auto antibodies to the TSHR in hyperthyroid GD and 
its related manifestations.
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The dogma that thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH) solely regulates the production of 
thyroid hormone from the thyroid gland has hampered research on its wider physio-
logical roles. The action of pituitary TSH on the skeleton has now been well described;  
in particular, its action on osteoblasts and osteoclasts. It has also been recently discov-
ered that the bone marrow microenvironment acts as an endocrine circuit with bone 
marrow-resident macrophages capable of producing a novel TSH-β subunit variant 
(TSH-βv), which may modulate skeletal physiology. Interestingly, the production of this 
TSH-βv is positively regulated by T3 accentuating such modulation in the presence of 
thyroid overactivity. Furthermore, a number of small molecule ligands acting as TSH 
agonists, which allosterically modulate the TSH receptor have been identified and may 
have similar modulatory influences on bone cells suggesting therapeutic potential. This 
review summarizes our current understanding of the role of TSH, TSH-β, TSH-βv, and 
small molecule agonists in bone physiology.

Keywords: TSH-β, TSH-βv, TSH-receptor, macrophage, osteoblast, osteoclast

iNTRODUCTiON

The skeleton has a wide range of functions, which include structural support/protection, loco-
motion, and mineral homeostasis. In addition, the emerging role of bone as an endocrine unit 
is rapidly gaining momentum because bone secretes a variety of hormones such as osteocalcin, 
osteoprotegerin, osteoclastogenesis inhibitory factor, sclerostin, and fibroblast growth factor 23 
(1), and it has recently also been shown to be the source of a variant form of TSH-β subunit (2–4). 
Bone is derived from intramembranous ossification of fibrous membranes and from endochondrial 
ossification of hyaline cartilage during fetal development. Osteoblasts and osteoclasts, two major 
cell types found in bone, are derived from unique cell lineages. Osteoblasts differentiate from the 
mesenchymal lineage while osteoclasts are from the hematopoietic stem cell lineage. The close 
balance in their activity during bone remodeling between the osteoblasts-inducing bone deposi-
tion and osteoclasts-inducing bone resorption appears to be crucial for precise maturation and 
preservation of bone integrity. However, the bony skeleton can be structurally and functionally 
altered by various diseases, drugs and extra-skeletal hormones, growth factors, and cytokines as 
well as mechanical forces (1).

An overactive thyroid gland has long been known to be associated with significant bone loss 
(5). Osteoporosis is seen in many overt hyperthyroid states, most commonly Graves’ disease and 
toxic multinodular goiter (6–9). In addition, excessive thyroid hormone replacement therapy in 
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FigURe 1 | The hypothalamic–pituitary–thyroid–bone axis. This simplified 
figure illustrates the interactions of the pituitary hormone thyroid-stimulating 
hormone (TSH) and thyroid hormones T3 and T4 with bone. A negative 
feedback loop with origins in the thyroid and projections to the pituitary and 
hypothalamus is depicted. T3 and T4 hormone levels are maintained by such 
a loop. The role of TSH on bone has been hampered by the dogma that TSH 
exerts functions exclusively within the thyroid. However, within the past few 
decades, TSH has been show to exert physiologic effects on both 
osteoblasts and osteoclasts.
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postmenopausal women is known to contribute to bone loss 
(10). Hence, bone turnover is increased and bone mass decreased 
when thyroid hormone levels are high and TSH levels are low and 
such changes in bone can also be seen in animal models (5, 11). 
In these conditions under which bone is loss, TSH levels in the 
serum fall to insignificant concentrations, but thyroid hormones 
(T3 and T4) may vary from high to normal, thus arguing for a 
role of TSH or other TSH receptor agonists in preventing bone 
loss. This review highlights the role of TSH, TSH-βv, and small 
molecules on skeletal biology.

THe HYPOTHALAMiC–PiTUiTARY AXiS

Thyrotropin-releasing hormone (TRH) also known as thyroliberin 
was first isolated by Schally and Guillemin in 1969 (12, 13). TRH 
is synthesized in the paraventricular nucleus of the hypothalamus 
and it regulates both the synthesis and release of TSH from the 
anterior pituitary (14). The production of the TSH-β subunit in 
the pituitary is regulated by both the CREB-binding transcription 
factors and the pituitary-specific transcription factor-1 (14) while 
thyroid hormone levels (T4 and T3) being preserved by a negative 
feedback loop (Figure 1). TSH in turn acts through the thyroid-
stimulating hormone receptor (TSHR) to induce the synthesis and 
release of T4 and a smaller amount of T3 with additional T3 being 
derived by peripheral deiodination (15). Additionally, thyroid 
hormones then exert actions through the thyroid hormone recep-
tors (TRs) to inhibit TRH and TSH synthesis and its secretion.  
As such, when thyroid hormones are high, the TSH levels are low.

STRUCTURe AND FUNCTiON  
OF THe TSH MOLeCULe

Thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH) and follicle-stimulating 
hormone, along with chorionic gonadotropin (hCG) and 

luteinizing hormone, are heterodimeric proteins that share a 
common α-chain and unique β-chains, which confer hormone 
specificity. Both mouse and man TSH-β subunits share signifi-
cant homology (16, 17). In these species, the TSH-β contains 138 
amino acids with 20 of them representing the signal peptide and 
the other 118 the mature protein. The common α-chain is made up 
of 92 amino acids. The α-subunit gene shows a general expression 
pattern compared to the TSH-β subunit gene expression, which 
is restricted to the anterior pituitary. Although TSH-α and TSH-β 
are transcribed from different genes, it is generally understood 
that the molecular interaction of the α-subunit and the TSH-β 
subunit confers specificity to the molecule (18). TSH interacts 
with the G-protein-coupled TSHR (19, 20) in controlling thyroid 
function and it also has extrathyroidal activity via TSHR expres-
sion at a variety of sites (21). Of relevance here is that pituitary 
TSH has been shown to be osteoprotective in vitro and in vivo by 
activating osteoblasts and inhibiting osteoclasts and this will be 
reviewed further.

Mouse studies have clearly shown that there is in vivo osteo-
protective activity associated with the TSHR itself even when 
pituitary TSH is suppressed by excessive thyroid hormone (11). 
These data indicate that either the intrinsic, constitutive, activity 
of the TSHR itself is able to provide the protection in the absence 
of TSH ligand or raised the possibility of a local TSHR stimulator 
being available to maintain TSHR signaling in the absence of 
pituitary TSH. This possibility prompted us to search for other 
isoform (s) of the TSH molecule in bone.

A NOveL TSH-β SUBUNiT vARiANT  
iN PiTUiTARY AND BONe MARROw

In fact, extrapituitary sources of TSH have long been known  
(22, 23). Hence, parallel to the pituitary-thyroid endocrine circuit, 
there are additional TSH-related circuits that function beyond the 
thyroid and involves the immune system as evidenced by reports, 
which shows that immune cells are capable of producing TSH 
(22) and a novel TSH-βv is produced within the bone marrow 
cells; primarily by macrophages (2–4).

In the mouse (Figure 2A), unlike the human (Figure 2B), the 
TSH-β coding region is located in segments of exons 4 and 5. In 
the novel mouse, TSH-β splice variant (TSH-βv) exon 4 is missing. 
The human TSH gene contains three exonic sequences but exon-2 
is missing in the hTSH-βv. Molecular docking and experimental 
studies suggested that TSH-β and TSH-βv were able to bind and 
signal through the TSHR (2, 3). Further, molecular docking 
studies have also shown that the binding affinity of TSH-βv is 
comparable to the native TSH-β subunit (2). Of direct relevance 
here is that it has been shown that the mouse pituitary in addition 
to macrophages is also a source of this novel TSH-β splice variant 
(TSH-βv), which may retain its biological effect (2–4).

In the human, TSH-β is similarly expressed primarily in the 
thyrotrophs of the anterior pituitary gland. But we and others 
have also observed, as in the mouse, that a TSH-βv is expressed in 
human pituitary, human bone marrow, and in human peripheral 
blood-derived macrophages (3, 24). These data further support 
the concept of an extrapituitary TSH-like molecule, which can 
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FigURe 3 | Small molecule MS 438 enhanced collagen gene expression  
in human osteoblast cells. The hFOB 1.19 cells were transformed into 
osteoblasts by treating with osteogenic stimulation/differentiation 
factors—20 μm of beta-glycerophosphate, 50 μg/ml of ascorbic acid, and 
10−7M dexamethasone in refreshed media every 3 days along with or without 
10 μM of MS 438 and 10 μM of PKA inhibitor (H 89). On day 10, cultures 
were terminated and gene expression analyzed by quantitative PCR and 
showed enhanced collagen gene expression.

FigURe 2 | (A) A schematic comparison of the mouse native TSH-β and 
novel TSH-βv. Of note is a missing exon IV in the splice variant resulting in a 
smaller peptide of 8 vs 17 kDa for the full length. The intronic region is 
marked in black. Copyright (2013) Endocrinology and reproduced with 
permission from Oxford University Press (2). (B) A similar schematic outlining 
the human native TSH-β and novel TSH-βv gene arrangement [adapted from 
Baliram et al. (3)]. Copyright (2013) Endocrinology and reproduced with 
permission from Oxford University Press (2).
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bind to TSHRs on osteoblasts and osteoclasts to initiate prolif-
eration and differentiation. However, the full significance of this 
conclusion in bone biology needs to be further elucidated.

TSHR AND SMALL MOLeCULe AgONiSTS

In recent years, small molecules have gained momentum as 
therapeutic options for modulating TSHR signaling (25). In addi-
tion to their low cost of manufacturing, these molecules have 
the biological advantage of easily crossing the plasma membrane 
and binding to allosteric sites on the receptor. Their chemical 
nature renders them resistant to proteolytic enzymes and thus 
ideal therapeutic agents. A few potent small molecule agonists to 
the TSHR have been reported (26–28). These molecules interact 
with the TSHR on distinct polar and non-polar residues within 
the hydrophobic pockets created by the helices of the receptor 
transmembrane domains, thereby exerting a stimulatory effect 
by altering the interaction and movement of these helices  
(29, 30). Our laboratory has reported a small molecule (MS-438) 
(28), which appears to increase osteoblast formation through the 
PKA signaling pathway (Figure 3). Other studies have also shown 

biological action of small molecules on bone cells overexpressing 
the TSHR (31) and two small molecule TSHR antagonists have 
been reported but with lower affinity than likely to be clinically 
useful (27, 32).

TSHR geNe eXPReSSiON

The human TSHR gene, cloned in 1989 (19, 20), is on chromo-
some #14q-31 and codes for a seven transmembrane, G-protein-
coupled receptor. The TSHR is the largest of the glycoprotein 
receptor because of its 8- and 50 amino acid insertions into the 
ectodomain (residues 38–45 and 317–367). The TSHR is described 
as a G protein-coupled receptor with both Gαs and Gαq as pri-
mary effectors and with constitutive activity, which is enhanced 
further by TSH or by stimulating TSHR autoantibodies (33). 
The minimal 5′ promoter is necessary to confer thyroid-specific 
expression and cAMP autoregulation (34). It is well established 
that in addition to the Gαs cAMP/protein kinase A/ERK signaling 
cascade, TSH activates Gαq-AKT/protein kinase C/Ca 2+ coupled 
signaling networks predominantly at high concentrations (35). 
Although the TSHR is important for growth and function of the 
thyroid gland, as discussed earlier, it has a diverse expression 
profile including on lymphocytes, macrophages, adipose tissue, 
fibroblasts, heart, and bone among others (21).

TSH eFFeCTS ON OSTeOBLASTS

Osteoblast-related cells such as bone lining cells, stromal cells, 
preosteoblasts osteoprogenitors, osteoblasts, and osteocytes 
are differentiated from mesenchymal cells. These cells can also 
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terminally differentiate into fibroblasts, chondrocytes, myoblasts, 
and adipocytes (36). Osteoblast lineage cells perform varied fun-
ctions, which include support for muscle attachment and lend 
itself as a reservoir for minerals such as phosphorus and calcium. 
Additionally, osteocytes derived from osteoblast lineage cells pro-
duce FGF 23 (37). Osteoblast lineage cells contribute to the bone 
marrow niche (38) and are also involved in insulin action (39, 40).

Osteoblast formation requires a series of sequential steps 
starting from precursor cell commitment, then cell proliferation 
and then cell differentiation, which is marked by type-1 collagen 
formation and matrix deposition. Once bone is formed, osteo-
blasts then go onto differentiate into osteocytes (41). Expression 
of the TSHR in the rat osteoblast line UMR106 cells was first 
demonstrated (42). Then in subsequent studies, the TSHR mRNA 
expression and protein were observed in normal osteoblasts 
(43–49).

Thyroid-stimulating hormone was found to induce genes 
involved in the regulation and differentiation of mesenchymal 
stem cells within the bone marrow (50) and treatment of osteo-
blasts with TSH in vitro has been shown in most studies to have 
stimulatory effects on osteoblast differentiation and function  
(31, 46, 47). Inhibition of low-density lipoprotein receptor-
related protein 5 mRNA by TSH suggested a role for TSH on 
osteoblastogenesis. TSH has since been shown to activate 
Wnt-5a signaling in osteoblast differentiation (47). Similarly, 
in embryonic stem cell cultures, TSH-stimulated osteoblast dif-
ferentiation via protein kinase C and the non-canonical Wnt-5a 
pathway (47). Further, TSH also stimulated proliferation and 
differentiation, as shown by an upregulation in alkaline phos-
phatase and in increase in IGF-1 and IGF-2 mRNA expressions 
(51). Recently, TSH was shown to stimulate arrestin 1, which 
leads to the activation of intracellular signaling molecules such 
as ERK, P38 MAPK, and AKT (31).

TSH eFFeCTS ON OSTeOCLASTS

Osteoclasts are terminally differentiated polykaryons, which 
reabsorb bone matrix and mineral. They attach to bone through 
αVβ3 integrin that interacts with bone matrix proteins. These 
interactions form cytoplasmic extensions with finger-like pro-
cesses known as the ruffled border. These borders function to 
increase the surface area when contacting bone and through 
them, osteoclasts secrete hydrochloric acid from acidic vacuoles. 
The acid dissolves bone mineral and also activates acid hydrolases, 
such as cathepsin K in degrading the matrix (52, 53).

Osteoclasts differentiate through the commitment of hemat-
opoietic stem cells to the myeloid lineage and are regulated by 
PU.1 together with micro-ophthalmia-associated transcription 
factors (54). Also, macrophage CSF/CSF-1R stimulates expres-
sion of RANK and leads to osteoclast precursor commitment. 
Furthermore, RANK Ligand (RANKL) is essential for osteoclast 
formation, function, and survival (52). Moreover, RANKL/
RANK signaling induces the nuclear factor-κB (NF-κB) and 
nuclear factor of activated T cells cytoplasmic 1, which leads to 
osteoclast differentiation (55).

Recent studies have demonstrated that TSH reduces osteoclas-
togenesis by acting on their TSHR G-protein-coupled receptor 

(43, 56, 57). In animal studies, mice which lack the TSHR 
exhibited osteoporosis because of enhanced osteoclast formation 
(43). TNFα, which is a member of the tumor necrosis family, is a 
well-established signal that increases osteoclasts (58). The recep-
tor activator for NFκB ligand (RANKL) stimulates endogenous 
TNFα expression and it is necessary for osteoclast formation. 
Additionally, RANKL and a mixture with IL1 and TNFα increase 
osteoclastogenesis (59). Moreover, we showed that the TSHR 
null mice exhibit an elevated TNFα expression in osteoclast pro-
genitors. The fact that these mice develop osteoporosis (43) 
suggests that TNFα overproduction may play a major role in 
the development of this condition since TSH has been shown 
to directly downregulate TNFα transcription induced by IL1 or 
RANKL treatments (59).

TSH eFFeCTS ON OSTeOCYTeS

In contrast to osteoblasts and osteoclasts, osteocytes make up 
90–95% of bone cells and are embedded in bone matrix for dec-
ades. Osteocytes have been increasingly recognized as the major 
orchestrator of bone activity, particularly considering the fact 
that they secrete a 190-amino-acid glycoprotein, which decreases 
bone formation by inhibiting terminal osteoblast differentiation 
while promoting apoptosis. These cells also regulate osteoblast 
physiology by controlling osteoblast and osteoclast activity dur-
ing bone remodeling. Terminally differentiated osteoblasts are 
widely described as mature osteocytes.

However, it is poorly understood how osteoblast becomes 
embedded in bone matrix to begin a new life in the capacity as an 
osteocyte and also the molecular and genetic mechanisms, which 
regulate the differentiation and maturation of the osteocyte are 
also poorly understood (60).

Osteocytes takes up residence in lacunae within mineralized 
matrix and protrude their dendritic processes through the cana-
liculi to form a network, which connects with cells on the bone 
surface and to blood vessels (61).

Localized conditions such as mechanical stresses and micro-
damage stimulate osteocytes to release cytokines, chemotactic 
signals, or to induce apoptosis. An, increase in mechanical stress  
stimulates local bone formation through osteoblast activity, 
whereas reduced microdamage results in bone resorption 
induced by osteoclast activity (60, 62, 63). These mechanosensor 
capabilities of osteocytes allow them to control bone remodeling 
through their regulation of osteoclasts and osteoblasts via the 
RANKL/RANK pathway and modulation of Wnt signaling  
(60, 64). The effects of TSH on osteocytes have not been studied.

SKeLeTAL CONSeQUeNCeS  
iN THe TSHR KNOCKOUT MOUSe

The use of animal models in the study of TSH effects on bone 
has provided important fundamental advances. Animal models 
of hypothyroid mice such as the Snell Dwarf mouse (65), the cog 
mouse (66), and the hyt/hyt mouse (67, 68) have all retained the 
TSHR expression and ligand-independent constitutive signals 
transmitted by the TSHR (69). In contrast, the generation of the 
TSHR-KO mouse, brought a novel way of studying TSH signaling  
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FigURe 4 | Histologic staining of the thyroid-stimulating hormone receptor 
(TSHR)-KO mouse thyroid gland. Hematoxylin/eosin stained sections of WT 
(A,C) and TSHR-KO (B,D) thyroids. Fluorescent imaging of heterozygous  
(e) and TSHR-KO (F) green fluorescent protein reporter gene expression in 
the thyroid. Scanning electron micrographs for WT (g) and TSHR-KO  
(H) thyroid follicles [magnification: (A,B) 100; (C–F) 400; (g,H) 1,500]. Note 
the small but present thyroid cells in the TSHR-KO mouse, which has been 
used in a number of studies elucidating thyroid-stimulating hormone actions 
on bone. Copyright (2002) National Academy of Sciences, U.S.A (71).
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and this implicated the TSHR in bone biology (11, 43, 70).  
In this mouse, exon-1 of the TSHR gene was replaced with a green 
fluorescent protein (GFP) cassette. The heterozygotes, haplo-
insufficient in the TSHR, were euthyroid and exhibit normal 
growth and normal thyroid hormone and TSH levels. By con-
trast, the homozygotes (TSHR-KO mice) showed runted growth,  
low thyroid hormone levels, and very high TSH levels and 
required thyroid hormone replacement for normal growth and 
survival. Nevertheless, these mice had a smaller thyroid gland in 
the correct position. An examination of the TSHR-KO thyroid 
follicles (Figure 4) showed GFP expression in the heterozygote 
and homozygote thyroid follicles indicating that the TSHR had 
been deleted but the thyroid follicles, while appearing normal 
in the heterozygous, were few and small in the homozygous 
and their pattern was disorganized. Hence, the TSHR-KO mice 
showed congenital hypothyroidism with undetectable thyroid 
hormones and a rise in serum TSH.

Untreated TSHR-KO mice were found to have a low bone 
mineral density (BMD), increase bone formation, and resorption. 
However, even when these mice were given thyroid hormone 
replacement, they displayed a reduction in BMD and reduced 
calvarial thickness (43). Heterozygotes showed a smaller reduc-
tion in BMD, affecting only some parts of the skeleton. There 
were no change in calvarial thickness, and no difference in bone 
resorption or formation. These data indicated that TSH signaling 
must suppress bone loss and TSH was, therefore, proposed as an 
activator of bone formation and inhibitor of bone resorption (43). 
Because the TSHR-KO mice are only thyroid supplemented from 
weaning (around 21 days of age) (43), they do remain severely 
hypothyroid during a critical time of skeletal development but 
clearly are unable to catch up.

TSH eFFeCTS ON NORMAL RODeNT 
SKeLeTON

The osteoporosis due to TSHR deficiency in the TSHR/KO mouse 
is of the high-turnover variety. Further, when TSH was inter-
mittently administered into ovariectomized rats, it displayed a 
robust in vivo antiresorptive action (46, 72). TSH increased bone 
volume, trabecular number, trabecular thickness, and decreased 
trabecular separation (46). TSH also decreased osteoclast num-
bers in these rats (46) suggesting that TSH treatment is capable of 
restoring ovariectomy-induced bone loss and bone strength (72). 
The inhibitory action of TSH on osteoclast even persisted after 
therapy halted (72). This lasting antiresorptive action of TSH was 
mimicked in cells that genetically overexpressed a constitutively 
active ligand-independent TSHR (73). Additionally, due to a loss 
of function in congenital mutant TSHR congenital hypothyroid 
mice, osteoclast differentiation is activated, thus confirming 
that TSHR signaling has a pivotal role in the regulation of bone 
remodeling (72).

TSH eFFeCTS ON THe HUMAN 
SKeLeTON

As discussed earlier, new lines of evidence have shown the influ-
ence of pituitary hormones on the skeleton (43, 72, 74, 75). For 
example, suppressed hyperthyroid levels of TSH are well known 
to correlate with low BMD (76), especially in postmenopausal 
women, and even low normal TSH levels show the same relation-
ship in the elderly (77) and an increased risk of hip fractures in 
euthyroid women (77). These studies also show that duration 
of TSH suppression was also a predictor of major osteoporotic 
fractures. However, others (78) could not distinguish the separate 
pharmacological effects of thyroid hormones and TSH on bone 
turnover, although TSH was correlated inversely with markers 
indicative of bone turnover and is unrelated to thyroid hormones.

For humans, few large data sets exist on the physiologic 
effects of TSH on bone in. However, recombinant human TSH 
administration regulated C-telopeptides type-1 collagen levels 
and alkaline phosphatase with no effect on levels of osteoprote-
gerin (79) or on the receptor activator of nuclear factor-κB ligand  
levels (80).
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FigURe 5 | (A) Thyroid hormone regulation of mouse thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH)-βv in bone marrow cells. Here, bone marrow cells from mouse WT 
mice subcutaneously treated with T4 hormone pellets for 21 days showed greatly increased TSH-βv gene expression. Copyright (2016) Endocrinology and 
reproduced with permission from Oxford University Press (3). (B) Thyroid hormone regulation of mouse TSH-βv in the pituitary. The pituitary tissue from WT mice 
administered subcutaneous T4 pellets for 21 days showed suppression of both wild-type TSH-β and TSH-βv. This is in contrast to the bone marrow cells shown in 
(B). Copyright (2016) Endocrinology and reproduced with permission from Oxford University Press (3).
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FigURe 6 | Schematic showing a collaborative effort among pituitary, thyroid, and macrophages in the local bone marrow microenvironment in regulating osteoclast 
and osteoblast activity through the release of thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH)-β and TSH-βv. SM 438 is a small molecule agonist at the thyroid-stimulating 
hormone receptor. Solid dark arrows indicate modulatory effects of TSH-β, TSH-βv, and SM 438 on bone cells and the broken arrows indicate that such effects still 
need to be mapped.
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T3 eFFeCTS ON THe SKeLeTON

Thyroid hormone levels have a major influence on bone 
homeostasis (81), and this has been well reviewed elsewhere 
(5). Investigators have focused on the direct effects of the active 
thyroid hormone (T3), on bone cells, via the thyroid hormone 
receptor family that induces transcription in a ligand-dependent 
manner (82). Osteoblasts express thyroid hormone receptors 
(TRs) (TRα1, TRα2, and TRβ1) and respond to T3 with increased 
proliferation and expression of lineage-specific markers such as 
alkaline phosphatase, osteocalcin, and collagen. Interestingly, 
although osteoclasts have TRs, their response to T3 appears to be 
mediated mostly by osteoblasts since T3 induces osteoblasts to 
express RANKL, the key osteoclastogenic cytokine. Additionally, 
mice lacking the known active isoforms of TRs have retarded 
bone growth and maturation, but do not manifest increased 
BMD, as would be predicted if T3 was an important stimulus of 
bone resorption in the euthyroid state (83). Further, T4, the pro-
hormone of T3, suppressed pituitary TSH release but enhanced 
bone marrow TSHβv expression (3) (Figures 5A,B) indicating an 
attempt at osteoprotection. Hence, our observation of enhanced 
bone loss induced by T4 when the TSHR is absent fits with these 
correlative data (11).

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSiON

Thyroid-stimulating hormone, TSH-β, and TSH-βv are produced 
through central neural circuits in the pituitary thyrotrophs and 

are negatively regulated by T3 produced by the thyroid gland. 
However, in the local peripheral immune circuit, only TSH-βv 
is produced by bone marrow macrophages and appears to be 
positively regulated by T3. It has been shown that intact TSH 
exerts anabolic and osteoprotective effects on bone by stimulating 
osteoblast differentiation and by inhibiting osteoclast formation 
and survival. Since the TSHR is widely distributed in bone cells, 
the production of TSH-βv by macrophages argues for a local 
TSH-TSHR circuit regulating bone physiology. Evidence for the 
importance of such influences is shown by the greater T4-induced 
bone loss in the absence of TSHR signaling (Figure 6).
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Dafydd Aled Rees3, Marian Ludgate1* and Lei Zhang1*

1Thyroid Research Group, Cardiff University, Cardiff, UK, 2 Department of Endocrine Surgery, University Hospital of Wales, 
Cardiff, UK, 3 School of Medicine, Neuroscience and Mental Health Research Institute, Cardiff University, Cardiff, UK

Evidence from clinical and experimental data suggests that thyrotropin receptor (TSHR) 
signaling is involved in energy expenditure through its impact on white adipose tissue 
(WAT) and brown adipose tissue (BAT). TSHR expression increases during mesenchymal 
stem cell (MSC) differentiation into fat. We hypothesize that TSHR activation [TSHR*, 
elevated thyroid-stimulating hormone, thyroid-stimulating antibodies (TSAB), or acti-
vating mutation] influences MSC differentiation, which contributes to body composition 
changes seen in hypothyroidism or Graves’ disease (GD). The role of TSHR activation 
on adipogenesis was first investigated using ex vivo samples. Neck fat (all euthyroid at 
surgery) was obtained from GD (n = 11, TSAB positive), toxic multinodular goiter (TMNG, 
TSAB negative) (n = 6), and control patients with benign euthyroid disease (n = 11, TSAB 
negative). The effect of TSHR activation was then analyzed using human primary abdom-
inal subcutaneous preadipocytes (n = 16). Cells were cultured in complete medium (CM) 
or adipogenic medium [ADM, containing thiazolidinedione (TZD), PPARγ agonist, which 
is able to induce BAT formation] with or without TSHR activation (gain-of-function mutant) 
for 3 weeks. Adipogenesis was evaluated using oil red O (ORO), counting adipogenic foci, 
qPCR measurement of terminal differentiation marker (LPL). BAT [PGC-1α, uncoupling 
protein 1 (UCP1), and ZIC1], pre-BAT (PRDM16), BRITE− (CITED1), or WAT (LEPTIN) 
markers were analyzed by semiquantitative PCR or qPCR. In ex vivo analysis, there were 
no differences in the expression of UCP1, PGC-1α, and ZIC1. BRITE marker CITED1 
levels were highest in GD followed by TMNG and control (p for trend  =  0.009). This 
was associated with higher WAT marker LEPTIN level in GD than the other two groups 
(p < 0.001). In primary cell culture, TSHR activation substantially enhanced adipogenesis 
with 1.4 ± 0.07 (ORO), 8.6 ± 1.8 (foci), and 5.5 ± 1.6 (LPL) fold increases compared with 
controls. Surprisingly, TSHR activation in CM also significantly increased pre-BAT marker 
PRDM16; furthermore, TZD-ADM induced adipogenesis showed substantially increased 
BAT markers, PGC-1α and UCP1. Our study revealed that TSHR activation plays an 
important role in the adipogenesis process and BRITE/pre-BAT formation, which leads to 
WAT or BAT phenotype. It may contribute to weight loss as heat during hyperthyroidism 
and later transforms into WAT posttreatment of GD when patients gain excess weight.

Keywords: adipogenesis, thyrotropin receptor, body composition, white adipose tissue, BriTe adipocytes, brown 
adipose tissue

Abbreviations: TSHR, thyrotropin receptor; MSC, mesenchymal stem cell; TSAB, thyroid-stimulating antibodies; CM, com-
plete medium; ADM, adipogenic medium; WAT, white adipose tissue; BAT, brown adipose tissue.
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inTrODUcTiOn

Excess thyrotropin receptor (TSHR) activation occurs in two 
common conditions, Graves’ disease (GD) in which thyroid-
stimulating antibodies (TSAB) mimic thyroid-stimulating horm -
one (TSH) causing hyperthyroidism and primary hypothyroid ism 
when elevated circulating TSH compensates for low thyroid 
hormone (T4/T3) levels resulting from the failing gland (1). Both 
confer alterations in body composition, e.g., more than 90% of 
people with GD lose weight, mainly muscle mass and fat (2), 
while hypothyroidism increases fat and bone mineral density. 
The opposing differences of thyroid hormone levels have been 
traditionally suggested for these changes of body compositions, 
e.g., impact on white adipose tissue (WAT) or brown adipose 
tissue (BAT) metabolism (3, 4). BAT depots were thought to be 
absent from adult humans, but the availability of imaging using 
18F-fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography and com-
puted tomography reveals their location in supraclavicular and 
neck regions (5–7).

Despite restoration of serum TSH concentrations to normal, 
many GD patients complain of substantial weight gain post 
treatment (8, 9) with potential negative impact on their future 
cardiovascular risk. Further studies in this area may therefore 
have considerable impact on determining the optimal treatment 
for patients with GD. There is still considerable controversy 
regarding the best treatment for Graves’ hyperthyroidism and 
radioiodine and/or thyroidectomy might be associated with more 
weight gain compared to those on antithyroid drugs and patients 
who undergo ablative therapy for thyroid cancer (10–12). This 
suggests that there are some factors associated with GD that 
influence post therapy weight gain. Furthermore, analysis has 
suggested that a diagnosis of GD (as opposed to other causes of 
thyroid over-activity) is an independent predictor of weight gain 
(10), raising the possibility that the persisting anti-TSH recep-
tor antibodies in such patients might have long-term effects on 
peripheral adipose tissue composition (13). In humans, lipolysis 
was shown to be stimulated by TSH and TSAB, but this was 
confined to neonates suggesting an effect predominantly on BAT 
(14). Furthermore, the presence of functional extrathyroidal 
TSHR has been demonstrated in adipose tissue (15, 16) and 
bone (17), and fat-specific knockout of TSHR generated mice 
with larger adipocytes (18). More recent studies report a positive 
correlation between TSHR activation and obesity (19–21), and 
reports using animal models suggest a role for the TSHR in BAT 
and WAT function (22–24). For example, TSHR-deficient hyt/hyt 
mice became hypothermic in cold conditions, despite thyroxine 
administration, but transfection of TSHR into BAT of these 
mice improved core temperature (22). The above evidence led 
us to hypothesize that TSHR activation per se may contribute to 
changes in body composition separately from the effects of thy-
roid hormone levels, exerting a direct impact on adipose tissues  
metabolism (25).

Brown adipose tissue dissipates energy as heat (thermogen-
esis) in a process mediated by uncoupling protein 1 (UCP1), 
which uncouples oxidative phosphorylation from ATP produc-
tion (26). WAT and BAT are derived from distinct lineages of 
mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs), Myf5+ for BAT (also muscle 

progenitors) but Myf5− for WAT (27). The two adipose types also 
differ morphologically with WAT having a single large fat vacuole 
and BAT having many smaller fat droplets and higher numbers of 
mitochondria (28). In addition to WAT and newly documented 
adult BAT (5), human beige (or BRITE for BRown in whITE) adi-
pocytes have been recently identified, and like WAT are derived 
from Myf5− MSC (29). Although there are clearly defined BAT, 
BRITE, and WAT depots in mice, human fat depots tend to 
be heterogeneous with BRITE/pre-BAT adipocytes present in 
both WAT and inducible BAT depots with the potential to be 
transformed to either WAT or BAT (30, 31). Transcription factor 
PRDM16 plays an essential role in the transformation of BRITE/
pre-BAT to BAT (32). Adipocytes are generated by lineage-
specific differentiation of MSC found in fat (33); the expression of 
TSHR is increased in human fat depots undergoing adipogenesis 
(34). We hypothesize that TSHR activation could thus modulate 
fat formation. Our aim was to investigate the effect of TSHR 
activation on human adipose tissue from the neck, which is 
recognized as a BAT inducible region (5), by phenotyping ex vivo 
samples using markers for WAT, BRITE, and BAT. Furthermore, 
we analyzed preadipocytes obtained from subcutaneous adipose 
tissue, to address the role of TSHR activation in adipogenesis and 
modulation of fat phenotype.

MaTerials anD MeThODs

All reagents were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich and tissue culture 
components from Cambrex unless otherwise stated.

adipose Tissue collection
Subcutaneous adipose tissue (n = 16) was collected from patients 
undergoing elective open abdominal surgery for non-metabolic 
conditions. For ex vivo analysis, subcutaneous neck fat samples 
were obtained from GD (n  =  11), toxic multinodular goiter 
(TMNG) (n = 6) and euthyroid control patients with benign thy-
roid nodules (n = 11) undergoing thyroid surgery. Five patients 
have undetectable TSH measurements (GD = 4 and TMNG = 1) 
with normal free T4 (one at upper limit normal level) or T3 levels. 
The suppressed TSH is expected in treated hyperthyroid patients 
as this will take months to recover despite being euthyroid. 
It should be stressed that all patients were clinically euthyroid 
during surgical procedure and patients’ information has been 
summarized in Table 1. All GD patients have positive TSHR anti-
bodies measured by thyroid-binding inhibiting immunoglobulin 
assays and TSAB luciferase reporter assay (35).

generation of Tshr*-expressing cells
Preadipocyte/fibroblasts were obtained by collagenase digest, 
as previously described (36). Cells were used at low passage 
number (<5); hence, not all samples were analyzed in all experi-
ments. Activating mutant TSHR (L629F) was introduced into  
the pre  adipocyte populations using retroviral vectors, previously 
produced in our laboratory (37). Geneticin selection resulted 
in mixed populations stably expressing the various TSHR, 
which exhibit increased basal levels of cAMP compared with 
the equivalent non-modified cell population, all as previously 
described (16).
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TaBle 1 | Patients demographic.

Patient iD sex age hist FT3 FT4 Tsh TraB TPO TsaB eUT (months)

gD
GD1 M 47 GD 13.0 2.06 32 2.6 8
GD2 F 71 GD 4.7 11.4 6.83 4.7 <2 2.9 7
GD3 F 23 GD 7.1 7.84 <1 1,059 3.0 7
GD4 M 48 GD 4.3 14.9 0.04 11.7 <2 2.4 4
GD5 F 63 GD 22.4 <0.02 6.7 2.5 3
GD6 F 39 GD 5.6 17.5 <0.02 3.1 6
GD7 F 52 GD 5.6 9.3 0.29 15.8 >1,000 3.0 21
GD8 F 38 GD 13.2 0.43 2.9 12
GD9 M 31 GD 12.3 2.34 3
GD10 F 57 TMNG 4.5 12.9 <0.02 19.3 648 2.7 10
GD11 F 27 TMNG 4.6 14.1 <0.02 3.3 6

Toxic Mng
MNG1 F 43 TMNG 5.3 17.8 <0.02 1.6 2
MNG2 M 76 TMNG 13.0 0.1 <1 1.1 9
MNG3 F 61 TMNG 14.3 0.92 50 1.2 20
MNG4 F 70 TA 13.0 1.22 <1 12.5 1.2 16
MNG5 M 61 TMNG 13.5 0.21 1.2 21
MNG6 M 89 TMNG 14.1 0.25 1.1 9

control
CO1 F 21 CN 13.5 1.56 1.4
CO2 F 78 HN 13.0 3.26 1.1
CO3 F 46 BC 12.6 1.46 1.2
CO4 F 71 EMNG 16.7 1.79 1.3
CO5 M 50 EMNG 12.2 0.61 1.1
CO6 F 27 EMNG 14.0 2.58 <2 1.2
CO7 F 78 EMNG 13.7 0.11 1.8
CO8 F 27 EMNG 14.6 1.09 1.2
CO9 F 61 EMNG 14.0 0.57 <2 1.3
CO10 M 45 EMNG 16.5 0.83 <2 1.4
CO11 F 71 EMNG 13.0 0.65 300 1.2

F, female; M, male; Hist, histology; EUT, euthyroid duration; GD, Graves’ disease; TMNG, toxic multinodular goiter; EMNG, euthyroid multinodular goiter; TA, toxic adenoma; CN, 
colloid nodules; HN, hyperplastic nodules; BC, benign cyst.
Normal reference: FT3 (2.6–5.7 pmol/l), FT4 (9.2–22 pmol/l), thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH) (0.30–4.40 mU/l), thyroid receptor antibodies (TRAB; <1 negative, 1–1.4, borderline 
>1.4 U/l positive), thyroid peroxidase antibodies (TPO) (<32 kU/l is negative), and thyroid-stimulating antibodies (TSAB; stimulation index 97.5th SD of normal <1.4 is negative).
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Preadipocyte/Fibroblast culture In Vitro 
adipogenesis
Preadipocytes were cultured in DMEM/F12 10% FCS (complete 
medium, CM). Adipogenesis was induced in confluent cells by 
replacing with differentiation medium [adipogenic medium 
(ADM)] containing 10% FCS, biotin (33μM), panthothenate 
(17μM), T3 (1nM), dexa-methasone (100nM), thiazolidinedione 
(TZD) (1μM), and insulin (500nM) for 22 days, adipogenesis was 
assessed by microscopic examination to detect the characteristic 
morphological changes (cell rounding, accumulation of lipid 
drop lets), acquisition of lipid filled droplets [oil red O (ORO) 
stain ing], and transcript measurement of adipogenic markers 
(PPARγ, LPL) by qPCR as described previously (16). In addition, 
foci of differentiation (groups of cells with lipid droplets) were 
counted in 10 different fields for each experimental condition (36).

Pcr analysis of Markers for WaT, BriTe, 
or BaT
Transcript copy numbers for various genes, including markers for 
WAT [LEPTIN (38)], BRITE [CITED1 (39)], pre-BAT (PRDM16), 
and BAT [PGC-1α, UCP1, and ZIC1 (30, 31)] together with TSHR 
were measured.

Total RNA from cells or ex vivo fat tissues was extracted and 
reverse transcribed using standard protocols (16) for standard or 
qPCR analysis; primers (cross exon boundaries to avoid amplifi-
cation of genomic DNA) were designed using primer 3 software 
(Table S1 in Supplementary Material). qPCR was conducted 
using SYBR Green incorporation measured on a Stratagene 
MX 3000. Comparison with plasmid standard curves for each 
gene permitted calculation of absolute values for each sample 
(transcripts per microgram input RNA). In addition, for qPCR, 
transcripts of a housekeeping gene, APRT, were measured so 
that values could be expressed relative to this (transcripts/1,000 
APRT). APRT was also used in the comparative Ct method to 
assess transcript levels of PRDM16. It should be noted that none 
of the treatments used resulted in a variation in the APRT Ct 
value of more than one cycle. In qPCR experiments, all measure-
ments were made in triplicate; the standard curve was also run 
in at least duplicate.

If multiple products (e.g., primer dimer) were detected by 
qPCR (dissociation curve), a classic PCR with densitometry 
technique was used. Standard PCR was performed to detect 
CITED1 and LEPTIN using Phusion High-Fidelity PCR master 
mix (Thermo Scientific) as per the manufacturer’s instructions. 
The PCR products were resolved on 2% agarose gels for 35 min, 
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FigUre 1 | Ex vivo analysis of deep neck fat. Samples were snap frozen, and total RNA was isolated. Gene transcripts were measured by qPCR, (a) thyrotropin 
receptor (TSHR); (B) ZIC1 (brown adipose tissue marker), shown as transcript copy number (TCN) per 1,000 copies of housekeeper gene APRT (adenosine 
phosphoribosyl transferase); standard PCR was used to analyze (c) LEPTIN (white adipose tissue marker), (D) CITED1 (BRITE marker), densitometry were 
measured and corrected to housekeeping gene (GAPDH). Representative photos were shown (gels with all samples had been included in Figure S1 in 
Supplementary Material). Post-ANOVA test for linear trend of CITED1 was performed (p = 0.009). Results expressed as mean ± SD of all samples studied  
(each performed in duplicate) (**p ≤ 0.01; ***p < 0.001).
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and densitometry values were obtained and corrected to house-
keeping gene (GAPDH).

statistical analysis
Parametric data were analyzed using Student’s t-test and one-way 
ANOVA for multiple group comparisons where appropriate. 
Similarly, Mann–Whitney U test and Kruskal–Wallis H test 
was used for non-parametric data. All analysis was done using 
two-tailed tests. Parametric data were presented as mean ± SD 
and median ± interquartile range for non-parametric data. In all 
cases, p < 0.05 was considered significant.

resUlTs

Tshr activation Favor BriTe and WaT 
Formation in Ex Vivo analysis
To examine the role of TSHR activation on adipose tissues, we 
analyzed markers of WAT, BRITE, and BAT using ex vivo samples 
of subcutaneous neck fat. Analyzed samples were obtained when 
patients were euthyroid, but the persisting TSAB result in GD 
fat samples experiencing ongoing TSHR activation while TMNG 
and control samples do not.

Expression levels of TSHR did not differ in control, TMNG, 
or GD groups (Figure 1A); we then analyzed the potential effect 
of TSAB/TSHR* on fat phenotype. Higher transcript levels of 
LEPTIN (WAT marker) were detected in GD samples compared  
to TMNG and control (p < 0.001) (Figure 1C), which indicates 
that adipogenesis in the WAT compartment is ongoing in GD. BAT 
markers PGC-1α, UCP1, and ZIC1 were detected, even though  
there was no difference in expression levels between the three 
groups (Figure  1B). However, a well-defined BRITE marker, 
CITED1, showed highest transcript levels in GD samples, fol-
lowed by TMNG and control (p value, test for trend = 0.0009) 
(Figure 1D).

These data suggest that TSHR activation is associated with 
WAT and BRITE fat generation; subsequently, we tried to under-
stand the role of TSHR activation on adipogenesis using primary 
cell cultures.

Tshr activation enhances subcutaneous 
adipogenesis induced In Vitro
We first investigated the effects of TSHR signaling on adipo-
genesis using subcutaneous preadipocytes stably expressing  
or not activating mutant TSHR (L629F, TSHR*). TSHR activa-
tion did not induce spontaneous adipogenesis in subcutaneous 
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FigUre 2 | adipogenesis in subcutaneous preadipocytes was 
assessed by foci counting (n = 11, representative photos were shown 
with arrows indicating differentiating adipocytes), lPl transcripts 
measured by qPcr (n = 9) and oil red O (OrO, n = 4). Result presented 
as fold increase in TSHR* populations relative to empty vector controls. The 
table reports raw data for qPCR results expressed as transcript copy number 
per 1,000 copies of housekeeper gene APRT (adenosine phosphoribosyl 
transferase), together with foci numbers and ORO optical density values 
(mean ± SEM). Histograms = mean ± SEM of all samples studied (each 
performed in duplicate) (*p < 0.05; **p ≤ 0.01; ***p < 0.005).
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precursors even when the cells were examined for morphological 
signs up to 3 weeks after reaching confluence. In contrast, after 
22 days incubation in an adipogenic cocktail, we observed substan-
tial enhancement of this lineage-specific differentiation by TSHR 
activation, whether assessed morphologically, by semiquanti-
tative ORO staining or qPCR measurement of transcripts for  
LPL (marker of terminal differentiation) as shown in Figure 2.

We concluded that TSHR activation enhances in vitro-induced 
adipogenesis. The adipogenic cocktail (ADM) used in this study 
contains PPARγ agonist TZD, which is known to stimulate BAT 
formation (40). Consequently, we conducted experiments to 
understand the impact of TSHR activation on BAT formation 
both in basal and induced adipogenesis conditions.

Tshr activation enhanced BaT Formation 
of subcutaneous Precursors
We selected several markers including pre-BAT PRDM16, BAT 
PGC-1α (transcriptional regulator of BAT formation), and UCP1 
(terminal BAT marker) (29).

These were measured in subcutaneous preadipocytes on day 
0 in CM and following in  vitro-induced adipogenesis in TZD-
ADM for 22 days.

On day 0 (basal condition), the cells experiencing TSHR 
activation displayed substantially higher transcript levels of the 
pre-BAT marker, PRDM16, when compared with the control 
population as shown in Figure 3A. However, TSHR activation 
had no significant effect on expression levels of PGC-1α and 
UCP1 (Figures 3B,C).

By contrast, at day 22 following TZD-ADM induced adipo-
genesis, TSHR activation significantly increased transcript levels 
of PGC-1α and UCP1 when compared with control cells in ADM 
conditions but lacking TSHR activation (Figures 3B,C).

DiscUssiOn

Our study suggests that TSHR activation enhances adipogenesis 
and could contribute to the modulation of fat phenotype.

The ex vivo data demonstrate that in samples of fat from 
TSAB positive GD patients, transcript levels of markers for WAT 
(LEPTIN) and BRITE (CITED1) were significantly higher than 
in corresponding samples from people with TMNG or controls 
(all TSAB negative). Since all patients were euthyroid at the time 
of surgery, it is reasonable to conclude that the TSAB have a role 
in the observed effect and the presence of TSHR transcripts in all 
samples confirms that this would be plausible.

Having access to samples of neck adipose tissue is fortuitous 
since Cypess and colleagues reported a gradient from the surface 
to the midline of WAT via BRITE to BAT in this region using 
biomarkers, e.g., LEPTIN (WAT), gradient UCP1 expression 
(BRITE to BAT) or ZIC (41, 42). Studies in mice suggest a 
bidirectional interconversion of BRITE and white adipocytes 
(43), with BRITE adipocytes being induced by cold temperature 
into brown fat and conversely returning into white fat at higher 
temperatures. Similarly, Lee et al. found that BRITE fat can be 
transformed into brown or white by adrenergic stimulation 
and high-calorie diet, respectively (44). High thyroid hormone 
levels are known to induce brown fat activity in BAT and BRITE 
fat (3, 4, 45). Of note, the samples from the GD and TMNG 
patients would have previously encountered a period of thyroid 
hormone excess, during the hyperthyroid phase of their condi-
tion but only in GD would there have been simultaneous TSHR 
activation.

We hypothesize that in GD, TSHR activation increases adi-
pogenesis and, combined with excess thyroid hormone, favors 
formation of BAT. This could also explain the heat intolerance 
of GD patients, which is usually attributed to excess thyroid 
hormone increasing metabolic rate. The concept is further sup-
ported by studies in the hyt/hyt mouse, which lacks a functional 
TSHR and deals poorly with low temperature, a characteristic 
which can be overcome by transfecting WT TSHR into the 
animals (22). Proof could be provided by comparing expres-
sion of WAT, BRITE, and BAT markers in adipose tissue from 
TSAB-positive GD patients when hyperthyroid and then when 
euthyroidism is restored; however, patient safety during surgery 
precludes this.

Our in vitro studies confirmed that TSHR activation increases 
adipogenesis in subcutaneous fat, in contrast to orbital fat, in 
which we have previously reported that TSHR activation inhibits 
induced adipogenesis (16). These effects are the opposite of the 
situation in hyperthyroid GD in which the majority of fat stores 
are depleted, with the exception of orbital fat which expands in 
some patients. Our studies have demonstrated that orbital adipo-
genesis is under differing regulatory mechanisms compared with 
non-orbital fat precursors (46, 47).

We also investigated whether TSHR activation had any effect 
on fat phenotype in vitro, we recognize that there may be some 
overlap in markers for WAT, BAT, pre-BAT, and BRITE but 
have selected the best characterized for each (48). We found 
that subcutaneous precursors, experiencing TSHR activation, 
had significantly higher transcript levels of the pre-BAT marker, 
PRDM16 in basal conditions. There were no other indicators of 
spontaneous adipogenesis in these cells. In ADM, TSHR activa-
tion significantly increased differentiation and also significantly 
increased expression levels of BAT markers PGC-1 and UCP1. 
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Our findings are similar to those of Cypess et al. who induced 
adipogenesis in the presence of Db-cAMP and obtained signifi-
cant enhancement of PGC-1α and UCP1 compared with control 
cells in ADM alone (41). In our in vitro model, cells experiencing 
TSHR activation (mutant TSHR) display a twofold to fourfold 
increase in basal cAMP when compared to empty vector control 
cells (16).

The in vitro findings support our hypothesis that TSHR acti-
vation enhances adipogenesis and favors BAT formation in the 
hyperthyroid state. Our ex vivo findings imply that enhanced 
adipogenesis persists but the fat phenotype is WAT with some 
features of BRITE rather than BAT. Could this contribute to 
the weight gain experienced in GD following treatment? If 
increased adipogenesis produces BAT, energy can be dissipated 
as heat (as in GD) and weight will be shed. Once the BAT 
phenotype is lost (posttreatment of GD), then the increased 
adipogenesis would lead to WAT accumulation and weight will 
be gained.

Current therapy is based on inhibiting thyroid hormone 
production medically, surgically, or using radioiodine ablation. 
Future strategies aimed at neutralizing TSAB, for example, using 
TSHR antagonist could be more effective in solving weight 
problem.
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FigUre 3 | Preadipocytes/fibroblasts from subcutaneous fat (n = 6) expressing activating thyrotropin receptor (Tshr) mutant l629F (Tshr*) and 
equivalent empty vector controls were cultured until confluent (day 0) before changing to differentiation medium for 22 days. Total RNA was isolated 
before or after adipogenesis. PRDM16 (relative expression ratio) (a), PGC-1α (B), and uncoupling protein 1 (UCP1) (c) transcripts were measured by qPCR. Results 
are expressed as comparative qPCR (relative ratio to APRT) of PRDM16 or absolute qPCR (PGC-1α and UCP1) of transcript copy number (TCN) per 1,000 copies 
of housekeeper gene APRT (adenosine phosphoribosyl transferase). Histograms = mean ± SEM of all samples studied (each performed in duplicate). Two-tailed 
t-test or Mann–Whitney test used for statistic analysis (*p < 0.03; **p = 0.01).
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Since the discovery 60 years ago of the “long-acting thyroid stimulator” by Adams and 
Purves, great progress has been made in the detection of thyroid-stimulating hormone 
(TSH) receptor (TSHR) autoantibodies (TRAbs) in Graves’ disease. Today, commercial 
assays are available that can detect TRAbs with high accuracy and provide diagnostic 
and prognostic evaluation of patients with Graves’ disease. The present review focuses 
on the development of TRAbs bioassays, and particularly on the role that Leonard D. 
Kohn had in this. Indeed, 30 years ago, the Kohn group developed a bioassay based 
on the use of FRTL-5 cells that was characterized by high reproducibility, feasibility, and 
diagnostic accuracy. Using this FRTL-5 bioassay, Kohn and his colleagues were the 
first to develop monoclonal antibodies (moAbs) against the TSHR. Furthermore, they 
demonstrated the multifaceted functional nature of TRAbs in patients with Graves’ dis-
ease, with the identification of stimulating and blocking TRAbs, and even antibodies that 
activated pathways other than cAMP. After the cloning of the TSHR, the Kohn laboratory 
constructed human TSHR–rat luteinizing hormone/chorionic gonadotropin receptor 
chimeras. This paved the way to a new bioassay based on the use of non-thyroid cells 
transfected with the Mc4 chimera. The new Mc4 bioassay is characterized by high 
diagnostic and prognostic accuracy, greater than for other assays. The availability of a 
commercial kit based on the Mc4 chimera is spreading the use of this assay worldwide, 
indicating its benefits for these patients with Graves’ disease. This review also describes 
the main contributions made by other researchers in TSHR molecular biology and TRAbs 
assay, especially with the development of highly potent moAbs. A comparison of the 
diagnostic accuracies of the main TRAbs assays, as both immunoassays and bioassays, 
is also provided.
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iNTRODUCTiON

Thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH) receptor (TSHR) autoanti-
bodies (TRAbs) are the pathogenic hallmark of Graves’ disease. 
They are detected in nearly all untreated patients with Graves’ 
disease and are responsible for the pathological features of this 
disease (i.e., stimulation of thyroid growth and function, onset of 
orbitopathy, and/or dermopathy) (1). Several varieties of TRAbs 
have been described: stimulating (TSAbs), blocking (TBAbs), and 
neutral (N-TRAbs). Their relative concentrations define the clini-
cal picture and the progression of Graves’ disease. Indeed, quanti-
tation of TRAbs is of clinical use not only to confirm the diagnosis 
of Graves’ disease but also to predict the evolution of the disease 
and its complications, such as orbitopathy (2, 3). Furthermore, 
TBAbs are involved in the pathogenesis of hypothyroidism in the 
atrophic form of Hashimoto’s thyroiditis (4).

Since the discovery by Adams and Purves in 1956, of a thyroid-
stimulating factor in the serum of some thyrotoxic patients (5), 
remarkable progress has been made in the knowledge of the bio-
logical properties of TRAbs. Furthermore, very sensitive assays 
are now commercially available to detect TRAbs (Figure  1). 
The purpose of this article is to review the development of these 
TRAbs bioassays, with a focus on the contributions made here by 
the late Dr. Leonard D. Kohn.

HiSTORiCAL BACKGROUND

In 1956, Adams and Purves noted that sera from thyrotoxic 
patients induced abnormal prolonged responses in their TSH 
bioassay that used guinea pigs (5, 6). They initially named the 
unknown substance that was responsible for this effect as the 
“abnormal thyroid stimulator,” and then later as the “long-acting 
thyroid stimulator” (LATS) (6, 7). Soon after its discovery, it 
became apparent that this LATS was distinct from endogenous 
TSH and that it was not produced by the pituitary (7). In 1964, 
LATS was identified as a protein with the biological characteris-
tics of an antibody (8), and further studies unequivocally dem-
onstrated its identification with immunoglobulin G (IgG) (9, 10).

The early in vivo bioassays to detect LATS were performed 
using guinea pigs or mice, but these were of little use in clinical 
practice as they were troublesome and had very low sensitivity. 
Indeed, 30–40% of patients with Graves’ disease were negative 
with these assays (11). A significant breakthrough was then made 
in 1975, with the development of a radioligand receptor assay, 
which evaluated the inhibition by the sera from patients with 
Graves’ disease of the binding of radiolabeled TSH to human 
thyroid membranes in vitro (12). However, this assay was still 
burdened by low accuracy. Further improvements to the method 
were provided by the use of the partially purified TSHR instead 
of thyroid membranes and biologically active radiolabeled TSH. 
This thus led to the development of a reproducible and accurate 
radioligand assay some years later (13, 14). This assay has been 
defined as a liquid phase first-generation immunoassay, and 
it was widely used for the next 20 years. It had a specificity of 
99.2% (range, 97.5–100%) and a sensitivity of 79.8% (range, 
52–94%) (15).

In parallel with the development of the radioligand receptor 
assay, there was also an improvement in the bioassay methods, 
with the replacement of the in vivo assay with in vitro techniques, 
such as the use of thyroid slices or thyroid primary cell cultures 
(16). A further fundamental advance was obtained with the 
development of FRTL-5 cells, a non-transformed cell line of rat 
thyroid epithelial cells in continuous culture (17). Indeed, the 
Kohn laboratory at the National Institutes of Health in Bethesda 
used these FRTL-5 cells to set up an accurate assay for the 
measurement of TSAbs, which provided greater convenience 
and reproducibility compared to other bioassays (18–20). From 
that time, FRTL-5 cells became the preferred tool for TRAbs 
bioassays for more than 10 years, and as discussed below, they 
were fundamental to the determination and quantification of the 
functional properties of TRAbs.

THe FRTL-5 BiOASSAY

FRTL-5 cells are a cell line that can be grown in continuous 
culture and that retains all of the properties of normal thyroid 
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FiGURe 2 | effects of igG from patients with Graves’ disease on [3H]-thyimidine incorporation (blue) and intracellular cAMP production (red) in 
FRTL-5 cells. Data from three representative patients with Graves’ disease for each group. Basal, cells with no treatment; normals, cells incubated with a pooled 
sample of IgG from 13 non-Graves’ individuals [Data are from Ref. (29)].
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cells. Soon after their development, the Kohn group described the 
optimal conditions to measure TSAbs using FRTL-5 cells (18, 19). 
The assay was based on the ability of purified IgG preparations 
to induce cAMP production. Removal of TSH from the culture 
medium resulted in an enhanced response to acute stimulation 
by TSH and TSAbs. This assay showed a specificity of 97.6% and 
a sensitivity of 90.4%, thus providing a sensitivity that exceeded 
that of the liquid phase first-generation immunoassay (19, 21). 
The assay method was patented (22), and this paved the way to the 
commercial availability of the bioassay, and to its spread. Of note, 
all of the royalties associated with this patent were dispensed in 
the forms of grants to international researchers in the field of 
thyroidology. A further improvement in the feasibility of this test 
was provided with the direct use of the patient sera, rather than 
the purified IgG (23).

This FRTL-5 bioassay was not only important for diagnostic 
purposes but also a fundamental tool in the characterization of 
the functional properties of TRAbs and the understanding of 
their pathogenic role in Graves’ disease. The Kohn laboratory 
was particularly active in pursuing this. Indeed, it was Kohn 
and his colleagues who first developed monoclonal antibodies 
(moAbs) against TSHR, and they used the FRTL-5 cells to evalu-
ate their functional properties (24–26). The generation of moAbs 
from lymphocytes of patients with Graves’ disease was also of 
significance, as this demonstrated the multifaceted functional 
nature of TRAbs, with some stimulating and others blocking the 
receptor activity (25, 26). These data were of great importance 
for the confirmation of TBAbs in Graves’ disease, as had been 
postulated previously (27, 28).

The use of the FRTL-5 cells also provided the possibility to 
further study the functional heterogeneity of TRAbs, as they 

allowed the separate assessment of the effects of an individual 
IgG on two distinct cellular activities: those of the production 
of cAMP and of cell growth. Indeed, Kohn and colleagues per-
formed both cAMP assays and thymidine-incorporation assays 
in cells incubated with sera from patients with Graves’ disease. 
Through this, they demonstrated that these patients with Graves’ 
disease fell into one of three groups (Figure 2): those where the 
IgGs had strong cAMP-stimulating activity together with strong 
growth-promoting activity (group 1); those where the IgGs 
had strong growth-promoting activity, but little or no cAMP-
stimulating activity (group 2); and those where the IgGs had 
strong cAMP-stimulating activity, but low growth-promoting 
activity (group 3) (29). This study demonstrated the separate and 
distinct effects of TRAbs on cAMP production and cell growth, 
which suggested that other transduction mechanisms as well 
as cAMP might be involved in their interactions with TSHR. 
This assumption was later confirmed by several studies, most of 
which were performed in the Kohn laboratory, which showed 
that the growth and function of thyroid cells were dependent 
on the ability of TSH to activate not only cAMP signaling but 
also other signaling pathways, such as those of phospholipase 
C and phospholipase A2/arachidonic acid (30,  31). A further 
confirmation came from studies, which showed that a subpopu-
lation of IgGs from patients with Graves’ disease activated the 
phospholipase A2 pathway without affecting the cAMP signal 
(32, 33). These studies were fundamental to the correlation of the 
clinical heterogeneity of Graves’ disease with its pathogenesis.

Today, the heterogeneity of TRAbs is well recognized, and in 
addition to the classical TSAbs and TBAbs, which act as TSH 
agonists and antagonists, respectively, other forms of TRAbs have 
been described, in terms of the neutral antibodies (N)-TRAbs 
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FiGURe 3 | Schematic representations of the extracellular regions of the three chimeric TSHR–LH/CGR mutants. The Mc1 + 2, Mc2, and Mc4 chimera 
receptors. Green, human TSHR sequence (WT); red, homologous regions of the rat LH/CGR that were used to substitute for the deleted TSHR sequences. The 
numbers assigned to the amino acids are determined by counting from the methionine start site.

TABLe 1 | Summary of the functional characteristics of TRAbs.

Antibody effect on 
TSH binding

effect on 
cAMP levels

interference with cAMP-
independent signaling

Stimulating Inhibition Increase Yes
Blocking Inhibition Inhibition Yes
Neutral No effect No effect Yes
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(Table 1). The N-TRAbs are so called because their binding to 
TSHR does not influence the binding of TSH and the cAMP 
levels, although they can activate other signaling cascades (1, 34, 
35). Moreover, some of the antibodies that have been regarded as 
TBAbs have shown some growth-promoting activity independ-
ent of cAMP signaling (36).

THe CLONiNG OF THe TSH ReCePTOR

A major breakthrough in thyroid research arrived with the 
cloning of TSHR in 1989 (37–39). The cloning allowed the use 
of the recombinant human (rh-)TSHR, both for the radioligand 
receptor assay and the bioassay (40, 41). This led to an increase 
in the sensitivity of the radioligand receptor assay to 96% (41), 
which was higher than that of the FRTL-5 bioassay. The clon-
ing also improved the feasibility of the use of the bioassay, as it 
was possible to transfect rh-TSHR into non-thyroid cell lines 
that were characterized by simpler culture conditions than the 
FRTL-5 cells (42, 43). The new transfected rh-TSHR bioassay 
was also characterized by better sensitivity than the FRTL-5 
bioassay. Indeed, a comparative study performed using purified 
IgGs from 58 patients with Graves’ disease showed that a bioas-
say based on Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells transfected 
with rh-TSHR had a higher sensitivity than the FRTL-5 bioassay 

(93 vs. 75.8%, respectively) (42). These data were confirmed by 
an independent study that showed a similar sensitivity for these 
two bioassays (92.2 and 74.5%, respectively) (43).

Moreover, the cloning of TSHR led to a series of studies that 
were mainly based on site-directed mutagenesis, deletion mutants, 
and the construction of receptor chimeras, which provided the 
pioneering achievements in the structure–function relationships 
of TSHR (31, 44, 45). The Kohn group was particularly involved 
in these studies, and in particular, in the construction of human 
TSHR–rat luteinizing hormone/chorionic gonadotropin receptor 
(TSHR–LH/CGR) chimeras (46), as these paved the way to the 
new TRAbs bioassays. A series of TSHR–LH/CGR chimeras were 
then constructed by replacing the homologous segments of the 
extracellular domain of the human TSHR with the corresponding 
segments of the rat LH/CGR, and these were used to identify 
receptor binding sites for TSH and TRAbs. Two chimeras were of 
particular interest and are known as the Mc1 + 2 and the Mc4 chi-
meras (Figure 3). The Mc1 + 2 chimera has a large portion of the 
N-terminal extracellular region of TSHR substituted (amino-acid 
residues 8–165), and it retains TSH binding and TSH stimulation 
of cAMP levels. However, the Mc1 + 2 chimera does not have the 
TSAbs activity, i.e., TSAbs cannot stimulate cAMP production or 
inhibit TSH binding to the chimera. However, its TBAbs binding 
affinity is maintained (Table 2). The Mc4 chimera has amino-acid 
residues 261–370 substituted, and it retains the ability for TSH 
and TSAbs binding and to still promote increased cAMP levels, 
whereas it no longer shows TBAbs binding (Table 2). These data 
suggested that the TRAbs that show different functional activities, 
i.e., TSAbs and TBAbs, have epitopes that are located in distinct 
regions of the extracellular domain of TSHR. More precisely, 
TSAbs are largely directed against the N-terminus region of 
TSHR, which includes amino-acid residues 8–165, whereas TBAbs 
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TABLe 2 | Summary of functional properties of TSHR–LH/CGR chimeras.

Receptor/chimera TSH binding TSAb binding TBAb binding

TSHR wild-type Yes Yes Yes
Mc1 + 2 Yes No Yes
Mc2 Yes No Yes
Mc4 Yes Yes No
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mainly bind the C-terminal region, which includes amino-acid 
residues 261–370 (46, 47). Similar data were obtained simultane-
ously by the Rapoport group, who also demonstrated some degree 
of overlap between the epitopes for TSAbs and TBAbs (45, 48). 
Subsequent studies then showed significant overlap among these 
epitopes, while also describing more of their complex charac-
teristics (49–51). However, the functional data described above 
induced Kohn to establish a new bioassay based on the use of 
these TSHR–LH/CGR chimeras to evaluate the clinical relevance 
of autoantibody heterogeneity in patients with Graves’ disease.

THe TSHR–LH/CGR CHiMeRA BiOASSAY

The clinical use of the TRAbs bioassay based on the chimeric 
receptor was evaluated using CHO cells stably transfected with 
the rh-TSHR, the Mc1 + 2 TSHR–LH/CGR chimera described 
above, or the Mc2 chimera, in which residues 90–165 of the TSHR 
ectodomain were substituted (Figure 3). A preliminary study that 
was performed using purified IgG from 66 patients with Graves’ 
disease showed that although the TSAbs activities in the majority 
of patients was not detectable in the cells transfected with the 
Mc1 + 2 or Mc2 chimeras, in approximately 30% of the patients 
there were TSAbs that could activate these chimeric receptors 
(52). Therefore, these patients with Graves’ disease could be 
divided into two groups: a homogeneous group, with TSAbs that 
recognized only the N-terminal region of the TSHR ectodomain 
and did not activate the chimeric receptors, and a heterogeneous 
group, with TSAbs that interacted with the C-terminal region of 
the TSHR ectodomain and activated the chimeric receptors.

A very interesting observation came from the clinical correla-
tion of these data. The heterogeneous group was more responsive 
to antithyroid therapies, which meant that the patients in this 
group were more likely to become euthyroid during treatment, 
and to do so more quickly. Moreover, a following study demon-
strated that antithyroid drug therapies induced epitope hetero-
geneity, namely, during antithyroid treatment, about 50% of the 
patients with Graves’ disease who were initially negative in the 
chimera assay became positive (53). These data were confirmed in 
a larger study that was characterized by a longer follow-up, which 
indicated that heterogeneity of TSAbs is a good and independent 
marker for prediction of the clinical outcome of patients with 
Graves’ disease after antithyroid drug therapies (54).

iMPROveMeNT OF THe TRAbs ASSAY: 
New GeNeRATiONS OF iMMUNOASSAYS 
AND BiOASSAYS

In the late 1990s, a second generation of immunoassays was devel-
oped using moAbs against the C-terminus region of rh-TSHR or 

porcine TSHR. Plastic surfaces coated with these moAbs were 
used to immobilize TSHR, which was still able to bind TSH and 
TRAbs (55, 56).

This second-generation immunoassay, which is known as a 
“solid phase” assay, became the gold standard assay for TRAbs due 
to the high diagnostic accuracy and the use of a non-radioactive 
readout (15, 55–58). Indeed, a seminal study by Costagliola et al. 
(55) performed on 328 patients with Graves’ disease showed 
the high sensitivity and specificity of this assay (98.8 and 99.6%, 
respectively), with no differences between the radioactive or 
chemiluminescence readouts. The use of rh-TSHR or porcine 
TSHR did not affect the diagnostic accuracy of the assay (57). 
These data were confirmed by subsequent studies, as reported in 
a recent meta-analysis (15). Given this high diagnostic accuracy 
and the availability of a commercial kit, the “solid phase” assay 
became the most used assay for the detection of TRAbs.

At the same time, several researchers were involved in the 
generation of moAbs against TSHR characterized by TSAb activ-
ity (59–61). Due to the availability of rh-TSHR for both animal 
immunization and antibody screening, highly potent moAbs 
were obtained that were characterized by their higher affinities 
(reaching the order of nM concentrations), compared with the 
previous moAbs, where the concentrations used were in the 
order of μM or mM (24–26). The Davies group was particularly 
involved in these studies, and they used the moAbs as molecular 
probes to investigate further the structure–function relation-
ships of TSHR and its interactions with TRAbs (1, 35, 62–65). 
A number of new insights came from these studies: (1) TSAbs 
and most TBAbs recognize conformational epitopes in the α 
subunit of TSHR (i.e., involving the first 316 amino acids), with 
these epitopes either distinct or overlapping; (2)  some TBAbs 
bind epitopes in the N-terminus of the β subunit of TSHR; 
(3) N-TRAbs bind linear epitopes that are mainly in the cleav-
age region; (4) TSHR is present on the cell surface in both its 
cleaved and uncleaved forms, and it can exit as multimers; (5) As 
opposed to TSH, TSAbs do not accelerate the cleavage of TSHR, 
and this might explain the prolonged overstimulation of the 
thyroid gland in Graves’ patients; and (6) N-TRAbs can activate 
alternative signal pathways to the classical cAMP pathway. These 
data have been fundamental in the understanding the structure–
function relationships of TSHR and its role in the pathogenesis 
of Graves’ disease. Furthermore, in 2003, this research on these 
moAbs led to the isolation and characterization of the human 
monoclonal TSAb M22 from lymphocytes of a patient with 
Graves’ disease (66).

A third-generation immunoassay was then developed based 
on the use of this M22 autoantibody (67). Indeed, given its high 
affinity binding to TSHR, the labeled M22 autoantibody was 
then used instead of labeled bovine TSH in inhibition assays, 
with significant improvements to the intra-assay coefficient of 
variation (15, 58). This new immunoassay became the preferred 
TRAbs assay due to its high diagnostic accuracy and feasibility. 
Indeed, the pooled sensitivity from all of the data reported in the 
literature is 97.4% (range, 95–99.6%), and the pooled specificity is 
99.2% (range, 95–100%). Furthermore, the M22 assay is based on 
an ELISA method, and this is available also in a fully automated 
version (15, 68).
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TABLe 3 | Comparison among sensitivity and specificity of the main 
TRAbs assays.

TRAbs assays Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%)

Mc4 bioassay 100a 98.5a

CHO–wtTSHR bioassay 97.3a 93.1a

“Solid phase” immunoassay 86.5a 97a

M22 ELISA assay 97.4b 99.2b

aData are from Ref. (76).
bData are from Ref. (15).

FiGURe 4 | Principle of the Mc4 bioassay. Cell lines lacking TSHR are 
double transfected with a luciferase reporter gene under the transcriptional 
control of multiple cAMP-responsive elements (CREs-Luc) and the Mc4 
chimeric receptor. TSAbs levels in patient sera are determined by measuring 
the increased production of luciferase.
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This availability of both stimulating (e.g., M22) and blocking 
human moAbs has also been useful for determination of the 
crystal structure of TSHR and its interactions with the TRAbs 
(49, 69). These studies confirmed the extensive overlap among 
the epitopes for TSAbs and TBAbs.

Concurrent with the development of the third-generation 
immunoassay, Kohn conceived the use of the Mc4 chimera 
(Figure 2) for a new bioassay. As indicated above, the Mc4 chi-
mera retains the binding of TSH and TSAbs and the consequent 
activity but loses TBAbs binding (Table 2). Aside from arguments 
about different TSAbs and TBAbs epitopes, which as discussed 
above is a complex issue, several studies have provided the basis 
for the use of the Mc4 chimera, as reviewed by Lytton and Kahaly 
in 2010 (70). Further support for the use of the Mc4 chimera was 
provided by the finding that the shed A-subunit of the TSHR 
(spanning from approximately amino-acid residue 22–216), 
rather than the TSHR holoreceptor, is important for immuno-
genicity and for maturation affinity of TRAbs (71–74).

This new bioassay is based on a chemiluminescent method, as 
described by Watson and colleagues (75), which uses cell lines that 
are stably transformed with a reporter plasmid that contains the 
firefly luciferase gene under the transcriptional control of multi-
ple cAMP-responsive elements. These transformed cell lines were 
transfected with the Mc4 chimera (Figure 4) and were evaluated 
using sera from patients with Graves’ disease and other thyroid 
diseases, and normal subjects (76). The primary goal here was to 
create a bioassay that measured only TSAbs, without interference 
of the other TRAbs, and to have a clear cutoff between patients 
with Graves’ disease and the controls. For this purpose, the Mc4 
assay was compared with a bioassay using wild-type TSHR and 
with a second-generation immunoassay. This study showed that 
the Mc4 assay has higher sensitivity and specificity (i.e., 100 
and 98.5%, respectively) than the compared assays (Table  3). 
Furthermore, the Mc4 assay showed even higher sensitivity than 
the third-generation M22 immunoassay, although with a little 
less specificity (Table  3). The high diagnostic accuracy of the 
Mc4 assay can be attributed to the lack of interference by TBAbs 
and N-TRAbs. Indeed, contrary to what is observed with the 
conventional bioassay using wild-type TSHR, sera from patients 
with idiopathic myxedema, who have high TBAbs activity, did 
not inhibit the TSAb activity of the sera in the Mc4 bioassay (76).

An important conclusion that came from this study of Giuliani 
et al. (76) was that, given its high diagnostic accuracy, the Mc4 
assay can be used as a first-level test in the diagnosis of Graves’ 
disease. However, given the almost similar diagnostic accuracy 
and the better feasibility, the M22 immunoassay remains the 
preferred TRAbs assay worldwide to date. On the other hand, 
the specific detection of TSAbs without interference of other 
antibodies directed against TSHR makes the Mc4 assay poten-
tially useful in the follow-up of patients with Graves’ disease. 
Indeed, one of the clinical problems of Graves’ disease is the high 
possibility of relapse within the first 2 years after withdrawal of 
medical therapy (at approximately 50%). Therefore, the results 
of a prospective study are of particular interest, where the Mc4 
assay was shown to be a sensitive index of remission and relapse 
in patients with Graves’ disease (77). This study was performed 
in patients with Graves’ disease treated with antithyroid drugs 

(mainly methimazole) over a 5-year period, and it showed that the 
levels of TSAbs correlate with the clinical outcome of the disease. 
Furthermore, here, the Mc4 assay had high accuracy as a predictor 
of Graves’ disease prognosis, which was even better than the M22 
third-generation immunoassay. A reasonable explanation for this 
is that the measure of only TSAbs instead of the whole spectrum 
of the TRAbs improves the prediction of the patient prognosis. 
Hence, the Mc4 assay might become a useful tool in identifying 
at an early stage those patients who will have no benefit from the 
medical therapy and to whom alternative therapeutic options can 
be offered. Indeed, failure to reduce TSAbs levels during medical 
therapy is a negative predictor of remission.

Retrospective studies have replicated the use of the Mc4 assay 
as a better indicator of the prognosis of patients with Graves’ dis-
ease than these other assays (77, 78). Furthermore, several studies 
have shown that the Mc4 bioassay strongly correlates with the 
indices of clinical activity and severity of Graves’ orbitopathy and 
has higher diagnostic accuracy than these other TRAbs assays (2, 
70, 79–83). Indeed, a seminal study by Lytton et al. (79) showed 
that, compared with the second-generation immunoassays, the 
Mc4 assay had greater sensitivity (97 vs. 77%, respectively) and 
specificity (89 vs. 43%, respectively) for the detection of TRAbs 
in patients with Graves’ orbitopathy. Furthermore, this study 
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demonstrated a strong correlation of TSAbs with the clinical 
activities of orbitopathy. Of interest, there was the observation 
that all patients whose sera were positive in the Mc4 assay and 
negative in the TRAbs immunoassay had severe orbitopathy, 
whereas those patients who tested negative with the Mc4 assay 
and positive with the TRAbs assay did not have active orbitopa-
thy. These data confirm the superiority of the Mc4 assay in the 
detection of the subtypes of TRAbs that are directly involved 
in the pathogenesis of Graves’ disease, without the interference 
of the other subtypes, such as blocking or neutral TRAbs, that 
have little or no pathogenic role in the clinical manifestations of 
Graves’ disease. The studies that followed further confirmed these 
results and showed the usefulness of the Mc4 assay as a predictor 
of the clinical course of Graves’ orbitopathy (2, 80, 82).

A recent multicenter study (81) showed that the Mc4 assay 
is more sensitive than the third-generation immunoassay in 
diagnosing Graves’ disease in an untreated pediatric population. 
Moreover, as previously demonstrated in adult patients, the cor-
relation of the Mc4 assay with the clinical activity and severity of 
Graves’ orbitopathy was higher than seen for the third-generation 
immunoassay in these pediatric patients.

Widespread use of this bioassay will be facilitated by the 
availability of the Mc4 assay as a commercial kit, which has a 
standardized protocol and good feasibility and reproducibility 
(84, 85). Indeed, using the commercial kit, the bioassay can be 
performed in less than 24 h (70), and the concentrations deter-
mined can be converted in IU/L, with the possibility to stand-
ardize the TSAbs levels across laboratories, which provide more 
accurate comparisons of TSAbs levels (84). Of note, recently, the 
Mc4 chimera has been used to develop a new in vitro assay by 
applying Bridge technology (86). In brief, this Bridge Assay uses 
two TSH chimeric receptors: the Mc4 chimera, which is used as 
a capture receptor that is anchored on a solid phase, to bind one 
arm of the autoantibody; and a chimeric receptor formed by the 
N-terminus (aminoacids 21–261) of TSHR fused with secretory 
alkaline phosphatase as a chemiluminescence monitor, which can 
bind the other arm of the autoantibody. Preliminary data show 
good sensitivity and specificity for this Bridge Assay (99.8 and 
99.5%, respectively) (86).

CONCLUSiON

Thyroid-stimulating hormone receptor autoantibodies bioassays 
have several advantages in comparison to inhibition immunoas-
says. Bioassays can detect the functional heterogeneity of TRAbs 
in patients with Graves’ disease; i.e., the simultaneous presence 
in the same patient of TSAbs, TBAbs, and/or N-TRAbs. This 
has clinical implications, because the switching from TSAbs to 
TBAbs is responsible for the evolution toward hypothyroidism 
in a small percentage of patients with Graves’ disease. Moreover, 
a selective decrease in TSAbs is a positive prognostic feature 
for patient remission. Evaluation of TSAbs is also important in 

pregnant woman with Graves’ disease, to estimate the risk of 
fetal/neonatal thyrotoxicosis due to TRAbs transfer. Finally, the 
monitoring of the switch from TSAbs to TBAbs, and vice versa, is 
very useful in patients with alternate episodes of hyperthyroidism 
and hypothyroidism.

In the past 60  years, TRAbs bioassays have evolved from 
cumbersome and time-consuming procedures to genetically 
engineered cell-based assays that are characterized by good 
feasibility and rapid operating times, and that are also avail-
able as commercial kits. The role that Kohn had in this process 
through all of these years was fundamental. Indeed, initially, the 
use of the FRTL-5 bioassay, and then the later generation of the 
Mc4 bioassay, led to striking progress in both the knowledge of 
the functional features of TRAbs and the clinical application of 
TRAbs bioassays. Kohn perceived the advantages that the use of 
the Mc4 chimera would bring in diagnostic accuracy and prog-
nostic evaluation for patients with Graves’ disease. He devoted 
himself to the improvement of the feasibility of the Mc4 bioassay 
to promote its use in clinical practice (85). The availability of the 
Mc4 bioassay as a commercial kit is now spreading the use of 
this assay worldwide. We believe that the improved feasibility 
of the Mc4 assay, together with its high diagnostic accuracy and 
prognostic use, will now make the Mc4 assay the preferred assay 
for clinical evaluation of patients with Graves’ disease.
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A commentary on

Graves’ disease
by Smith TJ, Hegedus LN. Engl J Med (2016) 375(16):1552–65. doi:10.1056/NEJMra1510030

This general commentary on the above, recently published New England Journal of Medicine review 
article wishes to clarify both the nomenclature as well as the role of autoantibodies (Ab) to the TSH 
receptor (TSH-R) pertaining to the serological diagnosis of Graves’ disease (GD).

Various terms have been used to describe the different types of TSH-R-Ab. It is important for 
the clinician to be aware of the different nomenclature as this will frequently reflect which assay is 
performed by the laboratory (Table 1). TSH-R-Ab, often referred to as TRAb, refers to any type of Ab 
interacting specifically with the TSH-R. Because these Ab are commonly assessed in a competitive 
binding assay, they are referred to as TSH-R-binding inhibitory immunoglobulins (TBII). By contrast, 
cell-based bioassays measure either TSH-R stimulatory antibodies (TSAb) or TSH-R-stimulating 
immunoglobulins, or alternately TSH-R-blocking antibodies (TBAb) or TSH-R-blocking immuno-
globulins. Alternative terminologies for blocking antibodies are TSH-R-stimulating blocking Ab or 
TSH-R-blocking Ab (TRBAb). In this commentary, we will use TSH-R-Ab as a general term to refer 
to anti-TSH-R-Ab irrespective of the specific assay used. We will use TBII to refer to the Ab measured 
via binding assays, whereas Ab measured via bioassays will be referred to as TSAb for stimulatory 
and TBAb for blocking Ab.

Graves’ disease is caused by persistent, unregulated stimulation of thyroid cells by TSH-R-
stimulating Ab (TSAb) that activate the TSH-R (1). TSAb, like TSH, bind primarily to the large amino 
terminal ectodomain of the TSH-R and activate the cAMP signal transduction pathway leading to 
stimulation of thyroid hormone production and proliferation of thyrocytes. Since the discovery of 
TSAb as the causative agent of GD, there have been numerous studies that have demonstrated the 
significance of the levels of these Ab during the course of the disease as well as during antithyroid 
drug treatment in both adults and children (2, 3). Other types of TSH-R antibodies can antagonize 
or block the action of TSH and in doing so cause hypothyroidism in certain patients with various 
types of autoimmune thyroiditis, particularly Hashimoto’s thyroiditis. TSH-R antibodies that neither 
induce the cAMP signal pathway nor block the binding of TSH are referred to as neutral or recently 
“cleavage” Ab and currently are not known to have a functional effect (4). There is evidence, however, 
that neutral Ab may induce signaling pathways distinct from the cAMP pathway and may induce 
apoptosis (5).

As strongly recommended in the recently published hyperthyroidism guidelines of the American 
Thyroid Association (6), measurement of TSH-R-Ab is indicated both for the accurate and early 
diagnosis of autoimmune induced hyperthyroidism as well as during the management of patients 
with GD. Functional TSH-R-stimulating antibodies (TSAb) are causative of both the hyperthyroidism 
and the extra thyroidal manifestations of GD (7). TSAb can be sensitively and exclusively measured 
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table 1 | terminology for tSH receptor antibodies used in bioassays and 
binding assays.

abbreviation

Cell-based bioassay
•	 TSH-R-stimulating antibodies
•	 TSH-R-stimulating immunoglobulins
•	 TSH-R-blocking antibodies
•	 TSH-R-stimulating blocking antibodies
•	 TSH-R-blocking immunoglobulins

TSAb
TSI
TBAb, TSB-Ab, or TRBAb
TRBAb
TBI

Competitive-binding assay
•	 TSH-R-binding inhibitory immunoglobulins TBII
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with validated bioassays that are available worldwide (8–11). In 
particular, the analytical performance and clinical utility of a 
FDA-cleared, stimulatory TSH-R bioassay in a large collective of 
patients with GD, both prior to as well as during medical antithy-
roid treatment, has been shown (12). In addition, a multicenter 
trial involving seven American and European academic referral 
centers confirmed the very high specificity, sensitivity, and posi-
tive and negative predictive values of this tool for the diagnosis 
of GD in children (13). Standardization and calibration of this 

bioassay, using a purely stimulatory human monoclonal TSH-
R-Ab as international standard, allowed results to be reported in 
international units per liter (14). This has facilitated comparison 
of bioassay results with commercially available automated TSH-
R-binding or TBII assays. A recent comparative study of seven 
immunoassays has shown that bioassays for TSH-R-Ab are more 
sensitive than the automated binding assays and exclusively 
differentiate between stimulatory and blocking Ab activity (15). 
Also, TSAb are a highly sensitive and predictive biomarker of the 
extra thyroidal manifestations of GD (16–18). Furthermore, the 
clinical relevance of the measurement of TSH-R-Ab and of TSAb 
in particular, during pregnancy in patients with autoimmune thy-
roid disease, was recently documented in a newborn with fetal/
neonatal autoimmune thyrotoxicosis (19). Finally, incorporation 
and early utilization of TSAb into current diagnostic algorithms 
was shown to confer a 46% shortened time to diagnosis of GD and 
a cost savings of 47% (20).
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Chieti, Italy

Graves’ disease is the most common cause of thyrotoxicosis in women of childbearing 
age. Approximately 1% of pregnant women been treated before, or are being treated 
during pregnancy for Graves’ hyperthyroidism. In pregnancy, as in not pregnant state, 
thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH) receptor (TSHR) antibodies (TRAbs) are the patho-
genetic hallmark of Graves’ disease. TRAbs are heterogeneous for molecular and func-
tional properties and are subdivided into activating (TSAbs), blocking (TBAbs), or neutral 
(N-TRAbs) depending on their effect on TSHR. The typical clinical features of Graves’ 
disease (goiter, hyperthyroidism, ophthalmopathy, dermopathy) occur when TSAbs pre-
dominate. Graves’ disease shows some peculiarities in pregnancy. The TRAbs disturb 
the maternal as well as the fetal thyroid function given their ability to cross the placental 
barrier. The pregnancy-related immunosuppression reduces the levels of TRAbs in most 
cases although they persist in women with active disease as well as in women who 
received definitive therapy (radioiodine or surgery) before pregnancy. Changes of func-
tional properties from stimulating to blocking the TSHR could occur during gestation. 
Drug therapy is the treatment of choice for hyperthyroidism during gestation. Antithyroid 
drugs also cross the placenta and therefore decrease both the maternal and the fetal 
thyroid hormone production. The management of Graves’ disease in pregnancy should 
be aimed at maintaining euthyroidism in the mother as well as in the fetus. Maternal 
and fetal thyroid dysfunction (hyperthyroidism as well as hypothyroidism) are in fact 
associated with several morbidities. Monitoring of the maternal thyroid function, TRAbs 
measurement, and fetal surveillance are the mainstay for the management of Graves’ 
disease in pregnancy. This review summarizes the biochemical, immunological, and 
therapeutic aspects of Graves’ disease in pregnancy focusing on the role of the TRAbs 
in maternal and fetal function.

Keywords: thyroid-stimulating hormone receptor antibodies, Graves’ disease, pregnancy, fetal hyperthyroidism, 
neonatal hyperthyroidism

iNTRODUCTiON

Pregnancy represents a challenge to the maternal thyroid gland: the various hormonal variations and 
the increased metabolic demands occurring during gestation deeply affect thyroid function. This 
means that several changes in the thyroid hormone production and metabolism are expected during 
gestation (1). During the first trimester, the human chorionic gonadotropin (HCG) hormone, which 
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TAble 1 | Clinical scenarios of Graves’ disease in pregnancy.

Stable Graves’ disease receiving antithyroid drugs (ATDs)
Relapsed Graves’ disease after an ATDs course
De novo onset of Graves’ disease in early pregnancy
History of Graves’ disease treated with radioiodine/surgery
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shares some structural homologies with thyroid-stimulating  
hormone (TSH), acts as a thyrotropic agonist, overriding the 
normal action of the hypothalamic–pituitary–thyroid feedback 
system. The result of this is a transient increase in free thyroxine 
(FT4) and a transient reduction in TSH whose plasma concentra-
tions are inversely related to those of the HCG. Due to the high 
levels of estrogens, the serum thyroxine-binding globulin (TBG) 
concentration rises almost twofold during the first 20 weeks of 
gestation and remains at a high level until delivery. This means 
both serum total thyroxine (T4) and triiodothyronine (T3) con-
centrations increase while their respective free fractions (FT4, 
FT3) decrease as low as 10–15%. As a consequence, the pituitary 
increase secretion of TSH whose concentrations, following the 
first trimester, return steadily to the normal range and show a slight 
trend toward an increase in response to the decreased serum-free 
thyroid hormone levels (2). A new equilibrium is reached with an 
increase in thyroid hormone production of approximately 50% 
by the maternal thyroid. In order to achieve greater thyroid hor-
mone production, a higher iodine intake is needed in pregnant 
women due to a pregnancy-related increase in renal excretion 
and fetal iodine requirement (3). Pregnancy-related changes in 
thyroid physiology lead to changes in the thyroid function tests, 
and therefore, parameters of healthy pregnant women differ 
from those of euthyroid non-pregnant women. The trimester 
specific range for TSH, as defined in populations with optimal 
iodine intake, need to be applied while the interpretation of FT4 
values necessitates trimester and method-specific ranges given a 
significant method-dependent variation in the FT4 measurement 
in pregnancy (4, 5). In summary, the maternal thyroid gland is 
designed to increase the thyroid hormone secretion and this could 
be achieved when the gland is both anatomically and functionally 
intact as well as the iodine intake being at an adequate level (2). 
Maternal thyroid hormones play an important role in fetal brain 
development and because the fetal thyroid produces thyroid hor-
mone starting from week 10–12 of gestation and complete matu-
ration of the hypothalamic–pituitary–thyroid axis is reached at 
week 20, the fetal development depends on the maternal thyroid 
for the first half of a pregnancy (6). Thyroid diseases are com-
mon in pregnancy and uncontrolled thyroid dysfunction (both 
overt hypothyroidism and overt hyperthyroidism) is associated 
with infertility, pregnancy loss, and maternal and fetal/neonatal 
complications (7). Consequently, the diagnosis and management 
of thyroid disease in women during preconception, pregnancy, 
and the postpartum (PP) period is the subject of major attention 
of scientific associations. Several guidelines have been published 
and very recently updated (8, 9). Most thyroid diseases affecting 
childbearing women are autoimmune and up to 20% of pregnant 
women screened during the first trimester of gestation had positive 
thyroid autoantibodies (10). Thyroid autoimmunity is associated 
with infertility as well as with different pregnancy complications 
such as miscarriage, preterm delivery, and PP depression (11, 12). 
Among autoimmune thyroid diseases, Graves’ disease is of par-
ticular relevance in pregnancy. In fact, Graves’ disease together 
with its therapy could affect maternal and fetal outcome; however, 
pregnancy by itself could change the presentation and course of 
Graves’ disease. This review is focused on the role of TSH receptor 
antibodies (TRAbs) that represent the hallmark of Graves’ disease 

and are able to influence, contemporarily and/or independently, 
both the maternal and the fetal thyroid function.

GRAveS’ DiSeASe iN PReGNANCY

Graves’ disease occurs before pregnancy in 0.4–1% of women and 
in 0.2–0.4% during pregnancy, representing the most common 
cause (85%) of either overt or subclinical hyperthyroidism in 
women of reproductive age (11, 13). A more frequent and peculiar 
form of hyperthyroidism in pregnancy is the gestational transient 
thyrotoxicosis (GTT) whose prevalence in Europe is estimated 
between 2 and 3% with higher levels (5.5–11%) in Asia (2, 14, 15). 
GTT is defined as transient thyrotoxicosis caused by the stimulat-
ing effect the β-HCG has on the TSH receptor toward the end of 
the first trimester of gestation and is frequently associated with 
hyperemesis gravidarum and twin pregnancies. The prevalence 
of other causes of thyrotoxicosis in pregnancy (multinodular 
toxic goiter, toxic adenoma, subacute or silent thyroiditis, iodide-
induced thyrotoxicosis, thyrotoxicosis factitia, hydatidiform mole, 
and hyperplacentosis) is negligible (2). In a population-based 
study in Denmark, which included 403,958 women, the incidence 
of hyperthyroidism (defined by redeemed prescription of antithy-
roid drugs (ATDs) and assumed to be Graves’ disease) was high 
early in pregnancy, declined during gestation and significantly 
increased at 7–9  months PP. Such a pattern was not observed 
for other autoimmune diseases (16). This observation acts as 
a clue as to the peculiar course of Graves’ disease in pregnancy. 
Different clinical scenarios can be observed in pregnant women: 
(1) stable active diseases receiving ATDs, (2) relapse in pregnancy 
after a ATDs course-induced remission, (3) de novo onset early 
in pregnancy, and (4) previous surgery or radioiodine treatment 
with persistence of TRAbs (Table 1). Women with a stable disease 
on ATDs could experience the worsening of hyperthyroidism 
early in pregnancy due to the additive thyroid-stimulating effect 
of HCG (Figure  1). In the same way, undiagnosed, subclinical 
Graves’ hyperthyroidism may become overt early in pregnancy. 
Early pregnancy relapse after ATDs withdrawal can be observed 
in women who have been treated for less than 6 months, or have 
ophthalmopathy or high levels of TRAbs (17). Later in pregnancy, 
Graves’ hyperthyroidism improves with remission in up to 30% of 
women by the middle of the third trimester and with relapse dur-
ing the PP period (18). The main explanation for this course is the 
decrease of TRAbs due to the pregnancy-related immunosuppres-
sion/hemodilution. A contribution to the clinical improvement is 
the reduction of iodine pool and the increased binding capacity of 
TBG resulting in reduced free and active thyroid hormones.

Diagnosis, Complications, and Therapy
The diagnosis of hyperthyroidism in pregnancy is straightforward 
in women with Graves’ disease already known before pregnancy 
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since these women undergo pre-pregnancy counseling and  
monitoring at early stages. If this is not the case, the main diagnos-
tic challenge is to identify signs and symptoms of thyrotoxicosis 
as well as to distinguish Graves’ disease from GTT. The symptoms 
vary depending on the degree of thyrotoxicosis. The clinical mani-
festations are often well pronounced in Graves’ disease while they 
may be absent or hidden in GTT. Some symptoms and signs may 
overlap with those typical of a hyperdynamic state of pregnancy, 
while others are more specific such as tachycardia, frequently 
exceeding 100 bpm, proximal muscle weakness and the failure to 
gain weight despite an increased appetite. The presence of goiter 
and/or of extra thyroidal manifestations, such as ophthalmopa-
thy or dermopathy, is a clinical clue for Graves’ disease (2, 17). 
Clinical suspicion of hyperthyroidism needs to be confirmed by 
the finding of elevated serum FT4 concentrations and of sup-
pressed serum TSH levels. The measurement of TRAbs is helpful 
in clarifying the etiology of thyrotoxicosis and a positive result 
strongly supports the diagnosis of Graves’ disease (9). Thyroid 
ultrasound and color Doppler could add clues showing a hypo-
echoic pattern and intense vascularity, radionuclide scintigraphy 
or radioiodine uptake are contraindicated during pregnancy. The 

measurement of TRAbs could have higher diagnostic value early 
in pregnancy given that their levels tend to decrease as pregnancy 
progress due to the physiological immunosuppression (2). The 
clinical significance of a positive TRAbs result goes beyond the 
diagnostic role for the mother since it is more relevant to predict 
fetal thyroid dysfunction. TRAbs cross the placenta and could 
cause goiter and hyperthyroidism in the fetus; therefore, Graves’ 
disease in pregnancy has long been recognized as an indisputable 
indication for TRAbs measurement (8, 9, 19). Several prospective 
and retrospective studies have highlighted that overt hyperthy-
roidism is associated with several adverse effects on pregnancy 
outcomes, which are directly related to the duration of thyrotoxi-
cosis throughout a pregnancy. The most frequent complication 
is pregnancy-induced hypertension; the risk of eclampsia is five 
times higher in uncontrolled hyperthyroid women compared 
to controlled women and non-hyperthyroid pregnant women  
(20, 21). The overlap of hypertension to the left ventricular 
dysfunction induced by prolonged thyrotoxicosis could pre-
cipitate into congestive heart failure. Overt hyperthyroidism also 
increases the risk for intrauterine growth restriction, spontane-
ous preterm labor, preterm birth, gestational diabetes mellitus, 
cesarean delivery, and low birth weight infants. The highest risk 
for still birth (up to eight times) and low birth weight is observed 
in women with uncontrolled disease (22, 23). Subclinical hyper-
thyroidism is well tolerated from the mother and the fetus, while 
overt hyperthyroidism needs to be adequately treated in order to 
prevent obstetric and medical complications. The treatment of 
choice for overt hyperthyroidism in pregnant women is ATDs  
(8, 9, 13). Radioiodine treatment is contraindicated in pregnancy. 
Surgery is indicated in selected cases such as severe side effects 
of ATDs, or uncontrolled thyrotoxicosis despite high ATDs 
doses, and should be planned preferably in the second trimester 
of pregnancy to minimize the potential teratogenic effects of 
anesthetic agents. The drugs used are the propylthiouracil (PTU) 
and methimazole (MMI). PTU is generally preferred during the 
first trimester of pregnancy and then changed to MMI because 
of the risk of MMI-induced embryopathy, mainly aplasia cutis, 
esophageal, and choanal atresia (24–26) whose prevalence is 
reported higher than previously thought (27). The prevalence of 
the PTU-associated, but less severe, birth defects is not negligi-
ble (9, 28). After the first trimester, MMI is the preferred ATD 
because PTU has a greater risk of hepatotoxicity (9). The starting 
dose varies according to the extent of thyrotoxicosis and the 
equivalent potency MMI to PTU is 1:20 (9). It is worth remem-
bering that both MMI and PTU cross the placenta (29) and tend 
to have greater effect on the fetal thyroid function compared to 
the mother. Therefore, ATD doses need to be tailored to correct 
the maternal thyrotoxicosis and to avoid fetal hypothyroidism, 
which is detrimental for the fetal brain development. This is 
achieved by using the minimum dose of ATDs to maintain the 
concentration of FT4 in the high values of the normal non-
pregnant range irrespective of TSH levels whose normalization 
would require doses able to determine fetal hypothyroidism. In 
most cases due to the pregnancy-induced amelioration of Graves’ 
disease, the dose can be gradually reduced and ATDs even dis-
continued in third trimester especially in women with negative or  
decreasing TRAbs.
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TRAbs iN PReGNANCY

In pregnancy, as in the non-pregnant state, TRAbs are a hallmark 
of Graves’ disease. TSH receptor (TSHR), thyroglobulin (Tg), and 
thyroid peroxidase (TPO) are the immune targets of autoreactive 
T cells and autoantibodies in autoimmune thyroid disease, but 
while Tg and TPO autoantibodies are detected also in healthy 
subjects, anti-TRAbs can be found only in sera of most patients 
with Graves’ disease and in 10–15% of patients with Hashimoto’s 
thyroiditis (30). TRAbs are also unique among antithyroid 
autoantibodies having a key pathogenetic role in determining 
the hyperthyroidism and the extra thyroidal manifestation of 
Graves’ disease such as ophthalmopathy (31). It is worth to note 
that the term TRAbs means antibodies able to interact the TSH 
receptor, regardless of their action and of the method employed 
to detect them (32). The characterization of TRAbs has been the 
subject of research since the original description of long-acting 
thyroid stimulators in the fifties (33). Nowadays, it is known that 
TRAbs are able to influence thyroid function acting on the TSHR 
in different ways: stimulating (TSAbs), blocking (TBAbs), and 
without determining functional response with a neutral effect 
(N-TRAbs). TSAbs are the hallmark of Graves’ disease (31). 
TBAbs can also be observed in Graves’ disease being responsible 
for the evolution toward hypothyroidism in a small percentage 
of patients while they have a pathogenetic role in the atrophic 
form of Hashimoto’s thyroiditis (34). Switching between TBAb 
and TSAb (or vice versa) occurs, although rarely, in hypothyroid 
patients and in ATDs treated patients with Graves’ disease (35).

TRAbs Assays
Given the pathogenetic and prognostic role of TRAbs in Graves’ 
disease, it is not surprising that research has made a strong effort in 
the development of methods to quantify and characterize TRAbs, 
which could be useful in the clinical management. Different 
assays for the detection of TRAbs have been available for more 
than 30 years over different generations of laboratory methods 
and great improvement in sensitivity and specificity have been 
achieved. The description of the different assay methods is beyond 
the scope of this review and is exhaustively detailed elsewhere (30, 
31, 36–39). Briefly, two different methods can be distinguished: 
“receptor assays” and “bioassays.” Receptor assays measure TSH-
binding inhibiting immunoglobulins (TBII) meaning that they 
detect serum autoantibodies by their capacity to compete for 
the binding of labeled TSH to an in vitro TSH receptor prepara-
tion. Three generations of TBII assay have been developed. The 
first-generation assays are competitive immunoassays in liquid 
phase and they detect the inhibition, by antibodies in the patient’s 
serum, of the binding of radio- or enzyme-labeled TSH to thyroid 
membrane extracts. The second generation assays are competitive 
immunoassays in solid phase, which use recombinant human 
TSHR or porcine TSHR. The third-generation assays are solid-
phase competitive immunoassays based on the competition 
between antibodies in the patient’s serum and a human labeled 
thyroid-stimulating monoclonal antibody (M22) for the binding 
to TSHR. Increasing sensitivity and specificity has been achieved 
through the different generations of immunoassays and great 
progress has been made in the automation of assays. Overall the 

sensitivity and specificity of the second- and third-generation 
TRAbs assays are 86.5 and 97.4%, and 97 and 99.2%, respec-
tively, with little difference between the types of immunoassay 
methods used (human or porcine receptor, manual or automated 
procedure) (39). The major limitation of receptor assays is that 
they are not able to evaluate functional properties of the TRAbs  
(i.e., they do not differentiate between TSAb and TBAb in serum 
samples). Therefore, they do not predict the phenotypes of Graves’ 
disease and a lack of correlation between TRAbs levels, measured 
using these assays, and the clinical and biochemical severity of 
the disease can be observed. Bioassays are functional tests that 
have the main advantage to detect the functional properties of 
TRAbs, i.e., stimulating (TSAbs) or blocking (TBAbs). This is 
accomplished by incubating the patient’s serum with cultured 
cells natively or artificially expressing TSHR (FRTL-5 or CHO 
cells) and then measuring the cyclic AMP production by the use 
of radioimmunoassay or by chemiluminescent assay. Similar 
to immunoassays, bioassays have gone through significant 
improvement from technically demanding methods to assays 
now available as commercial kits (39). A new Mc4 bioassay that 
measures only TSAbs, without interference of blocking TRAbs, 
is now available in commercial kit showing good sensitivity 
and specificity (40, 41). This assay selectively detects TSAbs 
because it is based on cells expressing a chimeric receptor that, 
compared to the wild-type, retains the main binding site of the 
TSAbs, but loses the main epitope recognized by TBAbs, which 
is replaced with the same receptor portion of the LH/hCG. On 
the other hand, a bioassay selectively detecting the TBAbs has 
been developed using a chimeric TSHR (42). Pregnancy entails 
several differences in interpretation, behavior, and in the role and 
significance of TRAbs compared to a non-pregnant state. The still 
point is the fact that during pregnancy, TRAbs readily cross the 
placenta. Therefore, potential effects on expectant mothers, as 
well as fetal thyroid function during pregnancy and, again, with 
neonatal and mother thyroid function in the PP are dealt with 
(43). Starting from methodological issues of TRAbs detection, 
the best TRAbs assay used in pregnancy should be the bioassay 
since the functional activity of the TRAbs is crucial, especially for 
the fetus (11). In fact, if the TRAbs are detected in a hyperthyroid 
pregnant women, they obviously have stimulating properties, 
this is not true in women who show detectable TRAbs levels but 
are no longer hyperthyroid having received definitive treatment 
for their disease (i.e., surgery or radioiodine). In these women, 
information on biological activity of the TRAbs is crucial to 
predict their effect on the fetus. Receptor assays and bioassays 
have a complementary role in pregnancy (36, 44).

TRAbs Changes during Pregnancy
Regarding the behavior of the TRAbs, it is remarkable to 
note that due to the pregnancy-induced immunosuppression 
autoantibodies levels tend to decrease throughout pregnancy. 
The most typical scenario is that the TRAbs are detectable in the 
first trimester, but their levels decrease after 20 weeks of gesta-
tion becoming undetectable toward the term of pregnancy. This 
reflects the amelioration in thyrotoxicosis commonly observed. 
A study of 45 pregnant GD women (20 treated with ATDs 
throughout pregnancy and 20 in remission before pregnancy) 
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showed a significant decrease in the TRAbs levels (measured 
by a first-generation immunoassay) with a significant rebound 
PP (45). In a study from Japan, the TRAbs levels were measured 
serially in 23 women from early to late pregnancy using four 
methods (first-, second-, and third-generation TBII assays and 
bioassay) and a decrease in the TRAbs, irrespective of the assay 
method used, was observed as pregnancy progressed (46). In a 
more recent study of 42 pregnant women, TRAbs levels (meas-
ured by second-generation TBII assay) decreased or remained 
stable in 86% of patients while rose in 14% (47). Nevertheless 
Graves’ disease’s course is variable in pregnancy as well as in 
a non-pregnant state and therefore there are women whose 
TRAbs, although at low levels, remain stable in pregnancy as well 
as women with more severe Graves’ disease with high levels of 
TRAbs not decreasing throughout gestation (Figure 2) (48). The 
disappearance of the TRAbs in pregnant women with Graves’ 
disease, who are euthyroid on a low dose of ATDs, supports the 
decision to reduce or withdraw medications in late pregnancy. 
In this scenario, in fact, fetal/neonatal hyperthyroidism is less 
likely in respect to an ATD-induced fetal hypothyroidism (9). 
TRAbs could persist for a varied amount of time after definitive 
therapy for Graves’ disease (radioiodine or surgery). It has been 
established that radioiodine therapy can lead to the worsening 
of autoimmunity with increasing TRAbs levels (49, 50). In a 
prospective randomized study, the TRAbs were serially measured 
in patients treated with ATDs, subtotal thyroidectomy, and radi-
oiodine therapy. During ATDs treatment and after surgery, the 
TRAbs levels gradually decreased to reach the upper level of the 
normal reference interval for the assay after approximately 1 year 
and disappeared in 70–80% of the patients after 18 months. After 
radioiodine, an increase in the TRAbs was observed immediately 
after therapy with a maximal value at 3 months. Thereafter, levels 
slowly returned to pretreatment levels in 1 year, and continued 
slowly to decrease; however, average values were well above the 
normal reference throughout the 5  years with approximately 
40% of patients still TRAbs-positive (51). In a recent study, a 
serial evaluation of TRAbs levels, measured by a quantitative 
third-generation assay, after total thyroidectomy showed that the 
TRAbs values decreased rapidly in most of the patients, especially 
within the early postoperative period (3  months). Nevertheless, 

the TRAbs half-life ranged from 3 months in patients with Graves’  
disease not complicated with ophthalmopathy and not smok-
ing, to 5  months in patients with ophthalmopathy or smoking 
and up to 1 year in patients with ophthalmopathy and smoking 
(52). The course of the TRAbs after surgery and/or radioiodine 
need to be kept in mind in order to estimate the time needed to 
achieve the maternal safe value in women planning pregnancy 
(53). It could be said that the TRAbs could persist beyond the 
suggested interval of 4–6 months to avoid conception for radio-
protection and also beyond the time to reach stable euthyroidism 
after surgery (8, 9). As mentioned above, this is the only clinical 
situation where the bioactivity of the TRAbs may need to be 
known since their effects on the fetus cannot be predicted from 
the maternal thyroid function (11). Attention must be given 
to these women since isolated fetal hyperthyroidism could 
develop despite maternal euthyroidism or adequately replaced 
hypothyroidism. On the other hand, fetal hypothyroidism could 
also develop if autoantibodies have a blocking activity (9). Apart 
from a “quantitative” change of the TRAbs, a “qualitative” change, 
i.e., a variation of their functional properties has been evidenced 
in pregnancy. Indeed switching between TBAbs and TSAbs (or 
vice versa) occurs, although unusually, in patients during L-T4 
replacement therapy or ATDs treatment for Graves’ disease (35). 
Changes from stimulating to blocking activity of TRAbs could 
contribute to the improvement/remission of thyrotoxicosis in 
pregnancy. In a study that included 15 pregnant women with 
Graves’ disease receiving no or a low dose of ATDs and 14 healthy 
pregnant women, sera were tested for TRAbs, by first-generation 
receptor immunoassay (TBII), and for TSAbs and TBAbs by bio-
assays. The healthy pregnant women were all negative for TSAbs, 
TBII, and TBAbs. In pregnant women with Graves’ disease, the 
TSAbs decreased significantly during pregnancy, and the TBAbs 
significantly increased. The TBII fluctuated and showed no cor-
relation to the TSAb activity (54). Another study brought the 
same conclusion. In the sera of 13 pregnant women with Graves’ 
disease during pregnancy and PP TBII, TSAbs and TBAbs (the 
last two detected by assays employing chimeric receptors) were 
measured. As pregnancy advanced, the TSAbs decreased and 
the TBAbs increased while the TBII, although fluctuating, did 
not change significantly. The TBAbs appeared during pregnancy 
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also in women who were negative for TSAb (55). These findings 
were not confirmed in a study of six patients with Graves’ disease 
receiving no or a low dose of ATDs. During pregnancy, the TBII 
and the TSAbs decreased gradually but increased after delivery. 
The TBAbs were lower than the cutoff value in early pregnancy, 
and further significantly decreased in four patients during  
pregnancy (56).

TRAbs AND FeTAl–NeONATAl  
THYROiD FUNCTiON

Apart from the clinical significance of the TRAbs in determining 
the course of Graves’ disease in pregnant women, a more relevant 
role is attributed to the autoantibodies in affecting the fetal and 
neonatal thyroid function. The fetal/neonatal thyroid dysfunction 
is the ideal human in vivo experimental system for the evaluation 
of the TRAbs (Figure 3). TRAbs easily cross the placenta from the 
first weeks of gestation. However, placental permeability is low 
early in pregnancy and increases progressively. The fetal thyroid 
becomes responsive to the TSH and to the TRAbs at around week 
20 of gestation.

Fetal and Neonatal Hyperthyroidism
Fetal hyperthyroidism, which is the more common and expected 
dysfunction, develops usually at around 26 weeks, or as early as 
18 weeks in severe cases (57). The prevalence of fetal hyperthy-
roidism is difficult to establish and several case reports have been 
published (58). Untreated maternal Graves’ disease can lead to 
severe fetal hyperthyroidism and this could explain perinatal 
mortality of 20–45% observed before the introduction of ATDs 
(59, 60). Alternatively, mild fetal hyperthyroidism may not be 
noticed. Fetal hyperthyroidism is almost invariably followed by 
neonatal hyperthyroidism whose prevalence seems to be better 
established. Overt neonatal hyperthyroidism is reported in 1–5% 

of neonates born to mothers with Graves’ disease (58, 61, 62). 
Fetal/neonatal hyperthyroidism is associated with the maternal 
thyroid condition (serum FT4 levels, dose of ATDs required to 
achieve adequate euthyroidism) and with the serum TRAbs levels 
(63). Several studies were aimed to establish a threshold of mater-
nal TRAbs levels that could define the risk of fetal/neonatal 
hyperthyroidism. Using first-generation TRAbs assay, an 
increased risk of fetal/neonatal hyperthyroidism was reported if 
the maternal level of TBII was over 40  IU/l (normal range, 
<10  IU/l) or over 50% (normal range, <10–15%) in the third 
trimester of pregnancy (19, 64–66). In a study including 62 
pregnant women with Graves’ disease, TRAbs were measured by 
four immunoassays: first generation, second generation using 
porcine TSHR, second generation using human recombinant 
TSHR, and third generation. The first generation assay cutoff 
(>50%) correlated with the equivalent for second (>10 IU/L) and 
third (>75%) generation assay cutoff in predicting the risk of 
fetal–neonatal dysfunction. However, third-generation assay 
identified additional high-risk women whose first-generation 
TRAbs were below 50%. In the same study TSAbs were assayed in 
20 mothers, 4 of them, having high TSAbs values ranging from 
412 to 1,584%, gave birth to infants with hyperthyroidism; this 
was not observed in newborns born to mothers whose TSAbs were 
below 400%, regardless of the TBII value (46). More recently, a 
study of 47 neonates born to 42 mothers with measurable levels 
of TBII during pregnancy (assayed by second-generation immu-
noassay) showed that all the 9 hyperthyroid neonates were born 
to mothers with TRAbs values above 5 IU/L in the second trimes-
ter of pregnancy. A TBII value over 5 IU/l (which is 3.3 times the 
detection level of the method) during the second and third tri-
mester of pregnancy predicted the neonatal hyperthyroidism 
with a sensitivity of 100% and a specificity of only 43%. 
Measurement of the TSAbs by bioassay showed that no mother 
with TSAbs below 400% gave birth to a hyperthyroid neonate 
(47). In summary, fetal/neonatal hyperthyroidism can be 
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TAble 2 | Indications and timing for TSH receptor antibody (TRAb) assays in pregnancy according to guidelines.

Society 
(reference)

indication for TRAbs assay Timing TRAbs level at 
risk for fetal 
hyperthyroidism

ETA 1998 (19) Euthyroid pregnant woman (with/without thyroid hormone substitution therapy) who has 
previously received radioiodine therapy or undergone thyroid surgery for Graves’ disease

Early in pregnancy and in the 
last trimester if antibodies are 
present

40 U/l

Endocrine Society 
2007 (67)

Current Graves’ disease, history of Graves’ disease and treatment with 131I or 
thyroidectomy, previous neonate with Graves’ disease

Before pregnancy or by the end 
of the second trimester

Endocrine Society 
2012 (8)

Current Graves’ disease; history of Graves’ disease and treatment with 131I or 
thyroidectomy before pregnancy; previous neonate with Graves’ disease; previously 
elevated TRAb

Week 22 2- to 3-fold the 
normal level

ATA 2011 (68) Past or present history of Graves’ disease Weeks 20–24 >3 times the upper 
limit of normal

ATA 2017 (9) Past history of Graves’ disease treated with ablation (radioiodine or surgery) Early in pregnancy repeat 
determination at weeks 18–22

>3 times the upper 
limit of normal

Patient on antithyroid drugs (ATDs) for treatment of Graves’ hyperthyroidism when 
pregnancy is confirmed

Early in pregnancy

Patient requires treatment with ATDs for Graves’ disease through mid pregnancy Repeat determination at  
weeks 18–22

Elevated TRAb at weeks 18–22 or the mother is taking ATD in the third trimester Repeat determination at  
weeks 30–34
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predicted by maternal TRAbs levels. According to guidelines, in 
clinical practice fetal surveillance is recommended in women 
with TRAbs levels exceeding three times the upper limit of nor-
mal at any time during gestation (9). Therefore, determination of 
TRAbs to establish the risk of fetal/neonatal hyperthyroidism is a 
recommendation shared by the various guidelines that have been 
published (8, 9, 19, 67, 68) (Table 2). At-risk pregnancies need to 
be monitored carefully, with repeated ultrasound examinations 
from 20  weeks of gestation onward, to screen for goiter and 
ultrasound findings of fetal thyroid dysfunction (58). Indeed the 
maternal history, the thyroid functional status, the TRAbs levels, 
and ultrasound parameters are the diagnostic clues for fetal 
hyperthyroidism. Thyroid gland enlargement is the first sign that 
suggests fetal hyperthyroidism and precedes fetal tachycardia 
(fetal heart rate >160/min). The fetal thyroid size needs to be 
determined by using normative data according to the gestational 
age (69). It is worth remembering that fetal goiter can also be 
observed in hypothyroid fetuses as a consequence of the maternal 
ATDs transfer. Peripheral thyroid vascularization, instead of dif-
fuse increased blood flow, delayed bone maturation, and fetal 
heart rate <160/min, favors the diagnosis of fetal hypothyroid-
isms. Other ultrasound findings of hyperthyroidism are acceler-
ated bone maturation (i.e., distal femoral center seen before 
32  weeks) and intrauterine growth retardation. Fetal growth 
should be followed by standard gestational age sonographic 
parameters, in particular the abdominal circumference, since 
hyperthyroid fetuses are thin. The sensitivity and specificity of 
fetal thyroid ultrasound at 32 weeks for the diagnosis of clinically 
relevant fetal thyroid dysfunction are reported to be 92 and 100%, 
respectively, and could replace invasive and hazardous examina-
tions, such as fetal blood collection or amniotic fluid sampling 
(48, 70). Early diagnosis and treatment of fetal hyperthyroidism 
are crucial to prevent death in  utero, premature delivery, or  

congestive heart failure. Fortunately, the ATDs used to treat 
maternal hyperthyroidism cross the placenta, thus controlling 
fetal hyperthyroidism. The ATDs tend to overtreat the fetus and 
therefore the dose of drug given to the mother needs to be as low 
as possible (Figure 3). The monitoring of the maternal thyroid 
function and fetal ultrasound are the clues for the management of 
Graves’ disease in pregnancy. A peculiar form of fetal isolated 
hyperthyroidism is that observed in euthyroid or hypothyroid 
pregnant women previously treated with surgery and/or radioio-
dine for GD since, as discussed above, TRAb could persist for 
years. Fetal/neonatal hyperthyroidism has been described in two 
consecutive pregnancies in a woman treated with surgery 10 years 
before the first pregnancy (71) and in up to 11% of women treated 
with radioiodine whose levels of TRAbs did not decrease during 
gestation regardless of the time from the radioiodine treatment to 
conception (72). In these patients, fetal thyroid stimulation can 
occur, despite maternal euthyroidism or levothyroxine replaced 
hypothyroidism. These are the only women who should receive 
block and replacement therapy in pregnancy, i.e., ATDs to treat 
the fetal hyperthyroidism, and levothyroxine to keep the mother’s 
euthyroidism remembering that the placental transfer of ATDs is 
greater than that of levothyroxine. In a review, 11 published 
reports involving 13 pregnancies, the ATDs treatment of mothers 
whose TRAbs levels were >5-fold above normal, resulted in 13 
live births while in previous pregnancies 6 serious complications 
(miscarriages, stillborn, or infant deaths) had been observed (73). 
Neonatal hyperthyroidism is suspected in newborns presenting 
tachycardia, hyperexcitability, and poor weight gain. Goiter, eye-
lid retraction and/or exophthalmos, small anterior fontanel are 
additional clinical clues. Congestive heart failure is one of the 
major immediate causes of morbidity. However, long-term com-
plications such as craniosynostosis, microcephaly, and psycho-
motor disabilities may occur in severely affected newborns (58). 
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It is remarkable to notice that signs of hyperthyroidism may not 
become apparent until 2–5  days in newborns to mothers on 
ATDs. This is the time necessary for the ATDs to be cleared from 
the newborn circulation (70). Hyperthyroidism is transient and 
persists as long as the TRAbs become undetectable. The half-life 
of the TRAbs is estimated to be 2–3 weeks (74–76). Duration of 
treatment of infants with ATDs is most commonly 1–2 months 
and only exceptionally longer (47, 77). A correlation has been 
found between maternal TRAbs levels and neonatal hyperthy-
roidism. In a study of 172 pregnant women with Graves’ disease 
neonatal hyperthyroidism developed in 6.5% of infants, most of 
them were born to mothers whose TRAbs levels were 30% or 
more (i.e., 2–5 times above the normal range) at delivery (61). In 
a study of 29 women with a history of Graves’ disease and positive 
TRAbs, neonatal thyrotoxicosis developed in 17%. A TRAbs level 
threshold of 5UI predicted neonatal thyrotoxicosis with a sensi-
tivity of 100%, specificity of 76.0%, positive predictive value of 
40.0%, and negative predictive value of 100% (78). In a more 
recent study of 68 neonates born to mothers with GD, none of the 
infants born to TRAbs-negative mothers developed neonatal 
hyperthyroidism. 73% of infants born to TRAbs-positive mothers 
had positive TRAbs on cord blood assays, and 30% of these 
developed neonatal hyperthyroidism. All hyperthyroid neonates 
had cord blood levels of TRAbs greater than two times the upper 
normal level. A correlation was found between the TRAbs cord 
blood levels and the maternal serum TRAbs levels at term, thus 
confirming that the latter are a good predictor of neonatal hyper-
thyroidism. This was not the same for FT4 whose cord blood 
levels reflected fetal rather than neonatal thyroid function. The 
FT4 needs be revaluated on day 3–5 to establish thyrotoxicosis 
and the need for treatment (79).

Fetal and Neonatal Hypothyroidism
As previously mentioned, sometimes the TRAbs have a block-
ing effect on the TSH receptor, thus inducing fetal and neonatal 
hypothyroidism (Figure 3). Measurement of TBAbs by a bioassay 
in dried neonatal blood specimens obtained from 788 neonates 
identified as congenital hypothyroidism at the neonatal screening 
program in US demonstrated potent TSHR-blocking activity in 
11 cases. The 11 babies were born to 9 mothers, all of whom were 
receiving thyroid replacement because of autoimmune hypothy-
roidism, and 3 had been treated initially for Graves’ disease. TPO 
antibodies, although detectable in all mothers, did not predict 
the neonatal thyroid dysfunction, while the presence of TBAbs 
was confirmed in the serum of eight mothers: all newborns had 
transient congenital hypothyroidism. The author estimated the 
prevalence of TBAbs-induced congenital hypothyroidism in the 
order of 1 in 180,000, or about 2% of all cases (80). In a large 
series of newborns screened for congenital hypothyroidism in 
Wales (375 cases identified over 966,969 infants screened), 6 
(1.6%) were found to have transient congenital hypothyroidism 
due to maternal TBAbs. All the mothers were hypothyroid on 
levothyroxine replacement therapy or were diagnosed with hypo-
thyroidism after the reported elevation of TSH in their infants 
(81). The presence of TBAbs has been advocated to explain 
the delayed onset of neonatal hyperthyroidism in newborns to 
mother with Graves’ disease harboring both stimulating and 

blocking antibodies (82). In this situation, it can be hypothesized 
that differences in the receptor affinity, as well as in the clearance 
rate of the two populations of antibodies, determine the clinical 
course of thyroid dysfunction in the neonate (35).

TRAbs iN THe POSTPARTUM

During the PP a rebound reaction to the pregnancy-associated 
immunosuppression is observed and this explains the aggrava-
tion of autoimmune diseases during the puerperium. The levels  
of TRAbs could increase and women who experienced remission 
during late pregnancy, as well as women who were in remis-
sion after the ATDs course before pregnancy, could experience 
relapse in the PP. After ATDs withdrawal, relapse of Graves’ 
hyperthyroidism was observed in 84% of women who had further 
pregnancies compared to 56% of women who did not remain 
pregnant. The number of pregnancies after ATDs cessation was 
significantly correlated with the risk of relapse. The relapse of 
Graves’ hyperthyroidism occurred between 4 and 8 months after 
delivery (83). On the other hand, de novo onset of Graves’ disease 
after pregnancy has been reported in 7–8% (84). Few studies 
have focused on establishing a predictive role of the TRAbs 
positivity early in pregnancy for postpartum onset of Graves’ 
thyrotoxicosis. In 71 women with positive antithyroid microso-
mal antibody (MCAb), 10% showed positive TRAbs (both TBII 
and TSAb) in early pregnancy, although without any thyroid 
dysfunction; 71% of them developed Graves’ disease PP, none of 
the TSAbs-negative subjects developed Graves’ thyrotoxicosis. 
Various types of thyroid dysfunction as a result of postpartum 
autoimmune thyroiditis were found in 62% of MCAb-positive 
women (85). In a further study of 38 pregnant women who were 
positive for TPOAb, 10% were positive for TSAbs measured by 
a sensitive bioassay. PP Graves’ hyperthyroidism developed in 
50% of TSAbs-positive women. These findings indicate that the 
third-generation TRAbs assay was not useful; however, a sensitive 
TSAbs bioassay was moderately useful for predicting the PP onset 
of Graves’ hyperthyroidism (86). Apart from the possible role 
played by the TRAbs assay in early pregnancy in predicting the 
risk of developing the disease in the puerperium, antibody testing 
plays an important role in clinical practice to differentiate Graves’ 
hyperthyroidism from thyrotoxic phase of postpartum thyroid 
dysfunction (PPTD). The PTDD occurs in approximately 5–10% 
of women in the general population within 1 year of delivery and 
that is significantly higher than the prevalence of Graves’ disease 
in childbearing age. A differential diagnosis is essential given the 
two conditions differ significantly in the course as well as in the 
treatment. In a series of 42 women developing PP thyrotoxicosis, 
86% had PPDT and 24% had Graves’ disease. TRAbs measured 
with third-generation receptor assay were positive in all patients 
with Graves’ disease and negative in all patients with the PTTD; 
the latter also showing low thyroid blood flow measured quan-
titatively by color flow Doppler ultrasonography. The PPTD 
occurred earlier (3  months or less earlier after delivery), while 
Graves’ disease developed at 6 months or later (87). In another 
study, the second-generation assay for TRAbs was useful to dif-
ferentiate the relapse of Graves’ thyrotoxicosis from development 
of painless thyroiditis in patients who seemed to be in remission 
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after ATDs treatment for Graves’ disease. 85.7% of 14 patients 
with a relapse of Graves’ thyrotoxicosis were positive for TRAbs, 
and 91.7% of 12 patients who developed painless thyroiditis after 
ATDs treatment for Graves’ disease were negative for TRAbs (88). 
The clinical relevance of these observations is that in women 
with history of Graves’ disease, thyroid function monitoring 
and TRAbs measurement are needed in the PP, irrespective of 
the course the disease takes during pregnancy. Beyond the role 
of the changes in the autoimmune response occurring during 
gestation and in the PP, it has to be highlight that pregnancy and 
delivery have to be considered stressful events, which could have, 
on their own, a causative role in the onset, relapse or exacerbation 
of Graves’ disease. In a paradigmatic case report, a combination of 
stressful life events and pregnancy is reported. In a young woman, 
the onset of Graves’ disease shortly followed an emotional stress. 
The woman was treated with ATDs and experienced exacerba-
tion of hyperthyroidism during her first pregnancy and 9 months 
after her first delivery. In both occasions, a stressful life event was 
retraced in her history (89). It has been reported that there exist 
patients with Graves’ disease in whom onset, exacerbation or 
relapse of hyperthyroidism are systematically preceded by at least 
one stressful event (90). Very recently, in these group of patients, 
HLA typing has demonstrated that both HLA class I and class 
II molecules are associated with stress-triggered Graves’ with 
certain HLA alleles and loci predisposing, while others protecting 
from stress-related Graves’ disease (91).

CONClUSiON

Thyroid diseases in pregnancy affect the physiological mecha-
nisms that allow the thyroid function to be adequate both for 
maternal and fetal requirements. Thyroid autoimmune diseases 
are the most common cause of thyroid dysfunction in child-
bearing women and thyroid autoantibodies are associated with 

several adverse maternal and fetal outcomes. TRAbs, which are 
the pathogenetic hallmark of Graves’ disease, present peculiar 
challenges in pregnancy. In fact, unlike Tg and TPO autoantibod-
ies, they can directly affect contemporarily and/or independently, 
fetal as well as maternal thyroid function. On the other hand, 
pregnancy-related immunosuppression in most cases reduces 
the maternal levels of antibodies. Information about the TRAbs 
status (presence, levels), on their behavior (changes after radi-
oiodine therapy or surgery and during gestation and PP) and on 
their multifaceted properties (stimulating or blocking activity) 
are essential for the preconceptional counseling as well as for the 
therapy of Graves’ disease during gestation and in the PP. This 
information is also crucial for the prediction and for the manage-
ment of fetal thyroid dysfunction. The preservation of maternal 
and fetal euthyroidism is the challenge of the management of 
Graves’ disease in pregnancy.
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Graves’ disease (GD) is an organ-specific autoimmune disease, and thyrotropin (TSH) 
receptor (TSHR) is a major autoantigen in this condition. Since the extracellular domain 
of human TSHR (TSHR-ECD) is shed into the circulation, TSHR-ECD is a preferentially 
immunogenic portion of TSHR. Both genetic factors and environmental factors con-
tribute to development of GD. Inheritance of human leukocyte antigen (HLA) genes, 
especially HLA-DR3, is associated with GD. TSHR-ECD protein is endocytosed into 
antigen-presenting cells (APCs), and processed to TSHR-ECD peptides. These peptide 
epitopes bind to HLA-class II molecules, and subsequently the complex of HLA-class 
II and TSHR-ECD epitope is presented to CD4+ T cells. The activated CD4+ T cells 
secrete cytokines/chemokines that stimulate B-cells to produce TSAb, and in turn hyper-
thyroidism occurs. Numerous studies have been done to identify T- and B-cell epitopes 
in TSHR-ECD, including (1) in silico, (2) in vitro, (3) in vivo, and (4) clinical experiments. 
Murine models of GD and HLA-transgenic mice have played a pivotal role in elucidating 
the immunological mechanisms. To date, linear or conformational epitopes of TSHR-
ECD, as well as the molecular structure of the epitope-binding groove in HLA-DR, were 
reported to be related to the pathogenesis in GD. Dysfunction of central tolerance in the 
thymus, or in peripheral tolerance, such as regulatory T cells, could allow development 
of GD. Novel treatments using TSHR antagonists or mutated TSHR peptides have been 
reported to be effective. We review and update the role of immunogenic TSHR epitopes 
and HLA in GD, and offer perspectives on TSHR epitope specific treatments.

Keywords: TSH receptor, HLA, Graves’ disease, epitope, anti-TSHR-antibody

inTRODUCTiOn

Autoimmune thyroid diseases (AITDs) are organ-specific autoimmune diseases with multiple 
etiologies (1) (Figure  1). Graves’ disease (GD) and Hashimoto’s thyroiditis (HT) are two major 
components of AITDs. When individuals having susceptible genetic background are exposed to 
environmental factors (e.g., iodine, smoking, infections, and stress, and others so far undisclosed), 
thyroid autoantigens break “self-tolerance” and AITDs develop (2). Thyroid autoantigens, such as 
thyroglobulin (Tg), thyrotropin (TSH) receptor (TSHR), thyroid peroxidase (TPO), and NIS have 
increased immunogenicity when they are iodinated, and glycosylated. Tg and TSHR have genetic 
polymorphisms that may predispose to GD (1). Specific polymorphisms of other genes [e.g., human 
leukocyte antigen (HLA), cytotoxic T-lymphocytes antigen (CTLA-4), CD40] are clearly associated 
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FiGURe 1 | Factors possibly contributing to the etiology of Graves’ disease (GD).
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with GD (3–6). GD is characterized by hyperthyroidism caused 
by stimulatory anti-TSHR antibodies (TRAb, TSAb, TSI) (7). 
TSHR peptide epitopes bound to HLA-class II are presented 
by antigen-presenting cells (APCs) to CD4+ T cells (Figure 2). 
Interaction by the complex of TSHR epitope, HLA-class II 
molecule, and T-cell receptor (TCR) is modified through bind-
ing of CD40 ligand to CD40 and of CTLA-4 to B7 (3–6). TSHR 
epitopes bound to HLA-class II presented on the surface of APC 
are the most crucial factor to determine immunogenicity. Various 
approaches to identify the TSHR epitopes have involved in silico, 
in  vitro, in  vivo, and clinical studies, and some TSHR epitope 
clusters were reported (7, 8). Thyroid function is regulated by 
not only TRAb but also cell-mediated immunity (9). Two major 
regulations (central and peripheral) maintain self-tolerance (2). 
We review the immunogenic mechanisms of GD in association 
with TSHR and HLA, and discuss future therapeutic approaches.

TSHR AnD GD

TSH receptor is one of a family of glycoprotein-coupled hormone 
receptors, and was cloned in 1990 (10). TSHR is indispensable for 
TSH signal transduction, production of thyroid hormone and Tg, 
and proliferation of thyroid follicular cells. TSHR consists of an 
extracellular domain (ECD: amino acids 1–418), a seven trans-
membrane domain (7TMD: 418–683) and an intracellular domain 
(11). ECD is also divided into Leucine-rich repeat domain (LRR: 
1–276) and a hinge region (277–418). The region around 7TMD 
is referred to as serpentine domain (11). Upon TSHR activation, 
TSH or TRAb binds to TSHR, and signal is transduced through 

7TMD into Gαs. Recently, Brüser et al. found that a peptide named 
P10 (TSHR-405-FNPCEDIMGY-414) located in C-terminus of 
TSHR-ECD, is conserved in different GPHRs-ECD and different 
species. They found that P10 can activate TSHR in  vitro, and 
suggested that P10 isomerizes and induces structural changes in 
the 7TMD, triggering Gαs activation (12) on TSHR-ECD ligand 
binding. Schaarschmidt et al. proposed that the re-arrangement 
of the ECD (extracellular loop 1) was critical for TSHR activation 
(13). TSHR is alternatively divided into an A-subunit (amino 
acids 1–302), C-domain (303–367), and B-subunit (368–764) 
(14). Deletion of 50 amino acids in C-domain (residues 317–366) 
had no effect on TSH binding or on TSH and TSAb-stimulating 
activities (15). After C-domain is physiologically cleaved (15), 
A-subunit (residues 22–289) is shed into the circulation (14). Thus, 
TSHR A-subunit is thought to be preferentially immunogenic in 
GD (16), and also in animal GD models (17). Importantly, two 
portions in TSHR A-subunit (246–260 and 277–296) and another 
region in TSHR B-subunit (381–385) fold together to form a 
complex TSH-binding pocket (18).

GeneTiC FACTORS in GD

In research on twins, genetic factors were found to contribute 
79% to the likelihood of having GD (19). In a Japanese nation-
wide study in 1999, 2.1–3.1% of hyperthyroidism seemed to 
be familial, and the relative risk of familial GD was increased 
from 19- to 42-fold (20). Tomer and Davies reported that 33% of 
siblings of AITD patients developed AITD themselves, and 56% 
of siblings of AITD patients produced thyroid autoantibodies, 
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FiGURe 2 | Relation of TSHR and HLA-DR in GD *note that amino acids of TSHR epitope 78–94 (underlined residues vSiDvTLQQ) are predicted to 
contact the HLA-DR-binding groove or TCR at positions 1–9, respectively.
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also supporting a strong genetic influence on development of 
AITD (21). Genetic factors reported to predispose to GD include 
specific polymorphisms of HLA (3), CTLA-4 (4, 5), CD40 (6), 
protein tyrosine phosphatase-22 (PTPN22) (22), FOXP3, and 
CD25 (3). In addition, polymorphisms of TSHR (3, 4), Tg (3), 
interleukin-2 receptor alpha (IL2RA) (23), and Fc receptor-
like3 (FCRL3) (24) were reported. Among these, HLA is a 
major genetic factor in AITD (3). The HLA locus is located on 
chromosome 6p21, and encodes (1) class I genes, such as HLA 
antigens A, B, and C, and (2) class II genes, such as HLA-DP, 
DQ, and DR genes (25). Inheritance of HLA-DRB1*03:01 (DR3) 
has been demonstrated to induce the highest susceptibility to 
GD in several ethnic groups (26, 27), and also in HT (3, 28). 
HLA-B8 was reported to be associated with GD in many studies 
(21). HLA-DQA1*05:01 was also reported to predispose to GD 
in Caucasians (26, 29). By contrast, HLA-DRB1*07:01 (DR7) 
was reported to be a protective allele for GD (30). The DR3 and 
DR7 alleles differ at the 74th amino acid in HLA-DRβ1, a critical 
residue in the binding pocket of the HLA-DR protein. The amino 
acid is arginine or glutamine, respectively. When DRB1*03:01 
and DR7 alleles coexist, DR7 appears to suppress the suscep-
tibility to GD conferred by DR3 (3). The HLA-genes have also 
been shown to be associated with GD in non-Caucasian popula-
tions, although the predisposing alleles are different from those 
observed in Caucasians. Chen et  al. found that HLA-B*46:01, 
HLA-DPB1*05:01, HLA-DQB1*03:02, HLA-DRB1*15:01, and 
HLA-DRB1*16:02 were associated with GD in Taiwan (31). 
Recent studies in Japan have shown associations of GD with 

HLA-B*35:01, HLA-B*46:01, HLA-DRB1*14:03, and HLA-
DPB1*05:01 (32). These authors reported that the protective 
allele, HLA-DRB1*13:02 overwhelms the GD-susceptibility of 
DP5 when they coexist. Many other gene associations have been 
reported. Vita et al. recently reported that certain HLA alleles are 
associated with stress-triggered GD and with clinical outcomes 
(33). The second most important gene polymorphism involves 
CTLA-4, which is expressed on activated T cells. It binds to B7 
on the surface of APC to suppress T-cell-mediated immunity 
through co-suppressive signals (4).

One group has consistently reported association of TSHR 
gene polymorphisms with GD in Japanese (3, 4, 34). A Tg poly-
morphisms, in association with DR3, is also considered to relate 
to GD (3). Tomer et al. reported interaction between a Tg gene 
variant and DRB1-Arg 74 in predisposing to GD, increasing the 
odds ratio to more than 36 (28). Furthermore, they confirmed 
that TSHR, CTLA-4, and Tg genes are associated with GD in 
Italians (35). In an age-related aspect, Brown et  al. identified 
novel susceptibility loci related to young age onset of GD (36). 
In a mouse model of GD, TRAb were genetically linked to both 
MHC-class I and Class II antigens (37).

Recently, Limbach et  al. found hypermethylation of T-cell 
signaling genes and TSHR gene, suggesting dysregulation in 
T cell and TSHR signaling in GD patients (38). Stefan et al. also 
reported a genetic–epigenetic interaction involving a non-coding 
SNP in the TSHR gene that controls thymic TSHR gene expres-
sion and promotes escape of TSHR-reactive T cells from central 
tolerance, triggering GD (39).
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ReLATiOn OF TSHR-eCD AnD HLA-DR

Shed TSHR-ECD protein is endocytosed into APCs and pro-
cessed to TSHR-ECD peptides in lysosomes (Figure  2). These 
peptide epitopes bind to HLA-DR molecules, and subsequently 
the complex of HLA-DR and TSHR-ECD epitope is presented 
on APCs to CD4+ T cells. Aberrant expression of HLA-DR 
molecules was first considered as a trigger of GD (40), and later 
both TSHR and HLA-DR were found to be critical in the process 
of autoimmunity in GD (41). Recombinant human interferon 
(IFN)-α was reported to increase the expression of HLA-DR 
and TSHR on thyrocytes in GD subjects and not in controls 
(42). Shimojo et al. first reported that fibroblasts co-transfected 
with both human TSHR and MHC-class II could induce GD in 
mice (43). Lymphocytes infiltrating the thyroid in human TSHR 
A-subunit transgenic mice are involved in recognition of human 
TSHR A-subunit by T cells activated using adenovirus encod-
ing the human TSHR (44). The complex of TSHR-ECD epitope 
presented on APC with MHC-class II and recognition by T cells 
appears to be necessary to initiate an immunogenic reaction.

We examined the binding affinity between TSHR-ECD 
epitopes and HLA-DR in  silico, in  vitro, and in  vivo stud-
ies (7,  8, 45–47). Predicted binding affinities of TSHR-ECD 
peptides to epitope-binding groove in various HLA-DRs were 
examined using computer algorithms (7). These studies in silico 
and in vitro showed the priority of strong binders to HLA-DR 
in terms of immunogenicity. The peptide-binding groove in 
HLA-DR consists of nine amino acids. Amino acids in positions 
1, 4, 6, 7, and 9 bind to HLA-DR and those in positions 2, 3, 5, 
and 8 face the TCR. We found that the amino acid position 4 
of the amino acid sequence in the binding groove of HLA-DR 
is critical in determining binding affinity between the TSHR 
epitopes and HLA-DR (8). Positively charged Arginine in 
position 4 of the amino acid sequence in the binding motif of 
HLA-DRB1*03:01 appears also important (3, 8). TSHR-ECD 
epitopes with negatively charged D (aspartic acid) or E (glutamic 
acid) in position 4 of the binding motif bind more strongly to 
HLA-DR3 and are more stimulatory to GD patients’ peripheral 
blood mononuclear cells and to splenocytes from HLA-DR3 mice 
immunized to TSHR-ECD (9). As a result, TSHR-ECD peptide 
132–150 (GIFNTGLKMFPDLTKVYST) was identified in silico, 
in vitro, and in clinical assays as an important epitope in GD, and 
peptide 78–94 (ISRIYVSIDVTLQQLES) was also identified as 
an important epitope when additional peptides were synthesized 
and used for assay as candidate epitopes (7, 45) (Figure 2). The 
possible importance of TSHR epitopes having moderate binding 
affinities to HLA-DR3; residues 145–163, 158–176, 207–222, 
248–263, 272–291, and 343–362 was also identified (7). These 
epitopes appear important in immunogenicity to TSHR due to 
their favored binding to HLA-DR3, thus increasing presentation 
to T cells (8, 45).

T- and B-cell responses to genetic immunization differ in DR3 
and DR2 transgenic mice. Mice transgenic for HLA-DR3 were 
more prone to develop AITD than were HLA-DR2 transgenic 
mice (45, 48). Pichurin et  al. reported that in DR3 transgenic 
mice immunized to adenovirus coding TSHR 1–289, TSHR 
peptide (142–161) that is close to one of the epitopes mentioned 

above appeared to be a major T-cell epitope (49). Other groups 
also defined the T-cell epitopes in development of GD (50–53). 
Martin et  al. found TSHR peptides 52–71, 142–161, 202–221, 
and 247–266 to be frequently recognized by CD4+ T cells from 
patients with GD (52). Tandon et al. found that TSHR 146–165, 
160–179, and 202–221 were relevant (53). A logical interpreta-
tion of the relation of epitope/DR binding to GD is that strong 
binding affinity to HLA-DR is related to high efficiency in antigen 
presentation (7). In fact, an exogenous antigen, such as Yersinia 
that possesses molecular mimicry with TSHR was reported to 
contribute to development of GD (54). Guarneri and Benvenga 
reported molecular mimicry between microbial and thyroid 
autoantigens, and proposed that microbial infection in predis-
posed subjects might initiate AITDs (55). Furthermore, they 
reported an in silico analysis for amino acid sequence homologies 
in HLA-DR-binding motifs between some microbial proteins and 
thyroid autoantigens (TSHR, Tg, and TPO). Yersinia, Borrelia, 
Clostridium botulinum, Rickettsia, and Helicobacter pylori were 
demonstrated to have molecular similarity to these thyroid 
autoantigens; thus, suggested to be associated with triggering 
AITD (56). They also reported a patient having HLA-DRB1*03:01 
who developed GD possibly by rickettsial infection based on 
homology with hTSHR/HLA-DR*03:01 binding motif (57). Vita 
et al. found homology of tumor-associated antigens (NY-ESO-1) 
used as vaccines, with TSHR, Tg, and TPO in panels of HLA-class 
I- and class II-binding motifs (58). They concluded that AITD 
might be elicited by NY-ESO-1 vaccination.

Alternatively, peptides with high-binding affinities to HLA-DR 
molecules could lead to thymic deletion of the cognate T cells, 
while those peptides exhibiting moderate binding affinities 
could escape “negative selection” in the thymus and enter in the 
circulation and participate in autoimmune disease. Competition 
between low- and high-risk alleles for binding to TSHR peptides 
could also affect the development of GD. Due to a higher affinity 
for specific fragments, protective alleles might prevent binding 
and presentation of crucial epitopes by high-risk alleles. In addi-
tion, certain HLA alleles may not present important epitopes that 
induce TSHR antibodies. To date, prediction of binding of epitope 
to HLA-class II is possible as described above, and prediction of 
binding affinity between epitope and TCR is in development (59).

In mice, a splicing variant of mouse TSHR is related to GD. 
Endo and Kobayashi described “GD” in mice immunized to 
the TSHR gene lacking exon 5 (residues 132–157) (60). This 
observation suggested that exon 5 in TSHR may suppress GD 
progression, or antibody to residues in exon 5 may contribute to 
regulate immunity to TSHR. It also suggests that the TSHR-ECD 
peptide 132–150 (GIFNTGLKMFPDLTKVYST) noted above as a 
strong HLA binder may not be directly involved in pathogenesis 
of GD (7).

ROLe OF CYTOKineS/CHeMOKineS

For maturation of naïve CD4+ T cells (Th0) in the immuno-
logical network, activation of both the TCR and co-stimulatory 
molecules are necessary (61). APCs, as well as MHC-class II 
molecules, affect this process. This activation occurs by interac-
tion among epitopes, APCs, and Th0 cells. Subsequently, local 
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cytokine regulation determines whether a Th0 cell will become 
a Th1 or Th2 cell. The presence of IL-12 and IFN-γ will activate 
signal transducer and transcription activator 4 (stat 4) and stat 1 
signaling pathways, respectively, and promote Th1 cellular dif-
ferentiation (61). For Th2 differentiation, IL-4 induces GATA3 
through the stat-6 signaling pathway. Usually, Th1 cells produce 
IFN-γ, whereas Th2 cells secrete IL-4, 5, and 13. In GD, activated 
CD4+ T cells secrete cytokines/chemokines that stimulate B-cells 
to produce TRAb, and in turn hyperthyroidism occurs. Thus, a 
preferentially increased Th2/Th1 balance has been reported in 
GD (62). As IgG1 type of TSAb formation is seen initially in GD, 
an important role for Th1 was also reported (63). Novel cytokines 
and chemokines, such as CXCL10 were reported to be related to 
pathogenesis of GD (64). Increased serum levels of IL-21 (65) and 
decreased serum IL-7 (66) were also reported in GD. Intriguingly, 
an association of chromosome 5q23–q33 with AITD suggested an 
important role of clustered cytokines and other immune modu-
lators encoded in this genetic locus (67). Another subset of Th 
cells, Th17 cells, was reported to play different roles in mice with 
different genetic backgrounds (68). Horie et al. genetically immu-
nized NOD-H2(h4) or BALB/c mice with TSHR A-subunit, and 
found that IL-17 was indispensable for development of Graves’ 
hyperthyroidism in non-GD-susceptible NOD-H2(h4), but not 
in GD-susceptible BALB/c mice (68).

B-CeLL ePiTOPe AnD TRAb in GD

In addition to the T-cell epitopes described above, numerous 
studies have identified B-cell epitopes of TSHR-ECD in GD. The 
structure of the Fab fragment of IgG determines the binding 
affinity to TSHR. TRAb consists of (1) TSAb: thyroid-stimulating 
antibody, (2) TSBAb: thyroid-stimulation blocking antibody, 
and (3) neutral TRAb (1, 9, 69). (1) Studies suggest that TSAbs 
interact with the N-terminal region of the TSHR and transduce 
a signal through binding sites different from the TSH-binding 
site (70). R38 in TSHR is the major N-terminal contact residue of 
TSAb, M22 (71). The TSAb epitopes require involvement of the 
highly conformational N-terminus of the A-subunit (72). TSAb 
also preferentially recognize the free A-subunit in animal studies 
(73). Binding of anti TSHR antibodies to the amino-terminal end 
of the ECD was confirmed in DR3 transgenic mice (46). TSBAb, 
usually seen in patients with primary myxedema, recognize the 
C-terminal region of TSHR-ECD. The antibodies that bound to 
TSHR residue 381–385 blocked TSHR stimulation by TSH (74).

In contrast to the other glycoprotein hormone receptors, 
TSHR has ligand-independent (constitutive) activity. Chen et al. 
found that monoclonal antibody, CS-17, significantly reduces 
this constitutive activity. This antibody, thus, was considered as 
“inverse agonist,” but binds to N-terminus of TSHR-ECD, resi-
dues 260–289 (75). Rees Smith et al. also showed that antibodies 
of both stimulating and blocking types bind well to the TSHR 
(residues 22–260) (76). Neutral TRAb have a linear epitope con-
fined to the cleaved region of TSHR (residues 316–366) (77). By 
contrast, Hamidi et al. investigated properties of non-stimulatory 
murine monoclonal antibody, 3BD10. The linear epitope locates 
in TSHR (residues 31–41) (78). Clinically, Soliman et al. reported 
that simultaneous recognition of peptides TSHR 158–176 and 

248–263 is important for the development of GD (79). In con-
trast to GD, the functional epitopes of TRAb in HT patients were 
reported to be uniquely different from those observed in GD (80). 
A female patient with HT had a blocking type TBII and a weak 
TSAb. Her blocking type TBII was uniquely reactive with the 
N-terminal, rather than C-terminal of TSHR-ECD. In addition, 
her TSAb epitope did not appear to be present solely on the N- or 
C-terminus of the TSHR-ECD (although the functional epitopes 
of most TSAb are known to involve the N-terminal region of 
the receptor) (80). Multimers of TSHR, not monomers, may be 
required for the maturation of TRAb (81). While little interest is 
directed to MHC-class II in the development of B-cell epitope in 
GD, T-cell activation through MHC-class II is indispensable for 
maturation of TRAb-producing B-cell.

Measurement of TRAb plays an important role in clinical 
practice. A meta-analysis showed that the overall sensitivity and 
specificity of the second- and third-generation TRAb assays in GD 
are 97.1 and 97.4%, and 98.3 and 99.2%, respectively. The likeli-
hood of TRAb-positive individuals to have GD is 1367- to 3420-
fold greater compared to that of a TRAb-negative person (82).

CenTRAL AnD PeRiPHeRAL TOLeRAnCe

In central tolerance, immature T cells with high affinity for 
autoantigen-derived peptides are deleted in the thymus (7). 
Regulatory T cells (Tregs) play an important role in suppressing 
immunogenic T cells in the periphery (peripheral tolerance) (83). 
Dysfunction of central tolerance in the thymus or Tregs would 
allow onset of GD. Thyroid autoantigen expression of TSHR, TPO, 
and Tg in the thymus was not significantly different in different 
mouse strains (84), suggesting that not only thyroid autoantigen 
presentation with various MHC molecules but also co-activators 
or other factors must control self-tolerance. In mouse studies, 
Tregs are reported not to be involved in TSHR self-tolerance (2). 
Tregs control the balance between GD and HT (2). Treg num-
bers in human GD were reported not to be decreased, but Treg 
function was suggested to be impaired (83, 85). Recent articles 
further support this Treg functional impairment in several types 
of CD4+ Treg cells (Foxp3+, CD69+, Tr1) (86).

ePiTOPe SPReADinG DURinG 
PROGReSSiOn OF GD

In the course of pathogenic amplification of immunogenic T- and 
B-cells in GD, “epitope spreading” is frequently seen (50, 69, 87). 
Intra molecular (TSHR) (69, 88) and inter molecular (Tg, TPO) 
(2) epitope spreading are observed. The mechanism may relate 
to developing immunity to host TSHR, and epitope spreading 
along this antigen (human TSHR to mouse TSHR) (17). Possible 
reason for T-cell epitope spreading may be the heterogeneity in 
recognizing thyroid autoantigen (89), or re-arrangements of TCR 
gene (90). IgG VH gene re-arrangement is known to be associ-
ated with B-cell epitope spreading (1, 91). Segundo et al. reported 
that the occurrence of two distinct types of Thyroid-infiltrating 
B-lymphocytes. Type 1 B-lymphocytes showed features of 
marginal zone B-cells, and type 2 B-lymphocytes exhibited a 
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phenotype of germinal center B-cells. They suggested that type 
2 might be associated with high titers of TPOAb and not anti-
TSHR antibody (92). The role of thyroid-infiltrating B cell in 
TSHR-related B-cell epitope spreading is yet clear.

PeRSPeCTiveS On TSHR-SPeCiFiC 
TReATMenTS

A novel small molecular TSHR antagonist has been demonstrated 
to be effective in animal studies as a TSHR-specific treatment for 
GD (93). TSHR epitope-specific treatments using mutated TSHR 
peptides were reported to suppress immunogenic reaction of 
TSHR-ECD in HLA-DR3 transgenic mice immunized to TSHR-
ECD protein (46). Peptides in HLA-DR-binding positions 2, 3, 
5, and 8 are assumed to be outward facing to stimulate the TCR 
(8). Therefore, a mutant TSHR peptide was constructed in which 
the contact of peptide to TCR would be attenuated (46). TSHR 
peptide 78–94: ISRIYVSIDVTLQQLES was mutated to TSHR 
peptide 37m: ISRIYVSIDATLSQLES, in which DR3-binding 
motif position 5 was mutated V > A, and position 8 Q > S. 37m 
was predicted to bind to HLA-DR3, but not bind strongly to 
TCRs. Both antibody titers to TSHR peptide 78–94, and reaction 
of splenocytes to TSHR peptide 78–94, were significantly reduced 
in mice immunized to TSHR peptide 78–94 plus 37m, compared 
to mice immunized to TSHR peptide 78–94 alone.

The goal of inducing self-tolerance to prevent AITD will 
require accurate prediction of at-risk individuals together with an 
antigen-specific therapeutic approach. A transgenic mouse strain 
having spontaneous TRAb production was developed, and offers 
further opportunities for investigation of GD in vivo (94, 95). As 
a B-cell-targeted therapy, anti CD20 antibody was reported to be 
effective for thyroid associated orbitopathy (96). In addition, as 
well as the acquired immunity described above, innate immunity 

was suggested to be involved with development of GD (97, 98). 
Pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs), danger-
associated molecular patterns (DAMPs), and iodide effects on 
gene expression were reported to be related to innate immune 
responses (97). The expression of toll-like receptor 4 in thyroid 
cells may be associated with development of AITDs (98). Thus, 
specific treatment targeted to innate immunity might be hopeful.

COnCLUSiOn

In the recent years, remarkable progression of research in the 
mechanism underlying GD was seen. In addition to the function 
and conformation of TSHR, its binding interaction to HLA-class 
II molecules and presentation to T cells have been investigated. 
The relation of TSHR and HLA in terms of TSHR epitope pres-
entation is crucial in development of GD. Numerous studies to 
identify T- and B-cell epitopes have also demonstrated, including 
(1) in silico, (2) in vitro, (3) in vivo, and (4) clinical experiments. 
Dysfunction of central and peripheral tolerance could contribute 
to development of GD. Although key ideas have been proposed, 
further investigations are warranted to elucidate precise immu-
nological systems in GD and to establish TSHR epitope-specific 
treatment.
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Graves’ hyperthyroidism is caused by autoantibodies directed against the thyroid-
stimulating hormone receptor (TSHR) that mimic the action of TSH. The establishment 
of Graves’ hyperthyroidism in experimental animals has proven to be an important 
approach to dissect the mechanisms of self-tolerance breakdown that lead to the 
production of thyroid-stimulating TSHR autoantibodies (TSAbs). “Shimojo’s model” was 
the first successful Graves’ animal model, wherein immunization with fibroblasts cells 
expressing TSHR and a major histocompatibility complex (MHC) class II molecule, but 
not either alone, induced TSAb production in AKR/N (H-2k) mice. This model highlights 
the importance of coincident MHC class II expression on TSHR-expressing cells in the 
development of Graves’ hyperthyroidism. These data are also in agreement with the 
observation that Graves’ thyrocytes often aberrantly express MHC class II antigens 
via mechanisms that remain unclear. Our group demonstrated that cytosolic self-
genomic DNA fragments derived from sterile injured cells can induce aberrant MHC 
class II expression and production of multiple inflammatory cytokines and chemokines 
in thyrocytes in vitro, suggesting that severe cell injury may initiate immune responses 
in a way that is relevant to thyroid autoimmunity mediated by cytosolic DNA signaling. 
Furthermore, more recent successful Graves’ animal models were primarily established 
by immunizing mice with TSHR-expressing plasmids or adenovirus. In these models, 
double-stranded DNA vaccine contents presumably exert similar immune-activating 
effect in cells at inoculation sites and thus might pave the way toward successful Graves’ 
animal models. This review focuses on evidence suggesting that cell injury-derived self-
DNA fragments could act as Graves’ disease triggers.

Keywords: Graves’ disease, thyroid-stimulating hormone receptor, major histocompatibility complex class ii, 
genomic DNA, experimental animal models

iNTRODUCTiON

Graves’ disease is a unique human autoimmune disease that involves stimulating autoantibod-
ies directed toward thyroid-stimulating hormone receptors (TSHRs) on the surface of thyroid 
epithelial cells. This disease occurs in approximately 3% of females and 0.5% of males in the 
general population (1). Unlike autoantibodies to thyroglobulin (Tg) or thyroid peroxidase (TPO), 
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thyroid-stimulating TSHR autoantibodies are not just a marker 
of Graves’ disease but are also held directly responsible for the 
hyperthyroidism that occurs in most of the patients. Moreover, 
evidence suggests that only TSHR is the primary autoantigen 
of Graves’ disease, whereas immune responses to other thy-
roid antigens (e.g., Tg and TPO) simply reflect concomitant 
thyroiditis.

TSHR autoantibody was first discovered in a search for 
thyroid-stimulating activity in the serum of Graves’ disease 
patients, which was known to stimulate radioiodine release from 
pre-labeled guinea pig thyroids for a much longer time period 
than did pituitary TSH treatment (2). This prolonged stimulat-
ing activity present in the IgG fraction of Graves’ patient serum 
could compete with TSH for TSHR occupancy, which implies 
the presence of TSHR antibodies that act as TSHR agonists (3). 
Thus, in most Graves’ disease patients, circulating antibodies that 
have TSH-like activity continuously stimulate the thyroid. This 
continuous stimulation results in an enlarged thyroid known 
as goiter, and these patients have increased iodine uptake and 
overproduction of thyroid hormone (TH). Typical blood tests for 
Graves’ disease patients show elevated T3 and T4 levels, as well as 
low TSH (as a result of negative feedback loop) levels (4).

TSHR antibodies (TRAbs) in serum from Graves’ disease 
patients can now be clinically evaluated by non-radioactive third 
generation assay, in which the autoantibodies inhibit binding of a 
biotin-labeled human monoclonal thyroid-stimulating antibody 
M22 to TSHR-coated ELISA plate wells (5). However, TRAbs 
may or may not initiate a TSH-like intracellular signal. TRAbs 
that induce a strong TSH-like stimulatory signal are referred 
to as TSHR-stimulating antibodies/immunoglobulin (TSAbs/
TSI), which is the immunological hallmark of Graves’ disease. 
Meanwhile, TRAbs that induce weak or no stimulatory signals 
are referred to as TSHR-blocking antibodies (TBAbs). The TSAb 
activity of TRAbs is usually evaluated by their capacity to induce 
cAMP production in TSHR-expressing cells (6). TSAbs and 
TBAbs can sometimes coexist in the serum of an individual 
patient and may change over time. The clinical status of a patient 
who has both TSAbs and TBAbs presumably depends on the rela-
tive concentration and affinity of the predominant antibody type. 
A shift from TSAbs to TBAbs may occur during spontaneous or 
treatment-induced remission of Graves’ disease that may lead to 
the subsequent development of hypothyroidism (7). In addition 
to TRAbs, TPO and/or Tg antibodies are detectable in 25–75% of 
Graves’ disease patients, which is consistent with the lymphocytic 
infiltration seen in Graves’ thyroids and is typically less extensive 
than that seen for Hashimoto’s disease.

Although its characteristic hyperthyroidism symptoms and the 
availability of sensitive laboratory tests may make the diagnosis 
of Graves’ disease straightforward, the lack of an understanding 
of the pathogenic mechanisms of this disease has impeded the 
development of cures. In Graves’ disease, immune tolerance 
toward self-antigen TSHR is obviously dysfunctional, such that, 
from a classical point of view, endogenous TSHR processed in the 
cytosol of thyrocytes gives rise to peptides for human leukocyte 
antigen (HLA) class I presentation to CD8+ T cells. Alternatively, 
TSHR may be engulfed by antigen-presenting cells (APCs, typi-
cally macrophages, dendritic cells, and B cells) where it is digested 

in the lysosomes and destined for HLA class II presentation to 
CD4+ T cells. In order to dissect Graves’ disease pathogenesis, 
tremendous efforts have been made to develop experimental 
Graves’ animal models that have indeed provided invaluable 
insights for understanding the reasons behind the breakdown of 
self-tolerance.

ANiMAL MODeLS OF GRAveS’ DiSeASe

Autoimmune thyroiditis occurs spontaneously in several animal 
species (8–10); however, Graves’ disease develops spontaneously 
only in the humans. Conventional animal models of autoim-
mune thyroiditis that is produced by immunizing animals with 
Tg or TPO protein have long been available (11). After human 
TSHR was cloned, similar attempts were made to induce Graves’ 
disease by immunizing animals with human TSHR that was 
expressed either in a baculovirus expression system or in insect 
cells (12–16), or purified from cloned human thyroid cells (GEJ) 
(17). The TSHR is a member of the G protein-coupled receptor 
superfamily and is coupled with the Gs protein that activates 
the cAMP-dependent pathway (18). TSHR consists of a short 
cytoplasmic C-terminal tail, seven transmembrane regions, and 
a large extracellular horseshoe-shaped leucine-rich repeat region 
(LRR) known as the ectodomain (Figure 1) (18). TSHR report-
edly undergoes intramolecular cleavage at some portion of the 
single-chain polypeptide on the cell surface to form two subunits, 
such as A and B, which are linked by a hinge of disulfide bonds 
(19). The extracellular ectodomain (A subunit) of the cleaved 
receptor is also susceptible to loss by shedding (20, 21) (Figure 1). 
In addition, epitopes for TSAb, but not TBAb, are partially 
obstructed in wild-type TSHR by the plasma membrane, LRR, or 
TSHR dimerization. However, the TSAb epitope on the soluble A 
subunit that is shed from surface TSHR is freely accessible (22). 
These observations suggest that the shed A subunit, rather than 
the cell surface full-length TSHR, may be responsible for initiating 
or amplifying the autoimmune response to the TSHR that in turn 
leads to Graves’ hyperthyroidism. To provide evidence to support 
this concept, various TSHR ectodomain preparations instead of 
the full-length TSHR were more frequently used to immunize 
animals for the development of Graves’ disease animal models 
(12–16). Although serum antibodies and murine monoclonal 
antibodies against hTSHR were generated in these immunized 
animals, antibodies with TSAb activity were absent, despite the 
use of various TSHR preparations with different adjuvants in a 
variety of mouse strains. The animals did not display increased 
serum TH, goiter, or thyrocytes hypertrophy either. Human 
TSHR was thought not to be an authentic autoantigen and thus 
was unsuitable for inducing autoantibodies in mice. However, 
even immunization of mice with purified murine TSHR ectodo-
main expressed in insect cells with an adjuvant failed to induce 
hyperthyroidism (23).

Purified TSHR peptides expressed in bacteria or insect 
cells might lack a functional conformation that is needed to 
induce TSAb in animal models by conventional immuniza-
tion approaches. To overcome this obstacle, later models used 
immunization approaches that involved in vivo expression of 
THSR. In these models, animals are injected with transfected 
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FiGURe 1 | Schematic representations of the TSHR protein, intramolecular cleavage, and A subunit shedding. TSHR consists of an A subunit that has a 
large extracellular horseshoe-shaped leucine-rich repeat region (LRR) known as the ectodomain, and a B subunit with seven transmembrane regions (left). TSHR 
undergoes intramolecular cleavage at a hinge-like single-chain polypeptide on the cell surface that connects the A and B subunits (middle). The cleaved receptor is 
susceptible to loss of the A subunit by shedding (right).
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cells stably expressing hTSHR, or with plasmids or adenovirus 
for transient hTSHR expression. The first authentic animal 
model of Graves’ disease known as “Shimojo’s model” was 
generated by intraperitoneal immunization of female AKR/N 
(H-2k) mice with murine fibroblasts that stably expressed full-
length hTSHR and a major histocompatibility complex (MHC) 
class II molecule (24). The use of fibroblasts that express both 
TSHR and also MHC class II molecules was based on the 
observation of aberrant expression of MHC class II molecules 
on thyrocytes from patients with autoimmune thyroid diseases 
(AITD), including Graves’ disease (25). Such observations 
raised the possibility that TSHR might be presented to immune 
system by MHC class II-expressing thyrocytes that would break 
down normal immune tolerance (26). AKR/N (H-2k) mice 
were used for these models, as they have a homologous MHC 
class II I-A molecule that matches the expressed MHC class II 
molecule on fibroblasts (24). Approximately 20% of immunized 
mice produced TSAbs and showed increased T4 and T3 levels, 
as well as goiter with minimal lymphocyte infiltration (24). 
Intriguingly, immunizing mice with fibroblasts transfected 
with either TSHR or MHC class II alone did not induce Graves’ 
hyperthyroidism (24), indicating that aberrant expression of 
MHC class II molecules on cells expressing a native form of 
the TSHR can induce TSAb production. Shimojo’s group later 
tried the same approach with several different mouse strains 
that shared the H-2k haplotype but had different genetic 
backgrounds and found that, unlike AKR/N mice, C3H/He 
mice generated TBAbs even in the absence of MHC class II 
expression (27). However, simultaneous MHC class II expres-
sion was needed for TSAb production and development of 

hyperthyroidism (27). These results suggest that some genetic 
backgrounds are more susceptible to the induction of TRAbs, 
while for the development of functional TRAbs, aberrant MHC 
class II expression is necessary. Since “Shimojo’s model” was 
first described, many other independent groups have tried to 
reproduce and improve this model (28–31). For example, intra-
peritoneal immunization with TSHR-expressing M12 (B cells) 
induced Graves’ hyperthyroidism with TSAbs in 100% of 
immunized BALB/c mice (29, 30). Additionally, intraperitoneal 
immunization with hTSHR-expressing Chinese hamster ovary 
(CHO) cells induced Graves’ hyperthyroidism in 20% of immu-
nized female Chinese hamsters (28). A noteworthy detail of this 
study is that the CHO cells used in this immunization approach 
constitutively expressed MHC class II mRNA as demonstrated 
by RT-PCR (28). In addition to in  vivo expression of TSHR, 
the approaches in these studies shared immunization protocols 
that included cells that were either stably transfected with 
MHC class II-encoding cDNA (24, 27, 31, 32) or constitutively 
expressed MHC class II (28–30). This common feature also 
leads to a limitation wherein these models are only applicable to 
syngeneic animals that share the same MHC class II haplotype 
as the cells used for immunization. Thus, both the success and 
limitation seem to indicate an important role for aberrant MHC 
class II expression in the induction of TSAbs and development 
of Graves’ hyperthyroidism.

In order to overcome the strain limitation in Shimojo’s 
approach, novel immunization approaches that relied on 
intramuscular injection of plasmid vectors encoding TSHR to 
induce transient TSHR expression by myoblasts at the injection 
site (33), a method known as “naked” DNA vaccination, were 
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developed. Intramuscular TSHR DNA vaccination was first tried 
in female BALB/c mice, which gave rise to TRAbs with TBAb 
activity in 10 of the 14 immunized mice, whereas weak TSAb 
activity was detectable in only 1 mouse (34). Severe intrathyroi-
dal lymphocyte infiltration was observed in all the immunized 
mice, although none developed Graves’ hyperthyroidism (34). 
Thus, these initial attempts using DNA vaccination, despite their 
ability to generate TRAbs that recognized native TSHR, poorly 
fulfilled their initial promise of producing TSAbs. The TSHR 
DNA vaccination approaches were then modified, and different 
mouse strains were used. In outbred NMRI mice, intramuscular 
DNA vaccination produced TSAb and hyperthyroidism in 15% 
of females and 3% of males (35). For BALB/c mice, extensive 
lymphocyte infiltration was observed in most of the immunized 
outbred NMRI mice (35). Moreover, intradermal injection 
of TSHR DNA induced TSAb and hyperthyroidism in inbred 
female BALB/c mice at an incidence of 27% (36). Indeed, skin 
could be a better anatomical site for DNA vaccination since 
the skin is enriched in dendritic cells (Langerhans’ cells) that 
phagocytize and present antigens (36).

Thyroid-stimulating hormone receptor endogenously 
expressed by vaccination is presumably presented preferentially 
through the MHC class I antigen pathway; however, the involve-
ment of MHC class II presentation may also be necessary for 
optimal T cell signaling during TSAb production, as implied 
in “Shimojo’s model.” To test this hypothesis, Pichurin et  al. 
constructed a chimeric plasmid that encodes TSHR and the 
lysosome-associated membrane protein (LAMP)-1, which has a 
sorting signal that can direct TSHR into lysosomes and, conse-
quently, into the MHC class II presentation pathway. A chimeric 
TSHR–LAMP-1 plasmid was tested for its efficacy in intramus-
cular DNA vaccination. Remarkably, TSAb and hyperthyroidism 
were induced in approximately 20% of female BALA/c mice 
presumably through hijacking of the TSHR to the MHC class 
II presentation pathway (37). In contrast, no mice of the same 
strain injected with wild-type TSHR DNA vaccine showed TSAbs 
and hyperthyroidism (32). These results indicate that engaging 
MHC class II presentation facilitates the generation of TSAbs. 
Additionally, 30% of murine MHC class II knockout HLA-DR3 
transgenic NOD mice vaccinated with TSHR DNA showed TSAb 
induction and Graves’ hyperthyroidism (38). These observations, 
together with the results for BALB/c and outbred mice, indicate 
that, although theoretically DNA vaccination can be performed 
in any mouse strain, genetic background remains a decisive factor 
in DNA vaccination outcomes. Despite the various mouse strains 
tested and modifications to the immunization protocols, disease 
incidence induced by DNA vaccination was low (0–30%) (32, 
35–42). This low success rate can presumably be attributed to the 
relatively low TSHR expression efficiency afforded by plasmid 
vectors.

Substituting adenovirus for plasmid as the vector that encodes 
THSR cDNA has generally increased the incidence of Graves’ 
hyperthyroidism in mice. In the original report, intramuscular 
adenovirus (ad)-TSHR immunization induced TSAb and 
hyperthyroidism symptoms in 55 and 33% of female and male 
BALB/c mice, respectively. C57BL/6 mice were less susceptible 
in that only 25% of the females developed hyperthyroidism 

after the ad-TSHR immunization. Meanwhile, CBA/J, DBA/1J, 
and SJL/J mice were completely resistant to ad-TSHR-induced 
hyperthyroidism (43). By adapting the adenovirus vector to 
express the TSHR A subunit instead of full-length TSHR, the 
incidence of induced Graves’ disease was increased to approxi-
mately 65–80% in female BALB/c mice (44, 45). Although 
intramuscular injection of plasmid-TSHR was less effective 
than ad-TSHR for inducing Graves’ disease in mice, the adop-
tion of intramuscular electroporation for plasmid-TSHR genetic 
immunization has recently achieved considerable improvement 
in disease induction as manifested by in  vivo hTSHR expres-
sion and significantly increased disease incidence (46, 47). 
Surprisingly, TSAbs persisted for more than 8 months after the 
final electroporation immunization (46), which is in contrast to 
the transient hyperthyroidism induced by intramuscular immu-
nization wherein TSAb activity often began to decline much 
earlier or even completely disappeared (48). Another recently 
reported model of long-term Graves’ disease was established by 
prolonged intramuscular immunization with the ad-TSHR A 
subunit in female BALB/c mice (49). Long-term Graves’ models 
would be particularly useful for pharmacological analysis and 
for monitoring treatment response.

ABeRRANT eXPReSSiON OF MHC 
CLASS ii ON THYROCYTeS

By immunizing mice with fibroblasts transfected with both 
hTSHR and a MHC class II molecule, but not by either alone, 
Shimojo et al. was the first to successfully generate an authentic 
Graves’ mouse model (24). This model supported a previously 
proposed hypothesis that epithelial cells from organs that are 
highly susceptible to organ-specific autoimmunity can be induced 
to express MHC class II antigens and in turn present antigens to 
T cells (26). Unlike MHC class I, which is expressed in many types 
of nucleated cells, MHC class II expression is restricted to profes-
sional APCs, such as macrophages, dendritic cells, and B cells. 
However, aberrant MHC class II expression on thyroid epithelial 
cells is frequently seen in thyroid autoimmune diseases. Hanafusa 
et al. used immunofluorescence staining to demonstrate aberrant 
HLA-DR expression in discrete groups of follicles in 20 of the 
26 thyroids from patients with Graves’ disease, whereas none of 
11 specimens from normal thyroids did (25). Similarly, Jansson 
et al. reported that HLA-DR-positive thyrocytes were observed in 
9 of the 11 specimens of Graves’ thyroids by immunohistochemi-
cal staining (50). In addition to thyroid autoimmune diseases, 
aberrant HLA-DR expression on epithelial cells has also been 
noted in other organ-specific autoimmune diseases, including 
type I diabetic insulitis (51). Although MHC class II expression 
is not constitutive, immune mediators can induce MCH class 
II production in epithelial cells. Interferon (INF)-γ, known as 
the most prominent MHC class II stimulator, can induce MHC 
class II on thyrocytes both in  vitro and in  vivo (52–54). INF-γ 
is predominantly produced by lymphocytes as part of innate 
immune responses (55). Thus, whether aberrant MHC class 
II expression on Graves’ thyrocytes is secondary to coincident 
lymphocyte infiltration has been wondered. However, so far, 
the spatial relationship between HLA-DR-positive thyrocytes 
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and lymphocyte foci in Graves’ thyroids remains obscure due to 
conflicting observations (25, 50).

Besides the undetermined trigger for aberrant MHC class II 
expression on thyrocytes, little is known about MHC class II 
antigen presentation in these cells. In contrast to professional 
APCs, thyrocytes do not have naturally well-adapted machinery 
for either phagocytosis or antigen processing and presentation, 
and they do not migrate to lymphoid organs. Nevertheless, 
there are several lines of evidence to suggest that MHC class 
II-positive thyrocytes may present peptides to and directly 
interact with homologous T cells. Induced HLA-DR-positive 
thyrocytes could promote proliferation of autologous T cells 
in vitro, a phenomenon that does not occur in the absence of 
HLA-DR expression and is inhibited by HLA-DR monoclonal 
antibodies (56). Moreover, in a study of 18 Graves’ disease 
patients, expression of HLA-DR antigens on thyrocytes after 
primary culture in the absence of INFγ was seen in 12 patients, 
and this expression induced proliferation of autologous 
T  cells derived from both thyroids and peripheral blood (53, 
57). T lymphoblast generation was also observed after cultur-
ing normal spleen lymphocytes on monolayers of syngeneic 
thyrocytes for 3 days. Intriguingly, only these T lymphoblasts 
that had been sensitized on thyrocytes were specifically labeled 
with fluorescein-conjugated Tg (58). Additionally, primary 
Graves’ thyrocytes were shown to possess phagocytic activity 
that was enhanced by interleukin-2 and INF-γ and inhibited 
by antithyroid drugs and steroid medications (59). HLA-DR-
positive thyrocytes could present to cloned human T cells an 
influenza-specific peptide, but not an intact flu virus, and this 
reaction was blocked by HLA-DR antibodies (60).

Another intriguing question is how aberrantly expressed 
MHC class II on thyrocytes contributes to breaking self-toler-
ance. Pichurin et al. demonstrated that hijacking endogenously 
expressed TSHR into the MHC class II presentation pathway 
by using a chimeric plasmid encoding both TSHR and the 
lysosome-directing molecule LAMP was significantly more 
effective for inducing Graves’ hyperthyroidism in BALB/c mice 
than the use of plasmids encoding wild-type TSHR (37). This 
finding indicates that the more endogenous antigens entered the 
MHC class II pathway, the more TSAbs would be generated. 
Traditionally, immunologists held that MHC class I and II were 
restricted to the cytosol and endosomes/lysosomes, respec-
tively, for surveying distinct subcellular domains for ligands. 
However, alternative pathways for delivering exogenous anti-
gens to MHC class I have been characterized and are known as 
cross-presentation (61). On the other hand, the observation that 
a large proportion of peptides purified from MHC class II are 
derived from cytosolic self-proteins (e.g., metabolic enzymes, 
cytoskeletal proteins, and tumor antigens) indicates that MHC 
class II may also present endogenous peptides for CD4+ T cell 
recognition, which has potential relevance to autoimmunity 
and tumor immunity (62, 63). Endogenously expressed viral 
proteins were shown to be lysed by MHC class II-restricted 
virus-specific CD4+ T cells (64), indicating that endogenously 
expressed proteins can be presented by the MHC class II 
pathway for CD4+ T cell recognition. Moreover, endogenous 
antigen presentation by MHC class II could occur through both 

autophagy-dependent [reviewed in Ref. (65)] and autophagy-
independent pathways [reviewed in Ref. (66)]. Meanwhile, the 
observation that endogenously expressed TSHR A subunits are 
in general more efficient than non-cleaving TSHR and wild-
type TSHR for inducing TSAb and Graves’ hyperthyroidism in 
animal models (45) depicts another possible scenario, in which 
the shed TSHR A subunit might be internalized by MHC class 
II-positive thyrocytes and presented through the conventional 
lysosome/endosome-MHC class II pathway. It is possible that 
the pathways by which MHC molecules acquire peptides have 
a significant impact on the generation of peptide diversity that 
will be ultimately recognized by the T cells and give rise to 
diverse antibodies.

APC ADAPTATiON iN THYROCYTeS 
STiMULATeD BY CYTOSOLiC DNA

Major histocompatibility complex class II expression on the 
transferred fibroblasts was a key factor for the generation of TSAb 
in “Shimojo’s model” (24). In genetic immunization models, 
vaccines usually consist of TSHR-expressing vectors (plasmids 
or adenovirus) and sometimes with additional cytokine (such 
as IL-2, IL-4, and IL-12)-expressing vectors as adjuvants (36). 
However, none of these vaccines has ever included vectors that 
express MHC class II. At first glance, MHC class II expression 
would appear to be irrelevant in the genetic vaccine-induced 
Graves’ animals. Yet in 1999, Suzuki et al. surprisingly found that 
both MHC class I and II expression was strongly induced on the 
cell surface of cloned rat thyroid FRTL-5 cells after the cells were 
transfected with irrelevant or even empty plasmids. In order to 
dissect the cause for this aberrant MHC expression, they tried 
different transfection methods and reagents [e.g., lipofection, 
electroporation, and diethylaminoethyl (DEAE)-dextran] to 
introduce various DNA substances into FRTL-5 cells. They found 
that, regardless of the transfection methods and DNA origin, 
diverse DNA, including bacterial DNA, viral DNA, salmon sperm 
DNA, calf thymus DNA, self-genomic DNA, plasmid DNA, and 
artificially synthesized DNA (>25 bp), could induce significant 
MHC expression on FRTL-5 cells, whereas single-stranded DNA 
(ssDNA) could not (67). Later studies revealed that a classic 
double-stranded right-handed helix sense (B-DNA) with a native 
sugar–phosphate backbone is necessary for the aberrant MHC 
expression induced by DNA, and the effect was independent 
of sequence or presence of unmethylated CpG motifs (67–69). 
Moreover, free DNA in the extracellular medium did not induce 
MHC expression, indicating that this effect was likely mediated 
by cytosolic DNA sensors rather than cell surface receptors (67).

Besides MHC molecules, cytosolic DNA induces the expres-
sion of an array of molecules in thyrocytes that are involved in 
antigen-processing and -presenting pathways, such as protea-
some protein LMP2, transporter associated with antigen process-
ing (TAP), MHC II-associated invariant chain (Ii), costimulatory 
molecules (CD80, CD40, CD54, and CD86) (67, 70), and the 
production of various immune mediators, including type I IFN, 
TNF-α, and IL-6 (70). These observations indicate that thyrocytes 
were adapted to behave like APCs with activated innate immune 
response upon exposure to cytosolic DNA, a phenomenon that 
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FiGURe 2 | A model for TSAb generation triggered by cell damage-derived self-genomic DNA. Self-genomic DNA released from damaged thyrocytes (left) 
enters neighboring cells (middle) and induces aberrant expression of MHC class II as well as costimulatory molecules needed for the MHC class II antigen 
presentation pathway in thyrocytes. At the same time, cytosolic DNA stimulates thyrocytes to produce various proinflammatory cytokines and chemokines that can 
recruit and activate helper T cells. CD4+ T cells that bind to MHC class II-antigen molecule cause B cell activation. The activated B cells then differentiate into plasma 
cells that may produce functional TRAbs to stimulate TSHR on the thyrocytes (right).
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has been widely reproduced in various non-professional APC 
cells (such as fibroblasts, keratinocytes, epithelial cells, and 
endothelial cells). Cytosolic DNA similarly enhances APC activ-
ity in professional APCs (67–71). Consistent with this finding, 
T cells were indeed activated to a higher degree, as measured 
by IL-2 and IFN-γ secretion levels, when they were mixed with 
peptide-challenged dendritic cells containing cytosolic DNA, 
compared to those without cytosolic DNA, or those containing 
ssDNA (71). Based on these findings, it is reasonable to speculate 
that muscle cells at the injection sites would express MHC class II 
and undergo adaptations to obtain some APC-like features after 
immunization with either plasmids or adenovirus (both contain 
dsDNA structures). These APC-like adaptations occurring in 
DNA-stimulated cells might have played a significant role to 
precipitate TSAb generation in animals and may also hold a key 
to understand the trigger for Graves’ disease in the humans.

CeLL iNJURY iNDUCeS APC ADAPTATiON 
VIA CYTOSOLiC DNA SiGNALS

Thyrocytes would likely encounter DNA in the cytosol following 
bacteria or virus infection that would introduce foreign DNA 
(72). Although abundant indirect data suggest the involvement of 
infecting organisms in the pathogenesis of AITD (72), there is no 
direct evidence for this possibility and thus the role of infection 
in AITD remains a subject of debate (73). In addition to foreign 
DNA, self-DNA that is normally sequestered within the nucleus 
or in the mitochondria can also enter the cytosol of phagocytes 
from apoptotic bodies released by dying cells in vivo. Phagocytes 
engulfing these apoptotic bodies from the extracellular medium 
would eliminate unnecessary DNA through DNase present in the 

phagolysosomes (74). DNase deficiency leads to the accumula-
tion of large amounts of cytosolic DNA in phagocytes derived 
from apoptotic cells (75). The ability to remove DNA waste is 
indispensable for in  vivo homeostasis. Defective clearance 
of self-DNA due to mutations in DNase genes is known to be 
associated with the development of human autoimmune diseases 
such as systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) (76, 77), indicating 
that excessive self-DNA can be a potential trigger for breaking 
self-tolerance.

Even with normal DNase function, severe cellular injuries, 
depending on the magnitude, can result in a large amount 
of DNA waste that outpaces the intrinsic clearance rate of the 
phagocytes and, thus, would inevitably lead to rapid cytosolic 
DNA accumulation. In order to demonstrate whether sterile 
cell injury would cause cytosolic DNA accumulation that is suf-
ficient to induce an APC-like adaptation and stimulate an innate 
immune response in normal thyrocytes, Kawashima et al. applied 
electric pulses of increasing intensity to cultured thyrocytes and 
found that the amount of cytosolic DNA increased in a current 
intensity-dependent manner and correlated with significantly 
increased expression of a panel of DNA-inducible molecules, 
including MHC class II, class II transactivator (CIITA), CD40, 
CD80, CD86, IFN-β, TNF-α, IL-6, and CCL2 (67, 70). These 
results support the hypothesis that sterile cell injury can induce 
aberrant expression of MHC class II and costimulatory molecules 
and stimulate an innate immune response in the thyrocytes. On 
the other hand, transfected cytosolic dsDNA, but not ssDNA, 
suppressed iodide uptake and thyroid-specific functional gene 
sodium/iodide symporter (Slc5a5) expression in the thyrocytes 
(70). This result is in agreement with previous observations that 
thyroid function was suppressed when immune activation was 
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induced in the thyroid (78). Furthermore, mass spectrometry 
analysis identified histone H2B as a thyrocyte cytosol protein 
that bound to a dsDNA Sepharose column (70). Knockdown 
of histone H2B by siRNA abolished cell injury-induced innate 
immune activation and increased sodium/iodide symporter 
(NIS) expression (70), indicating that histone H2B may serve as a 
cytosolic DNA sensor that mediates the immune-activating effect 
of DNA in the cytosol.

Based on these studies, a novel model in which cell injury trig-
gers thyroid autoimmune reactions via cytosolic DNA signals in 
the thyrocytes has been proposed (79). In this model (Figure 2), 
fragments of self-genomic DNA released from damaged cells 
may enter neighboring cells to induce expression of essential 
molecules in the MHC class II antigen presentation pathway, and 
the production of type I IFN, proinflammatory cytokines, and 
chemokines that can recruit and activate lymphocytes and thy-
rocytes. Endogenous cytosolic TSHR or internalized shed TSHR 
A subunit may be presented by aberrantly expressed MHC class 
II on the thyrocytes, with the help of costimulatory molecules to 
fully activate CD4+ cells. CD4+ T cells that bind to MHC class 
II-antigen molecules cause activation of B cells, which then dif-
ferentiate into plasma cells that may produce functional TRAbs 
to stimulate TSHR. Thus, the cooperation of innate immune 
activation, inflammation, and aberrant expression of MHC class 
II and costimulatory molecules will consequently precipitate 
the generation of TSAbs under an autoimmune-prone genetic 
background (79).

CONCLUSiON

A number of successful mouse/hamster models of Graves’ disease 
have been established during the past two decades. Although 
each model has some limitations, together they have provided 
invaluable insight for understanding human Graves’ disease. To 
summarize findings from these models: (1) similar immuniza-
tion approaches yielded different outcomes in different mouse 
strains, indicating that genetic background plays an essential role 
in the development of TSAb; (2) free TSHR A subunits show sig-
nificant advantages over full-length TSHR for inducing TSAbs, 
suggesting that the epitopes recognized for the generation of 
functional TRAbs are likely exposed in the free TSHR A subunit; 
and (3) Shimojo’s model has particularly emphasized that aber-
rant expression of MHC class II on non-APCs is a contributing 
factor to Graves’ disease. In other words, the involvement of 

the MHC class II antigen presentation pathway in non-APCs 
(thyrocytes) may be an important step that leads to breaking of 
self-tolerance (36, 38, 80).

However, all existing animal models, strictly speaking, are 
not authentic Graves’ models as these animals were artificially 
immunized with antigens to induce antibody responses. The 
desired models that reflect the actual pathogenesis of Graves’ 
disease would have spontaneous disease onset without any arti-
ficial immunization of the causative antigen, i.e., TSHR, solely 
by modulating other factors that are suspected to trigger and/or 
accelerate autoimmune reactions. Such modulations may include 
the use of thyroid MHC class II/HLA-DR3 or CIITA transgenic 
mice, transfer of IFN-γ-pretreated syngeneic thyrocytes, increas-
ing intramolecular cleavage and shedding rate of in vivo TSHR on 
the thyrocytes, biasing the immune balance of the extracellular 
milieu by cytokine/chemokine administration, raising animals 
with special diets or housing environment, or these conditions in 
combination. If such a spontaneous model was to be successfully 
established, even with very low disease incidence will be the true 
model for understanding Graves’ disease pathogenesis and even 
to prevent and cure Graves’ disease.

Inspired by the discovery that cytosolic DNA structures can 
induce aberrant MHC class II expression on various non-APCs, 
including thyrocytes, and stimulate the production of various 
immune mediators, a DNA effect may pave the way for the success 
of genetic vaccination approaches. The demonstration that sterile 
cell injury results in cytosolic DNA accumulation correlated with 
aberrant expression of MHC class II and costimulatory molecules, 
as well as inflammatory cytokines and chemokines in thyrocytes, 
raised the possibility that cell injury may affect self-tolerance via 
cytosolic DNA signals. From this perspective, cellular DNA is not 
just a genetic code but also serves to alert adjacent healthy cells to 
danger by interacting with a series of cellular sensors. Moreover, 
if the amount of cytosolic DNA that is derived from severe tissue 
damage and/or its deficient clearance exceeds a certain threshold, 
maintenance of self-tolerance may be at risk. The discovery that 
cell injury-derived excess self-DNA is a potential trigger for initi-
ating thyroid autoimmune reactions may also help to generate an 
authentic Graves’ animal model in the future.
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The pathogenesis of orbital Graves’ disease (GD), a process known as thyroid- 
associated ophthalmopathy (TAO), remains incompletely understood. The thyrotropin 
receptor (TSHR) represents the central autoantigen involved in GD and has been pro-
posed as the thyroid antigen shared with the orbit that could explain the infiltration of 
immune cells into tissues surrounding the eye. Another cell surface protein, insulin-like 
growth factor-I receptor (IGF-IR), has recently been proposed as a second antigen that 
participates in TAO by virtue of its interactions with anti-IGF-IR antibodies generated in 
GD, its apparent physical and functional complex formation with TSHR, and its neces-
sary involvement in TSHR post-receptor signaling. The proposal that IGF-IR is involved 
in TAO has provoked substantial debate. Furthermore, several studies from different 
laboratory groups, each using different experimental models, have yielded conflicting 
results. In this article, we attempt to summarize the biological characteristics of IGF-IR 
and TSHR.  We also review the evidence supporting and refuting the postulate that IGF-IR 
is a self-antigen in GD and that it plays a potentially important role in TAO. The putative 
involvement of IGF-IR in disease pathogenesis carries substantial clinical implications. 
Specifically, blocking this receptor with monoclonal antibodies can dramatically attenu-
ate the induction by TSH and pathogenic antibodies generated in GD of proinflammatory 
genes in cultured orbital fibroblasts and fibrocytes. These cell types appear critical to the 
development of TAO. These observations have led to the conduct of a now-completed 
multicenter therapeutic trial of a fully human monoclonal anti-IGF-IR blocking antibody in 
moderate to severe, active TAO.

Keywords: autoimmune, insulin-like growth factor i receptor, thyrotropin receptor, Graves’ disease, hybrid 
receptor, antibodies, autoantibodies

iNTRODUCTiON

The mechanisms underlying Graves’ disease (GD) remain incompletely understood (1). Among the 
open questions is the basis for loss of immunological tolerance to the thyrotropin receptor (TSHR). 
Factors underpinning the orbital manifestations of GD, a process known as thyroid-associated oph-
thalmopathy (TAO), are even less well understood. The unambiguous identification of a pathogenic 
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autoantigen shared by the orbit and thyroid gland remains to be 
accomplished. TSHR is the most likely candidate by virtue of its 
established central role in mediating the hyperthyroidism associ-
ated with GD. It has been detected, albeit at very low levels, in 
the healthy orbit and at somewhat higher levels in orbital tissues 
during TAO (2). Thyroglobulin (Tg) is another antigen suspect 
because of its previously unexplained presence in the diseased 
orbit (3). The insulin-like growth factor-I receptor (IGF-IR) has 
joined the conversation. It appears to be overexpressed in GD 
in several cellular compartments (4). Insinuation of IGF-IR in 
TAO has ignited substantial debate among workers in the field 
of thyroid autoimmunity (5, 6). In this brief review, we attempt 
to present a balanced assessment of evidence both refuting 
and supporting the concept that IGF-IR plays an active and 
important disease-promoting role in TAO. We also review the 
proposed mechanisms through which the receptor might serve 
as a molecular conduit for transducing disease-related signaling 
initiated by IGF-IR itself and by TSHR. It is possible that IGF-IR 
might be effectively targeted as therapy for TAO.

GeNeRAL CONCePTS ABOUT THe iGF-iR

IGF-IR and the insulin receptor (IR) belong to the family of 
ligand-activated, plasma membrane-bound tyrosine kinase 
receptors. Both receptors are widely expressed in many tissues 
(7). They exhibit substantial structural homology. Depending 
on which regions are compared, they share sequence identities 
varying from 41 to 84% (8). Nevertheless, they serve distinct 
physiological functions in  vivo (9). Because IGF-I and insulin 
can produce the same biological responses, and given the wide-
spread tissue distribution of IGF-IR and IR, it has been difficult 
to determine which of these two receptors mediates a particular 
response (10). Separation of the different physiological functions 
mediated through these receptors in vivo is imposed by several 
factors, including their tissue distribution (9). While IR is primar-
ily involved in metabolic actions, IGF-IR promotes cell survival, 
growth, and differentiation (9). However, IGF-I and insulin can 
interact promiscuously through both receptors, although with 
substantially different affinities (11).

IGF-IR like IR comprises two extracellular α-subunits, each 
containing an IGF-I binding site, and two trans-membrane 
β-subunits where the catalytic determinants for intrinsic 
tyrosine kinase activity are located (7). IGF-I elicits multiple 
biological responses through its high-affinity binding to IGF-IR. 
Transduction of IGF-I-provoked signaling is initiated through 
activation of the intrinsic tyrosine kinase and autophosphoryla-
tion of IGF-IR. This results in the phosphorylation of multiple 
tyrosine-containing downstream substrates, including the IRS 
and Shc proteins (12). Differences in interactions with these sub-
strates arise from the divergent structures of β-subunit and kinase 
domains in IGF-IR and IR. These variations are hypothesized as 
being partially responsible for IGF-I and insulin specificity (13). 
Activated ligand-receptor complexes are thought to be internal-
ized into endosomes (14). Specificity of IGF-I and insulin in vivo 
may result from divergence in the levels of the respective receptors 
in target tissues coordinated with respective ligand concentration 
and availability (15). Hybrid receptors comprising both IGF-IR 

and IR may form in cells expressing both proteins (16). These 
hybrids are formed during the normal posttranslational process-
ing of both receptors (16). Their formation appears to be stochas-
tic and is therefore receptor concentration-dependent (17). They 
also appear to determine relative responsiveness to IGF-I and 
insulin. When levels of IGF-IR exceed those of IRs, IR monomers 
are mainly present as hybrid receptors (17). These hybrids exhibit 
high affinity for IGF-I and thus shift the bias away from insulin 
responsiveness. Although the functional role of hybrid receptors 
remains incompletely understood, studies have demonstrated 
that they behave more like IGF-IRs than IRs (16). IGF-IR can also 
heterodimerize with receptors belonging to other families (18). 
For example, it can form heterodimers with epidermal growth 
factor (19). Inhibition of one constituent of these hybrids can shift 
signaling toward its counterpart receptor (18).

By virtue of its catalytic domain, IGF-IR has traditionally 
been considered a member of the receptor tyrosine kinase fam-
ily. It appears that receptor autophosphorylation, particularly at 
tyrosine residues 1131, 1135, and 1136, is critical to initiation of 
IGF-I-dependent signaling (20, 21). However, this concept of 
IGF-IR activation appears to be oversimplified (22). A revised 
model has now been developed to explain how IGF-I or other 
activating ligands initiate IGF-IR internalization and subsequent 
degradation through lysosomal or proteasomal pathways (23). 
Evidence supports β-arrestins, already implicated in the regula-
tion of G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs), serving as adaptors 
between the oncoprotein, E3 ubiquitin ligase Mdm2, and IGF-IR 
(24). Mdm2 was originally described as controlling IGF-IR 
ubiquitination and in so doing, promoting its degradation by the 
proteasome system (25). In this manner, β-arrestin-1 acts as a 
crucial component in IGF-IR ubiquitination and downregula-
tion. On the other hand, recent studies provide evidence that 
IGF-IR ubiquitination by β-arrestins/Mdm2 is not simply a 
receptor desensitization system. While down-regulating IGF-IR 
from the cell surface and inhibiting its “classical” kinase signaling, 
β-arrestins activate alternative signaling through MAPK (26). 
The roles played by β-arrestin-1 in IGF-IR resemble its functions 
in regulating the behavior of GPCRs. Thus the protein suppresses 
IGF-IR activity while promoting MAPK signaling (22, 27).

GeNeRAL CONCePTS ABOUT THe TSHR

It has been more than 40 years since convincing evidence was put 
forward for a cell surface-displayed TSHR on thyroid epithelial 
cells (28). The TSHR gene was first cloned by Vassart and col-
leagues in 1989 (29). The encoding mRNA has been detected 
subsequently not only in thyroid tissue but also in multiple fatty 
depots in animals and human beings (30, 31). Its cognate ligand, 
TSH’ is a glycoprotein hormone produced by thyrotrophs located 
in the anterior pituitary gland. TSHR plays a central role in the 
regulation of thyroid growth and function (32). More recently, 
the receptor was co-crystalized with anti-TSHR antibodies and 
its structure solved (33, 34). TSHR belongs to the family of rho-
dopsin-like GPCRs which also includes receptors for luteinizing 
hormone (LH) and follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH). These 
proteins possess seven plasma membrane-spanning regions 
within the so called serpentine domain (35). Surface-displayed 
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TSHR exists as a multimeric structure (36). The extracellular 
region represents the amino-terminus containing a high-affinity 
TSH binding site. The unligated extracellular domain interacts 
as an inverse agonist with the serpentine domain. TSHR is 
encoded by a single gene and is synthesized as a single peptide 
chain that undergoes cleavage into “A” and “B” subunits (37). 
These are then linked by a disulfide bond. Unlike the receptors 
for LH and FSH, the extracellular TSHR domain undergoes 
metalloproteinase-dependent cleavage (38). Some debate exists 
as to whether the cleavage occurs at the same precise site(s) on 
the protein and whether the resulting C-peptide sequence is 
invariant. The specific protease responsible for this cleavage has 
yet to be identified (39). Evidence has been introduced support-
ing the concept that this cleaved receptor fragment is shed and 
provokes the generation of thyroid-stimulating IgGs (TSI) (40). 
Some authors have expressed the view that the cleaved fragments 
of TSHR are released into thyroid lymphatics draining into 
lymph nodes where they are processed by antigen-presenting 
cells through interactions with mannose receptors (38). TSIs are 
responsible for the hyperthyroidism associated with GD (40). But 
not all anti-TSHR antibodies are stimulatory. Some block binding 
of TSH to the receptor (33) while others are viewed as “neutral.” 
The exact mechanisms involved in the activation of TSHR by 
either TSH or TSIs remain uncertain although the ligand bind-
ing epitopes have been localized (33, 34). Interactions between 
the different classes of anti-TSHR antibodies and the receptor 
have also been characterized (41). Signaling downstream from 
TSHR is complex and involves several pathways that cross talk in 
patterns that determine the ultimate genes targeted for activation 
(42–44). Similar but non-identical downstream signaling occurs 
following TSH and TSI binding to TSHR (45).

eXTRA-THYROiDAL TSHR

Detection of TSHR expression peripheral to the thyroid gland 
has implicated the protein in an expanding array of biological 
functions. Particular focus on extra-thyroidal TSHR has involved 
studies examining the pathogenesis of TAO. Feliciello et  al. 
detected TSHR mRNA in orbital tissues from healthy donors 
and those with GD (2). TSH promotes lipolysis in rodents and 
human beings (46, 47). With more advanced techniques of detec-
tion, TSHR has been identified, albeit at a very low level, in many 
fatty and non-adipose tissues (48). The receptor has recently been 
insinuated in the regulation of bone metabolism (49).

eviDeNCe FOR iNTeRACTiONS 
BeTweeN iGF-iR AND TSHR

Accumulating evidence supports the general concept that dis-
similar receptor proteins can interact by forming complex signal-
ing partnerships. Recently, Girnita et al. suggested that IGF-IR 
forms functional hybrids with GPCRs (27). These hybrids utilize 
components of GPCR signaling and can thus activate pathways 
conventionally used by GPCRs (27). Multimeric molecular 
structures of these receptor complexes may help explain the 
functional interplay that appears to occur between IGF-IR and 

TSHR pathways. A relationship between IGF-I and TSH signaling 
was first recognized in 1986 by Ingbar and colleagues (50). They 
demonstrated that IGF-I could either enhance or antagonize the 
actions of TSH in cultured thyroid epithelial cells. For instance, 
IGF-I facilitates the actions of TSH on FRTL-5 cell proliferation 
while attenuating its induction of sodium/iodide symporter, 
interactions mediated through PI3 kinase (51). A synergy between 
the two factors was further demonstrated in the induction of 1, 
2-diacylglycerol production in rat thyroid epithelium. In thyroid, 
the mitogenic activity of IGF-I can be potentiated by TSH (52, 
53). TSH induces IRS-2 monoubiquitination in cultured thyroid 
cells, thereby enhancing IGF-I signaling and mitogenic activity. 
Both TSH and IGF-I enhance the nuclear content of β-catenin 
and thus promote Wnt-dependent thyroid epithelial proliferation 
(54). Conditional knock-out of IGF-IR in thyroid tissue results in 
increased serum TSH levels and lower serum thyroxine concen-
trations (55). This profile of circulating hormones suggests rela-
tive TSHR insensitivity. In contrast, over-expression of IGF-IR in 
thyroid amplifies the action of TSH and exaggerates its impact 
on the synthesis of thyroid hormones (56). We hypothesize that 
a similar potentiating mechanism might apply following TSHR 
stimulation by circulating TSI. Further studies will be required to 
determine whether such a mechanism might underlie the results 
found in some actions of TSI in the pathogenesis of TAO.

It was uncertain how the two pathways might cross talk at 
the target cellular level until Tsui and colleagues reported that 
TSHR and IGF-IR appear to interact directly by forming a protein 
complex (57). Evidence for these TSHR/IGF-IR complexes was 
found in orbital fibroblasts and thyroid epithelium utilizing 
several strategies including co-localization studies with confo-
cal microscopy and co-immunoprecipitation assays. Tsui et  al. 
further demonstrated that a monoclonal blocking antibody 
directed against IGF-IR could attenuate activation of Erk1/2 by 
IGF-I, rhTSH, and IgG from patients with GD (57). This report 
unambiguously demonstrated the functional interdependence of 
TSHR and IGF-IR and strongly suggested that IGF-IR was trans-
activated by TSHR. It was followed by several papers confirming 
(58) and in some cases extending (59, 60) these observations. 
Evidence for bidirectional crosstalk between the two receptors 
was demonstrated in another study in orbital fibroblasts (60). 
IGF-I and TSH were shown to act synergistically in that study 
by inducing HA production in orbital fibroblasts. Another recent 
paper contained evidence that inhibiting PI3 kinase and mTOR 
could attenuate HA accumulation upregulation mediated by 
these receptors (61). Unfortunately, cultures were exposed to the 
small molecule inhibitors for many days, inviting criticism of 
the study design used where conclusions were drawn based on 
findings that may have been non-specific. Another recent report 
demonstrated dependence on TSHR in TSHR knock-out mice of 
IGF-IR protein distribution and levels (62).

eviDeNCe FOR iNvOLveMeNT  
OF iGF-iR iN TAO

Whether a specific autoantigen(s) shared by the orbit and thy-
roid participates in the pathogenesis of TAO remains an open 
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question. To our knowledge, demonstration of antigen-specific T 
cells among those lymphocytes infiltrating the orbit has yet to be 
unambiguously accomplished. One of the earliest investigators to 
explore the issue of an ectopically expressed thyroid antigen in the 
orbit was Kriss (3). He and his colleagues detected Tg in the TAO 
orbit using thyroidolymphography over four decades ago. More 
recent studies have substantiated this earlier work (63). Anti-Tg 
antibodies are commonly detected in thyroid autoimmunity 
including a substantial proportion of those individuals with GD; 
however, it is unclear how Tg or the antibodies directed against 
this protein might play an active role in TAO.

The IGF-I pathway was first implicated in TAO by Weightman 
et al. (64) who detected immunoglobulins in the sera of individu-
als with TAO that could displace binding of radiolabeled IGF-I 
from orbital fibroblast monolayers. This important study was the 
first to question whether antibodies directed against an IGF-I 
binding site might be present in these patients. Later studies from 
Pritchard et  al. (65, 66) reported similar results and identified 
the binding site on orbital fibroblasts as IGF-IR. Their studies 
indicated that GD-IgG and IGF-I recognize a common binding 
site. These later studies also revealed that circulating IgGs in GD 
could induce chemokine expression in TAO orbital fibroblasts, 
indicating that at least some of these antibodies were biologically 
active. Pritchard et al. mapped the critical signaling downstream 
from IGF-IR to the FRAP/mTor/p70S6k pathway. They further 
demonstrated that the induction of IL-16 and RANTES was 
inhibited by rapamycin and by transfecting cells with a dominant 
negative IGF-IR (65, 66). The report also provided evidence for 
IGF-IR over-expression in these cells when compared to the levels 
of the receptor in orbital fibroblasts from healthy tissue.

ARe STiMULATORY ANTi-iGF-iR 
ANTiBODieS DiSTiNCT FROM TSi?

Reports from Pritchard et al. (65, 66) and Smith and Hoa (67) 
suggested that IgGs circulating in patients with GD can activate 
orbital fibroblasts have proven to be controversial (5, 6). The 
debate rests on whether activating antibodies differing from those 
against TSHR (i.e., TSI) and instead directly targeting IGF-IR are 
responsible for the upregulation of cytokine expression and hya-
luronan production in orbital fibroblasts (65–67). A major barrier 
to our quest for the definitive answer derives from an inability 
to distinguish antibodies that activate IGF-IR from those that 
merely bind the receptor but fail to initiate signaling. Among the 
strongest evidence that anti-IGF-IR antibodies are generated in 
GD are the observations of Weightman et al. (64) and Pritchard 
et  al. (65) demonstrating that GD-IgGs displace IGF-I binding 
to orbital fibroblasts. More recently, TSHR A-subunit plasmid 
DNA immunization of mice was shown to result in generation of 
anti-IGF-IR antibodies (68). Those studies were unable to detect 
any additional effects of co-immunization with TSHR and IGF-
1Rα plasmids on the animal phenotype (68). Thus none of these 
reports provides insight into whether the anti-IGF-IR antibod-
ies, distinct from TSI, can activate the receptor. Some workers 
in the field attribute activities of GD-Ig to TSIs rather than IgGs 
targeting IGF-IR; however, subsequent studies by Pritchard et al. 

may provide some guidance (69). They demonstrated similar 
cytokine-inducing activity in synovial fibroblasts from patients 
with rheumatoid arthritis (RA) when challenged by RA-IgG (69). 
Their findings indicate that disease-specific IgGs apart from TSI 
are likely driving these inductions.

More recent studies examining whether activating anti-IGF-
IR antibodies are generated in GD have yielded disparate results. 
Experiments conducted in undifferentiated orbital fibroblasts 
treated with rhTSH or GD-IgG failed to generate increased levels 
of HA (70). In contrast, once differentiated into adipocytes, these 
fibroblasts responded to both (71). Varewijck and colleagues 
(72) have detected activating anti-IGF-IR antibodies in subsets 
of patients with GD. They monitored the phosphorylation of 
multiple tyrosine residues of IGF-IR as the primary read-out for 
assessing IGF-IR activity (72). In contrast, Minich et al. (73) were 
unable to distinguish between low levels of anti-IGF-IR IgG activ-
ity in healthy controls and those with GD. Their assay was limited 
to detecting phosphorylation of a single adjacent pair of tyrosine 
residues (Tyr 1165/1166). They quantified the titer of IGF-IR 
autoantibodies but their assay was incapable of discriminating 
between activating and non-activating antibodies. Furthermore, 
their estimates of the lower limits of antibody titers were based 
on arithmetic arguments rather than on empirical observations. 
Another potentially confounding limitation of their study was 
the likely insensitivity of their assay to low-affinity antibodies. 
Moreover, effects of stimulating antibodies frequently occur 
within a narrow concentration range (74) and their studies did 
not investigate the impact of higher and lower antibody titers. In 
sum, the conclusions drawn by Minich et al. appear to ignore the 
likely complex relationship between circulating antibody titers 
and the magnitude of their biological effects.

Krieger et al. reported an induction by GD-IgG of hyaluronan 
release from orbital fibroblasts despite an absence of IGF-IR 
autophosphorylation (59). The authors argued that this scenario 
rules against an activation of IGF-IR occurring during this 
action of GD-IgG. They concluded that the actions of GD-IgG 
must, therefore, be initiated by TSHR rather than through direct 
interactions with IGF-IR. Yet the authors provided apparently 
contradictory evidence for receptor activation by demonstrat-
ing that the specific IGF-IR tyrosine kinase inhibitor, linsitinib, 
blocks induction by GD-IgG of hyaluronan production. Thus, we 
interpret their findings as strongly suggesting that the Western 
blot assay they used for monitoring IGF-IR phosphorylation 
failed to detect what might have been low-level but physiologi-
cally important receptor activation.

Factors potentially underlying these divergent results include 
the wide array of assays used, differing target cell types, and the 
culture conditions used. With regard to culture media, lot to lot 
variability of endogenous IGF-I, IGF-II, and IGFBP concentra-
tions in the animal sera could alter the background read-out 
activities observed as well as the magnitude of cellular responses. 
Thus, it remains possible although unproven that two discrete 
antibodies generated in GD are at play in the pathogenesis of 
TAO. This theoretical construct involves one antibody directed 
at TSHR and the other at IGF-IR. Antibody-induced receptor 
activation might exhibit tissue specificity. Due to their relatively 
long half-life of greater than 1  week (52), antibody-dependent 
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FiGURe 1 | Theoretical mechanisms involved in the crosstalk between insulin-like growth factor-i receptor (iGF-iR) and thyrotropin receptor (TSHR) 
pathways.  
 (Continued)
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activation of TSHR and IGF-IR could be relatively long-lived. 
It should be stressed that all currently available in vitro systems 
for assessing effects of antibodies on cultured cells may fail to 
mimic conditions existing in vivo. This could result in inaccurate 
estimates of the events occurring in  situ within the orbit and 
potentially in thyroid tissue. In any event, assessment of anti-IGF-
IR antibodies activating pathways conventionally used by GPCRs 
is unprecedented until now.

Most anti-IGF-IR antibodies target the ligand binding site and 
thus block the binding of endogenous ligands, thereby attenuat-
ing receptor activation (52). In contrast, antibodies binding 
elsewhere on the receptor may be more clinically relevant since 
they can induce receptor activation (74). Supporting this general 
concept is the observation that IR-stimulating antibodies activate 
the receptor by cross-linking subunits rather than by reacting 
to specific epitopes (74). Figures  1A–F summarize putative 
mechanisms involved in the pathogenesis of TAO. Agonists acting 
directly at both TSHR and IGF-IR may play roles in stimulating 
signaling pathways downstream from these receptors. Additional 
studies will be necessary to untangle what appear to be complex 
interactions that culminate in the disease.

ULTiMATe TeSTiNG OF THe HYPOTHeSiS 
THAT iGF-iR PARTiCiPATeS iN TAO

Addressing the question of whether IGF-IR plays an important 
pathogenic role in TAO and thereby carries potential for therapeu-
tic targeting must await studies conducted in vivo. That concept 

has been tested very recently in a multicenter, placebo controlled, 
double masked clinical trial of an IGF-IR blocking monoclonal 
antibody (teprotumumab or RV001) in active, moderate to severe 
TAO (http://clinicaltrials.gov/show/NCT01868997). The results 
of that prospective trial should shed new light on this as yet 
unresolved question.
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(A) Binding of TSH-like agonists to TSHR activates the classical post-receptor pathway by inducing cAMP production, resulting in activation of protein kinase A, 
mitogen-activated ERK kinase (MEK), and mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK). Phosphorylated MAPK translocates to the nucleus where it stimulates several 
transcription factors regulating gene expression. In this scenario, TSHR activation of its post-receptor pathways is independent of IGF-IR activation.  
(B) Binding of IGF-I-like agonists to IGF-IR activates the classical post-receptor pathway by inducing receptor autophosphorylation leading to activation of the 
phosphoinositide 3-kinase pathway and phosphorylation of Akt. Phosphorylated Akt increases translocation of glucose and is essential for cell survival. Auto-
phosphorylated IGF-IR may also activate Ras which stimulates RAF kinase activity and that of MEK, leading to stimulation of mitogen-activated protein kinase 
(MAPK). Phosphorylated MAPK translocates to the nucleus where it phosphorylates specific transcription factors regulating gene expression. In this scenario, 
stimulation of IGF-IR and its post-receptor pathways is independent of TSHR activation. (C) Bidirectional crosstalk between the two receptors can occur. IGF-IR 
agonists can enhance the effects of TSHR agonists. When IGF-IR agonists bind to IGF-IR and TSHR agonists bind to TSHR, additive/synergistic effects can result in 
higher amplitude stimulation and phosphorylation of MAPK than that resulting from TSHR agonists or IGF-IR agonists acting alone. (D) A specific antibody directly 
targeting IGF-IR might attenuate both IGF-IR- and TSHR-mediated events, thus inhibiting additive/synergistic actions of IGF-IR agonists mediated through TSHR. 
Blocking IGF-IR with an IGF-IR-specific antagonist may be equivalent to its knockdown. This situation is accompanied by relative TSHR insensitivity (55). (e) IGF-IR 
and TSHR appear to form a physical/functional tyrosine kinase/G protein-coupled receptor (RTK/GPCR) hybrid (57). Such hybrids utilize components of GPCR 
signaling and can thus activate conventional pathways used by both receptors. Importantly, IGF-IR stimulation by IGF-IR agonists may lead to non-canonical TSHR 
signaling. Thus, the identical pathways downstream from TSHR may be activated. In this model, signaling downstream from TSHR may occur independently of 
TSHR activation. Thus, functional IGF-IR/TSHR hybrids may result in bidirectional receptor crosstalk. (F) Formation of IGF-IR/TSHR hybrid receptors may underlie 
inhibitory anti-IGF-IR antibody attenuation of actions initiated at both receptors. Thus, blocking IGF-IR may inhibit both IGF-IR and TSHR-mediated effects. This 
situation may carry functional equivalence to knocking down IGF-IR, where relative insensitivity to TSH has been demonstrated (55).

FiGURe 1 | Continued
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Alemtuzumab, a humanized anti-CD52 monoclonal antibody, is approved for the 
treatment of active relapsing-remitting multiple sclerosis (MS). Alemtuzumab induces 
a rapid and prolonged depletion of lymphocytes from the circulation, which results in 
a profound immuno-suppression status followed by an immune reconstitution phase. 
Secondary to reconstitution autoimmune diseases represent the most common side 
effect of Alemtuzumab treatment. Among them, Graves’ disease (GD) is the most 
frequent one with an estimated prevalence ranging from 16.7 to 41.0% of MS patients 
receiving Alemtuzumab. Thyrotropin (TSH) receptor (R)-reactive B  cells are typically 
observed in GD and eventually present this autoantigen to T-cells, which, in turn, 
secrete several pro-inflammatory cytokines and chemokines. Given that reconstitution 
autoimmunity is more frequently characterized by autoantibody-mediated diseases 
rather than by destructive Th1-mediated disorders, it is not surprising that GD is the 
most commonly reported side effect of Alemtuzumab treatment in patients with MS. 
On the other hand, immune reconstitution GD was not observed in a large series of 
patients with rheumatoid arthritis treated with Alemtuzumab. This negative finding 
supports the view that patients with MS are intrinsically more at risk for developing 
Alemtuzumab-related thyroid dysfunctions and in particular of GD. From a clinical 
point of view, Alemtuzumab-induced GD is characterized by a surprisingly high rate of 
remission, both spontaneous and after antithyroid drugs, as well as by a spontaneous 
shift to hypothyroidism, which is supposed to result from a change from stimulating 
to blocking TSH-receptor antibodies. These immune and clinical peculiarities support 
the concept that antithyroid drugs should be the first-line treatment in Alemtuzumab-
induced Graves’ hyperthyroidism.

Keywords: Graves’ disease, Alemtuzumab, multiple sclerosis, autoimmune thyroid disease, reconstitution 
syndrome
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ALeMTUZUMAB AS AN 
iMMUNOMODULATiNG DRUG

Alemtuzumab is a humanized monoclonal antibody that has been 
approved for the treatment of active relapsing-remitting (RR) 
multiple sclerosis (MS) (1, 2). As a main pharmacologic action, 
Alemtuzumab targets the cell-surface antigen CD52. CD52 is a 
cell-surface glycoprotein with a still poorly understood function. 
CD52 is expressed on the surface of more than 95% T and B cells, 
of monocytes and of some dendritic cells, and, although to a lesser 
extent, even on natural killer cells and other leukocytes (3). The 
binding of Alemtuzumab to lymphocytes induces cellular lysis lead-
ing to their rapid and prolonged depletion from the circulation (4).

The acute immuno-suppressive effect of Alemtuzumab is 
followed by the homeostatic reconstitution of immune cells. 
Typically, monocytes and B cells recover first, followed by CD4+ 
T  cells. Changes in lymphocyte subsets result in an increased 
number of T  regulatory (Treg) cells and of memory T and  
B lymphocytes; an increased production of anti-inflammatory 
cytokines also occurs (5). These events produce a profound rebal-
ance of the immune system (6, 7).

Circulating lymphocytes disappear within a few minutes 
after the administration of Alentuzumab. B cells recover within 
3  months and a dominance of mature naïve cells (CD19+ 
CD23+ CD27−) over the memory B cells occurs. CD4+ T cell 
counts are restored after 35 months, while CD8+ T cell counts 
are restored after 20  months. The faster recovery of the latter 
subset of T cells might be related to the development of autoim-
mune diseases (8). For at least 9 months after the administration 
of Alemtuzumab, most circulating T  cells are represented by 
effector memory CD4+ and CD8+ cells. Baker et  al. recently 
described the kinetics of lymphocyte subset reconstitution after 
Alemtuzumab (9). After depletion, B  cells repopulated much 
more rapidly than T cells in general and Treg in particular (9). 
In this scenario, the reconstitution of B cells without adequate 
regulatory control by T cells may explain the high prevalence of 
post-Alentuzumab autoimmunity (9, 10).

Alentuzumab-induced lymphocytopenia is followed by the 
homeostatic growth of T cells, which is stimulated by the T cell 
receptor–self peptide complex. The process results in the appear-
ance of an oligoclonal cell population, which tends to autoreactiv-
ity. New T cell populations have typical aspects of memory T cells, 
such as lower dependency to co-stimulation, need for lower 
antigen doses than naïve cells, and faster secrection of inflam-
matory cytokines when re-stimulated (6–8). The above described 
immune derangements lead to a reduced self-tolerance. In most 
patients, the proliferation of regulatory lymphocytes is unable to 
prevent autoimmune deseases, possibly because T cells undergo 
a faster homeostatic growth, which increases their resistance 
to regulation (8). Patients who developed autoimmunity after 
Alentuzumab treatment also show high basal levels of IL-21, 
a cytokine which increases the growth of auto-reactive T cells.  
In general, the cytokine expression is skewed to the Th2 profile, 
in agreement with the high B cell counts (11, 12).

Innate immunity is not affected, and no clinically relevant 
infection appears after Alentuzumab treatment. This can be due 
to the maintenance/growth of memory T cells.

The above described immunomodulating actions of Alem-
tuzumab are responsible for its favorable effects in patients 
with RRMS (13), but also explain the high prevalence of 
Alemtuzumab-induced autoimmunity. The latter event received 
great concern and clinical trials aimed at evaluating potential 
preventive measures were designed (CAM-THY) (8, 14, 15).

MS AND THYROiD DiSeASeS

Multiple sclerosis is a human chronic inflammatory disease of 
the central nervous system supposed to be a Th1/Th17 type 
cell-mediated autoimmune disorder (16, 17). Studies aimed at 
evaluating whether there is an increased prevalence of autoim-
mune thyroid diseases (AITDs) in patients with MS as compared 
with healthy controls reported conflicting results. While early 
studies found an increased prevalence of AITD in patients with 
MS, more recent surveys reported rates which are consistent 
with the AITD prevalence in the general population (18–21). 
According to more recent views, an increased prevalence of 
AITD would be observed in family members of patients with MS 
(22). This is a rather intriguing and yet to be a fully elucidated 
observation (23, 24).

In addition to studies aimed at evaluating the prevalence 
of AITD in naive patients with MS, the occurrence of AITD, 
as a side effect of immunomodulatory treatments for MS, was 
extensively reported (25–27). At present, we know that treat-
ment with interferon-β (IFN-β) increases the risk for worsening 
and/or de novo appearance of both thyroid autoimmunity and 
dysfunction. On the other hand, thyroid side effects were not 
observed following glatiramer acetate (GA) therapy, even in 
large series of patients with MS who were longitudinally fol-
lowed for more than 10 years (11, 28, 29).

Specifically designed head-to-head clinical studies demon-
strated a similar efficacy of IFN-β and GA, as assessed by their 
ability to prevent clinical relapses and disease progression in 
patients with MS (12). However, more effective pharmacologic 
agents are now available. Among them, Alemtuzumab is cur-
rently regarded as an effective second-line treatment in patients 
with highly active RRMS (1, 2, 13).

TSH-ReCePTOR (TSH-R) AS A MAJOR 
AUTOANTiGeN iN GRAveS’ DiSeASe

Graves’ disease (GD), also referred to as toxic diffuse goiter, is 
commonly regarded as an autoimmune organ-specific disease 
(30–32). The presence of extra-thyroid manifestations, such 
as Graves’ orbitopathy and pretibial myxedema, apparently 
contradicts this classification, which is, however, justified by the 
TSH-R being a common antigen shared by the thyroid gland and 
by extra-thyroid tissues (31). The TSH-R, a G-protein coupled 
receptor with seven transmembrane-spanning domains and a 
large extracellular portion, is expressed primarily on the surface 
of thyroid follicular cells, but it is also present in adipocytes, 
fibroblast, bone cells, and other sites including the heart (33). 
TSH-R Antiboides (TRAb) encompass stimulating, blocking, 
and neutral antibodies. In patiens with GD, TRAb mainly have 
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TABLe 1 | Thyroid dysfunction during Alemtuzumab treatment in patients with 
multiple sclerosis (MS).

Patients and dysfunctions (%)

Patients with thyroid dysfunction in the 216 patients 
cohort

34

•	Graves’ hyperthyroidism
•	Hypothyroidism
•	Destructive thyroiditis

22.4
7.4
4.2

Type of dysfunction in the 73 affected patients
•	Graves’ hyperthyroidism
•	Hypothyroidism
•	Destructive thryoiditis
•	Unknown

65.8
20.5
10.3
1.4

Number of events of thyroid dysfunction between the 102 
recorded events
•	Single
•	Multiple

70.0
30.0

Type of event among the 102 recorded events
•	Graves’ hyperthyroidism

 ⚬ Overt
 ⚬ Subclinical

•	Hypothyroidism
•	Destructive thryoiditis
•	Unknown
•	Graves’ orbitophaty

58.8
81.7
18.3
29.4
9.8
2.0
6.0

Results of the CAMMS223 study as categorized by Daniels et al. (42).
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thyroid-stimulating activity (TSAb), which results in hyper-
thyroidism and goiter formation, TSAb bind only the naturally 
conformed TSH-R and induce cyclic AMP generation, thyroid 
cell proliferation, and thyroid hormone synthesis and secretion 
(34, 35). More rarely, and less functionally dominant, TRAb  
with thyroid blocking activity have been described in patients 
with GD (36).

Immune system abnormalities in GD are represented by  
TSH-R-reactive B cells, which escape deletion and eventually pre-
sent this thyroid autoantigen to T cells. When activated, T cells 
secrete several pro-inflammatory cytokines and chemokines  
(37, 38). Hence both B  cells and T  cells play a central role in 
perpetuating the autoimmune cascade in GD (11, 37).

AiTDs AND ALeMTUZUMAB

Among several autoimmune conditions, which have been 
reported to occur following Alemtuzumab treatment, the 
present review will focus on GD, the most frequently observed 
one. The occurrence of GD in Alemtuzumab-treated patients 
with secondary progressive MS was first described in 1999 
(39). In this early report, a third of MS patients (9/27) receiving 
the anti-CD52 monoclonal Ab developed GD, with circulat-
ing TRAb and hyperthyroidism (39). Besides being the first 
description, the study by Coles et  al. is of great interest, as it 
clearly shows that GD (and its humoral marker, TRAb) is the 
most prevalent form of AITD occurring in MS patients treated 
with Alemtuzumab (39). By contrast, in MS patients, treated 
with other immunomodulatory therapies (i.e., IFN-β), the most 
prevalent side effect is represented by euthyroid or hypothyroid 
autoimmune thyroiditis (26, 27, 40). Thus, a first crucial dif-
ference between IFN-β and Alemtuzumab was already evident: 
they elicited different autoimmune reactions driving the onset 
of Hashimoto’s thyroiditis and GD, respectively.

Subsequent studies, investigating the efficacy and safety of 
Alemtuzumab therapy in patients with RRMS, confirmed GD 
as the main autoimmune sequela of this immunomodulatory 
treatment. In 2008, Coles et  al. published a phase 2 clinical 
trial (CAMMS223) in which 334 patients with RRMS were 
randomized to receive either IFN-β-1a three times/week or 
annual cycles of Alemtuzumab (either 12 or 24  mg/day) for 
3 years (41). Among other (rare) autoimmune side effects, such 
as trombocytopenic purpura and glomerulonephritis due to 
autoantibodies binding the glomerular basal membrane, they 
reported a significantly higher rate of thyroid autoimmunity in 
patients treated with Alemtuzumab as opposed to those receiv-
ing IFN-β-1a (22.7 versus 2.8%, respectively) (41). In 2012, two 
phase-3 trials also reported the occurrence of mild to moderate 
thyroid dysfunction in nearly 18% of RRMS patients treated with 
Alemtuzumab (1, 2).

The early series of patients included in the CAMMS223 study 
(2) was further investigated with the specific aim of evaluating 
thyroid side effects of Alemtuzumab therapy (42). Daniels 
et  al. prolonged the surveillance period of these patients up to 
a median time of 57.3 months and a maximum of 80.6 months 
(42). They confirmed that thyroid dysfunctions more frequently 
occurred in patients treated with Alemtuzumab as compared to 

those receiving IFN-β-1a. In particular, 34% of patients treated 
with Alemtuzumab developed thyroid dysfunctions (39% receiv-
ing 12 mg and 29% receiving 24 mg) as compared with a 6.5% 
rate in those treated with IFN-β-1a. As shown in Table  1, in 
the Alemtuzumab treatment group, GD was the most prevalent 
condition, being experienced by nearly 23% of patients (42). 
Hypothyroidism was observed in 7.4% patients and destructive 
thyroiditis with thyrotoxicosis in 4.2% of patients (42).

Some clinical peculiarities of these patients are worth 
noting. The first episode of thyroid dysfunction was observed 
starting from the first year after Alemtuzumab administration. 
Afterward, the episodes’ prevalence progressively increased 
each year for the first 3  years (from 4.6 to 16.1%) with a 
subsequent decrease in the following 4  years (from 11.3 to 
5.9%). There was a higher than expected prevalence (52.7%) 
of patients in whom Graves’ hyperthyroidism (either overt or 
subclinical) was spontaneously reverted to hypothyroidism 
(either overt or subclinical) (Table 2). An unusual frequency of 
patients converting from hyperthyroidism to hypothyroidism 
and vice versa was also observed. Importantly, the conversion 
from hyperthyroidism to hypothyroidism was accompanied by 
the occurrence of TRAb in nearly 77% of patients (Table 3). 
This observation strongly suggests that the conversion from 
hyperthyroidism to hypothyroidism was likely due to a shift 
in the ratio between stimulating and blocking TRAbs. In the 
routine endocrine practice of sporadic GD, the transition from 
hyperthyroidism to hypothyroidism is a unusual event, which 
is mainly observed several years after a successful course of 
antithyroid drugs and is rarely accompanied by TRAb positiv-
ity (43). Taken together, these data indicate that the immune 
reconstitution occurring after Alemtuzumab treatment is 
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TABLe 5 | Studies reporting Alemtuzumab-related thyroid dysfunction.

Reference No. of  
patients

No. of patients 
who developed 

thyroid 
dysfunctions

Thyroid function

Coles et al. (39) 27 9/27 (33%) Hyperthyroidism: 9 (33%)a

Coles et al. (41) 216a 49/216 (22.7%) Hyperthyroidism: 32 (14.8%)
Hypothyroidism: 15 (6.9%)

Coles et al. (2) 596 100/596 (16.7%) Hyperthyroidism: 28 (4.7%)
Hypothyroidism: 31 (5.2%)

Cohen et al. (1) 376 68/376 (18%) Hyperthyroidism: 28 (7%)
Hypothyroidism: 18 (5%)

Tuohy et al. (45) 87 35/87 (41%) Hyperthyroidism: 22 (25.3%)
Hypothyroidism: 12 (13.8%)

aOne patient developed hypothyroidism before shifting to hyperthyroidism.

TABLe 4 | TPOAb and thyroid dysfunction during Alemtuzumab treatment.

Patients and TPOAb (%)

Patients with postive TPOAb at baseline 8.0
Patients with negative TPOAb at baseline who develop thyroid 
dysfunction

31.0

Patients with postive TPOAb at baseline who develop thyroid 
dysfunction

69.0

•	Graves’ hyperthyroidism
•	Hypothyroidism
•	Destructive thyroiditis
•	 Euthyroidism

31.2
25.0
12.5
31.2

Positive TPOAb at the time of thyroid dysfunction 69.8
•	Positive TPOAb at baseline
•	De novo positive TPOAb
•	Persistently positive TPOAb

15.1
54.8
30.1

De novo positive TPOAb without thyroid dysfunction 10.5

Data elaborated from Daniels et al. (42).

TABLe 3 | TSH-receptor antibodies (TRAb) and thyroid dysfunction during 
Alemtuzumab treatment.

Patients and TRAb (%)

Positive TRAb at baseline 0.0
De novo positive TRAb 38.0

Thyroid dysfunction and TRAb status
•	Positive TRAb 70.0

Hyperthyroidism and TRAb status
•	Positive TRAb 84.7

Graves’ disease and TRAb status
•	Positive TRAb 100

Hypothyroidism and TRAb status
•	Positive TRAb 76.7

Data elaborated from Daniels et al. (42).

TABLe 2 | Treatment and outcome of Graves’ disease developing after 
Alemtuzumab therapy.

(%)

Therapy of overt hyperthyroidism in Graves’ disease
•	Antithyroid drugs alone
•	Antithyroid drugs + radiometabolic therapy (131-I)
•	Radiometabolic therapy alone (131-I)
•	Surgery (total thyroidectomy)

40.1
12.2
6.1
4.0

Outcome of overt hyperthyroidism in Graves’ disease
•	Spontaneous resolution with:

– Euthyroidism
– Hypothyroidism

36.7
20.4
16.3

Therapy of subclinical hyperthyroidism
•	Antithyroid drugs alone 36.4

Outcome of subclinical hyperthyroidism in Graves’ disease 63.6
•	Spontaneous resolution
•	Subclinical hypothyroidism
•	Overt hypothyroidism
•	Unknown

18.2
18.2
18.2
9.1

Data elaborated from Daniels et al. (42).
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mainly humoral, being directed to the TSH-R as a major 
auto antigen.

Risk factors for the development of Alemtuzumab-induced 
GD were a family history of thyroid diseases, female sex, younger 
age, smoking habit, lower administered dose of the monoclonal 
Ab, and pretretment postivity for thyroid peroxidase (TPO) 
antibody (Ab). However, TPOAb had a minor relevance as a 
risk factor, due to the low frequency of pre-teratment positive 
results for this autoimmune marker (Table  4). Daniels et  al. 
found that only 16/206 (8%) patients were positive for TPOAb 
at baseline. Among them, the prevalence of thyroid dysfunction 
after Alentuzumab treatment was 69%, a much higher rate than 
the 31% one observed in patients who were TPOAb negative at 
baseline (44). However, the majority (85%) of patients developing 
a thyroid disorder were negative for TPOAb before Alentuzumab 
treatment. Therefore, regardless of the pretreatment TPOAb sta-
tus, patients may develop a thyroid disfunction and should have 
thyroid function tests performed periodically (41).

The remission rate of Alemtuzumab-induced Graves’ 
hyper  thyroidism, either spontaneous or after antithyroid drug 

treatment (Table 2), was also higher (78%) than what commonly 
observed in the sporadic form of the disease (32).

In a futher observational cohort study, Tuohy et  al. (45)  
re-evaluated 87 patients with RRMS who had been treated with 
Alemtuzumab in investigator-led studies in Cambridge from 
1999 to 2012. This series included 67 patients of the CAMMS224 
trial (18) and 20 of the SM3 trial (46). Among the 86 patients  
who completed the study, 35 (41%) developed a thyroid dys-
function, which was diagnosed as Graves’ hyperthyroidism in 22 
(63%) and as hypothyroidism with positive tests for TPOAb in 
12 (34%) of them. The main limitation of this study is that TRAb 
were not measured. At the present, large series studies aimed 
at evaluating the occurrence of thyroid dysfunctions in RRMS 
patients treated with Alemtuzumab reported a prevalence rang-
ing from 16.7 to 41% (Table 5). The remaining published studies 
on the occurrence of GD in Alemtuzumab-treated patients 
mainly consist of single case or small series reports, which 
are summarized in Table  6. In the majority of these reports, 
patients developing AITD were taking Alemtuzumab for a 
RRMS (47–50). However, reconstitution GD was also described 
in patients receiving Alemtuzumab for other clinical conditions. 
The development of Graves’ hyperthyroidism was described by 
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TABLe 6 | Case reports of patients developing autoimmune thyroid diseases following Alemtuzumab administration.

Reference Case(s) Disease Thyroid function Thyroid Ab Treatment

Kirk et al. (52) 1 (F) Kidney  
transplantation

Hyperthyroidism TSH-RAb+ Carbimazole
TgAb n/a
TPOAb n/a

Aranha et al. (47) 1 (F) Multiple  
sclerosis (MS)

Hyperthyroidism TSH-RAb+
TgAb+
TPOAb+

Carbimazole,  
thyroidectomy

2 (F) MS Hyperthyroidism TSH-RAb+
TgAb−
TPOAb−

Carbimazole,  
thyroidectomy

3 (F) MS Hyperthyroidism,  
then hypothyroidism

TSH-RAb+
TgAb n/a
TPOAb n/a

Carbimazole,  
then levothyroxine

4 (F) MS Hyperthyroidism TSH-RAb+
TgAb+
TPOAb+

Carbimazole

Tsourdi et al. (48) 1 (M) MS Hyperthyroidism TSH-RAb+
TgAb+
TPOAb+

Thiamazole

2 (F) MS Hyperthyroidism TSH-RAb+
TgAb+
TPOAb+

Thiamazole,  
thyroidectomy

3 (F) MS Hyperthyroidism TSH-RAb+
TgAb+
TPOAb–

Thiamazole,  
thyroidectomy

4 (M) MS Hyperthyroidism TSH-RAb+
TgAb−
TPOAb+

Thiamazole,  
thyroidectomy

5 (F) MS Mild hyperthyroidism TSH-RAb+
TgAb+
TPOAb+

No therapy

Williams et al. (53) 1 (M) Hematopoietic  
cell transplantation

Hypothyroidism TSH-RAb n/a
TgAb+
TPOAb+

Levothyroxine

2 (M) Hematopoietic  
cell transplantation

Hyperthyroidism TSH-RAb−
TgAb+
TPOAb+

Methimazole

3 (M) Hematopoietic  
cell transplantation

Hyperthyroidism TSH-RAb−
TgAb+
TPOAb+

Methimazole

Mahzari et al. (49) 1 (M) MS Hyperthyroidism,  
then hypothyroidism

TSH-RAb n/a
TgAb n/a
TPOAb+

Propylthiouracil,  
then levothyroxine

2 (F) MS Hyperthyroidism,  
then hypothyroidism

TSH-RAb n/a
TgAb n/a
TPOAb+

No therapy,  
then levothyroxine

3 (F) MS Hyperthyroidism TSH-RAb n/a
TgAb n/a
TPOAb+

Methimazole

4 (F) MS Mild hyperthyroidism,  
then hypothyroidism

TSH-RAb n/a
TgAb n/a
TPOAb+

No therapy,  
then levothyroxine

Obermann et al. (50) 1 (M) MS Hyperthyroidism TSH-RAb+
TgAb+
TPOAb+

Carbimazole

2 (M) MS Subclinical  
hypothyroidism

TSH-RAb−
TgAb+
TPOAb+

No therapy
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Walsh et al. in 11% of patients treated with Alemtuzumab for  
vasculitis (51). Other reports include (i) a young kidney trans-
plant recipient who developed GD 4 years after Alemtuzumab 
treatment (52) and (ii) three pediatric cases of thyroid autoim-
mune diseases in patients receiving Alem tuzumab after hemat-
opoietic cell transplantation (53).

At variance with all the above described studies, the deve-
lopment of immune reconstition GD was not observed in a 
large series of patients with rheumatoid arthritis treated with 
Alemtuzumab (54). These negative findings support the view 
that patients with MS bear a higher intrinsic risk for the devel-
opment of Alemtuzumab-related thyroid dysfunctions. Further 
support to the above statement stems from the notion that while 
Alemtuzumab is increasingly prescribed in chronic lymphocytic 
leukemia, no case of Graves’ hyperthyroidism has been reported 
in these patients.

FiNAL ReMARKS

Reconstitution GD may occur during the recovery phase of 
Alemtuzumab-induced CD52 cells depletion. Because reconsti-
tution autoimmunity is more frequently related to autoantibody-
mediated diseases rather than to destructive, Th1-mediated 
disorders (i.e., Hashimoto’s thyroiditis), it is not surprising that 

GD is the most commonly reported side effects of Alemtuzumab 
treatment.

The reason why, as compared with patients bearing other clini-
cal conditions, those with MS carry a higher risk for the develop-
ment of GD after Alemtuzumab treatment remains unknown. 
Genetic factors and/or specific clinical aspects of MS, such as the 
cytokine/chemokine milieu and/or the RR clinical course, might 
play a role, but there is still no definite proof at this regard.

From a clinical point of view, there are peculiar aspects of 
Alemtuzumab-induced GD. First, hyperthyroid patients have an 
unusualy high rate of spontaneous shift to hypothyroidism. This 
shift is supposed to result from a change from stimulating to block-
ing TRAb. Second, the remission rate of Graves’ hyperthyroidism, 
both spontaneous and after antithyroid drugs, is unexpectedly 
high, suggesting a less aggressive disease (14). This observation 
implies that antithyroid drugs should be the first-line treatment 
in patients with Alemtuzumab-induced Graves’ hyperthyroidism.
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